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Abstract
An important factor of the strength of a modern enterprise is its capability
to e ectively store and process information. As a legacy of the mainframe
computing trend in recent decades, large enterprises often have many isolated data repositories used only within portions of the organization. The
methodology used in the development of such systems, also known as legacy
systems, is tailored according to the application, without concern for the
rest of the organization. From organizational reasons, such isolated systems
still emerge within di erent portions of the enterprises. While these systems
improve the eciency of the individual enterprise units, their inability to
interoperate and provide the user with a uni ed information picture of the
whole enterprise is a \speed bump" in taking the corporate structures to the
next level of eciency.
Several technical obstacles arise in the design and implementation of a system
for integration of such data repositories (sources), most notably distribution,
autonomy, and data heterogeneity. This thesis presents a data integration
system based on the wrapper-mediator approach. In particular, it describes
the facilities for passive data mediation in the AMOSII system. These facilities consist of: (i) object-oriented (OO) database views for reconciliation of
data and schema heterogeneities among the sources, and (ii) a multidatabase
query processing engine for processing and executing of queries over data in
several data sources with di erent processing capabilities. Some of the major
data integration features of AMOSII are:

 A distributed mediator architecture where query plans are generated

using a distributed compilation in several communicating mediator and
wrapper servers.
 Data integration by reconciled OO views spanning over multiple mediators and speci ed through declarative OO queries. These views are
i

ii
capacity augmenting views, i.e. locally stored attributes can be associated with them.

 Processing and optimization of queries to the reconciled views using

OO concepts such as overloading, late binding, and type-aware query
rewrites.
 Query optimization strategies for ecient processing of queries over a
combination of locally stored and reconciled data from external data
sources.
The AMOSII system is implemented on a Windows NT/95 platform.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

An important factor of the strength of a modern enterprise is its capability
to e ectively store and process information. As a legacy of the mainframe
computing trend in the previous decades, large enterprises often have many
isolated data repositories used only within portions of the organization. The
methodology used in the development of such systems, also known as legacy
systems, is tailored according to the application, without concern for the rest
of the organization.
While these systems contributed to faster development of the companies
in the past, their inability to interoperate and provide the user with a uni ed
information picture of the whole enterprise is a \speed bump" in the process
of taking the corporate structures to the next level of eciency. This phenomenon is exempli ed in the new international corporations build by global
mergers. The informational assets of such companies are both geographically
and structurally far apart.
The recent development of the network technology provided the corner stone for the integration of legacy systems. Faster network technologies
bridged the physical gap between these systems. Nevertheless, this did not
eliminate the burden of accessing the legacy systems in their diverse native
formats. A study of the data processing patterns of the Fortune 500 companies conducted at the beginning of the 90s [40] has shown that over 80% of
the surveyed companies accessed data in multiple systems.
Another recent trend is that dumb terminals as access points are replaced
1
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by more powerful workstations having substantial processing capabilities,
but which are nevertheless too small to hold all the data that a user might
need. The power and the network connection capability of these workstations
can vary considerably in a large enterprise: from a stationary workstation
with a network connection of few million bits per second, to hand held devices
with network links of only few thousands bits. It would be a great expense for
a company to adjust the corporate software for these di erent circumstances.
A solution is to have an adaptable system that can take advantage of the
di erent con gurations without changing the software implementation.
Users, on the other hand, require simple and fast access to the information. \Simple" usually means that the picture of the data in the enterprise
corresponds to the user's view of the enterprise and its position in it. Mainly,
this translates into three technical requirements:
1. Location transparency: the user is not aware of the physical location of
the data. The data access is uniform regardless of whether the information is stored locally in the user's workstation, or in a systems half
way around the globe.
2. Heterogeneity transparency: some of the legacy systems might provide
equivalent, complementary or con icting information. In such cases,
the data must be reorganized, so that the user gets a picture of the
data where the redundancies are eliminated and con icts are resolved.
3. Autonomy: The existing systems and applications should function as
before, without any modi cation and dependencies to the added integration framework.
In the last two of decades, research in the area of data integration has
contributed several classi cations of the challenges in this area, and proposed
a number of solutions. The wrapper-mediator approach, described in [85],
divides a data integration system into two functional units. The wrapper
provides access to the data in the data sources using a common data model
(CDM), and a common query language (CQL). The mediator provides a
semantically coherent CDM representation of the combined data from the
wrapped data sources.
This thesis presents a design, an implementation, and an evaluation of
a mediator database system named AMOSII. In this system, the problem of
data integration is tackled from a database perspective. The database eld
is one of the better established elds within computer engineering, with a
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well-developed theoretical background and a large number of commercial
products that have bene ted from it. The main objective of database research is to explore how to store and query large amounts of data. The
AMOSII project adapts and combines some results of the database research
with an array of novel ideas in order to tackle the data integration problem.
The data integration functionality of AMOSII is provided by two conceptual
units:
 An OO database view system provides a coherent and uni ed view to
the data integrated by the mediator.
 A multidatabase query processing engine processes the queries over data
in multiple repositories.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the
eld of data integration and places the presented work in the context of
related research. It also introduces the basic terminology and gives a more
precise de nition of the data integration problem. The basic features of the
AMOSII system that are used as a basis for the work in this thesis are
presented in chapter 3. The OO view system is described in chapters 4 and
5. Chapter 4 introduces the basics of the OO view system for data integration
in AMOSII. Chapter 5 extends the concepts in chapter 4 to integration of
sources with overlapping data. The multidatabase query processing facilities
are presented in chapter 6. A detailed comparison of AMOSII with some
other related research prototypes and commercial products in the area is
presented in chapter 7. A summary is given in chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Data Integration by
Multidatabase Systems
The term multidatabase management system (MDBMS) implies a system
consisting of several databases. In the literature, this term has been mainly
used to describe systems providing various degrees of integration and interoperability among a number of databases or other types of data sources. We
note here that, in spite the implications of the name, one of the most important goals of MDBMS research is to encompass data sources that are not
databases. Nevertheless, the databases remain one of the most important
type of data sources. This chapter introduces the research in MDBMSs by
rst giving an overview of the technologies that contributed to its proliferation. Next, a short taxonomy of the data integration research encompassing
the eld of MDBMSs is presented. Finally, some issues characteristic for
MDBMSs are discussed.
From the various overviews of the multidatabase research eld, for an
interested reader we single out [69], [5] and [7], also used in the preparation
of this chapter.

2.1 Enabling technologies
MDBMS research emerged as a result of the advances in several related disciplines and by increasing sophistication of the users' demands. This section
provides a short overview of the most in uential areas from the aspect of
the work presented in this thesis.
5
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2.1.1 Database systems
A database represents a collection of information managed by a database
management system (DBMS). The DBMS allows the user to [83]: create new
databases and their logical descriptions named schemas; store securely large
amounts of data; query and modify the database using a query language;
and control the simultaneous access to the data by a multitude of users.
Databases and DBMSs play a major role in almost all areas where computers are used. The rst commercial DBMSs, developed in the 1960s, came
into existence when the complexity of the applications dealing with large
amounts of data could not be eciently satis ed by the le system services.
Since then, typically the development of DBMS technology has been classied by the methodology for describing the schema and the data, named data
model. Di erent models have emerged in the last four decades. Examples of
the earlier models are the hierarchical and the network data models in which
the data in the database is represented in the form of a graph. The query
languages for querying this data allow the user to navigate through the data
graph. Writing such navigational programs is hard. Also, the graph representation used in the queries closely followed the physical layout of the data
on the storage device. Any change in the storage patterns require changing
the applications.
In the early 1970s the relational data model was proposed in [10]. This
model has been the single most in uential idea in the development of the
DBMSs to date. According to this model, the user views the data in the
database in the form of simple tables, consisting of one or more labeled
columns. The table entries are named rows or tuples. Each column of each
row contains a value that can contain a number, string of characters, or
other simple concept from the real world. A special NULL value speci es
the absence of a user-supplied value.
This conceptual view of the data in the relational model is close to many
of the traditional, non-electronic data representations. The DBMS, however,
can internally store the data in more complicated structures that allow faster
access and manipulation of the data. A change of the storage structures does
not change the queries, speci ed in a formalism named relational calculus.
There are a few languages that provide a \friendly" syntax for the relational
calculus, the most widely used of which is IBM's Structured Query Language
(SQL). The relational calculus and the SQL languages are declarative, i.e.
the user only speci es whatis to be retrieved from the database and not how
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is it retrieved. Therefore, the relational calculus is used to state non-ordered
descriptions of the user's queries. In order for the DBMS to execute the
query, it must translate this to a program that precisely describes how the
data is retrieved from storage. These programs in the relational DBMSs are
usually described by a formalism named relational algebra. Some of the more
typical relational calculus and algebra operators are:

 selection (): selects a subset of the input table based on a condition
(e.g. all employees that have salary larger than a certain amount)

 projection (): selects a subset of the columns of the input table (e.g.

selects the salaries from an employee table containing the employee
names and salaries)

 join (1): produces a new table by matching the tuples of two input
tables by given conditions (e.g. returns a table containing the names,
salaries and social security numbers of employees, by matching the
rows of two tables one containing the names and the social security
numbers, and another containing the salaries and the social security
numbers)

These three operators are considered the basis of any relational DBMS query
processor. Queries composed of these three operators are named select-joinproject queries.
The process of translation of the calculus queries into relational algebra
programs is called query processing. Typically, a calculus expression translates into many equivalent algebra expressions, also named query execution
plans (QEPs), that all produce the same result, but use di erent orderings
of the operators and algorithms for their evaluation. Di erent plans often require di erent execution times that may vary by several orders of magnitude.
Consequently, it is of great importance that the DBMS chooses a plan with
a low execution time. The process of selecting a plan with as low as possible
an execution time is named query optimization. The query optimization is
one of the most critical and complex phases of query processing.
Although the relational data model, calculus and algebra solved many
of the problems present in the previous approaches, almost three decades of
usage has exposed a number of limitations. The research community reacted
to this by developing a row of post-relational models and approaches. One of
the more successful has been the Object-Oriented (OO) approach. Systems
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that provide an OO data model and a declarative query language have recently been named Object-Relational (OR). AMOSII is one such system. A
brief overview of the OO data model is presented later in this section.
The users of a database can each require di erent data representations
and queries. The design of the database schema should aim to satisfy the
representational needs of the majority of the users. Nevertheless, this is not
always possible and a database schema might be suitable for some of the
users, but compel others to write long and tedious queries in order to obtain
the result in the required format. The database view mechanism alleviates
this problem by allowing de nition of virtual schemas for di erent users.
These are de ned using stored query speci cations that transform the data
from the stored format to the format required by a user. To the user, the view
is transparent and has the appearance of an ordinary schema. Queries over
the views are translated by the DBMS into queries over the database schema.
Views are a well established technology, present in almost every commercial
relational DBMS. Views in OO and OR systems have been a subject of
intense research in the last decade and the rst commercial products are
starting to emerge.
Another popular dimension of classi cation of the DBMSs is their architecture. Here, one of the classi cations is into centralized and distributed
systems. The former type represents systems where all the data is stored
in a single repository and all the accesses are processed by a single DBMS.
The technically more advanced distributed DBMSs store the data in multiple repositories and access it by a cooperating set of DBMSs. A distributed
architecture provides improved performance, reliability and availability, but
has an increased complexity compared to the centralized one.
This thesis presents a distributed multidatabase architecture for data integration, that has it origins in the distributed DBMS approach, but differs from it by not assuming homogenous, cooperating systems providing a
uniform interface. Furthermore, the data in a distributed database is distributed, stored and updated under the strict control of the DBMS. This
thesis explores a system that has no control over these issues.
There is an extensive literature on the subject of databases and DBMSs,
to name just a few of the more popular text books: [83, 18, 72]. A classical
textbook on distributed databases is [61].

2.1 Enabling technologies
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2.1.2 Networking technologies
The technological limitations of the size and the complexity of a single system
led to the development of the computer networks. A computer network is dened in [61] as: an interconnected collection of autonomous computers capable of exchanging information. This de nition states two main requirements:
that the systems are interconnected, i.e. that they can exchange information,
and that the systems run their own programs in an autonomous manner.
Besides the computers, often referred to as nodes or sites, the network also
contains communication links and specialized network trac management
equipment to increase eciency and manageability.
The interaction of the network sites can be modeled by di erent
paradigms. Two of the most popular are peer-to-peer, where nodes treat
each other as equals, and client-server where the clients send requests for
processing to the servers that return the replies to the calling clients. In multitasking systems, a site in a network is not necessarily a physical computer,
but it can rather be represented by a single process running on a computer.
Therefore, more than one logical site can reside on a single physical site.
The development of networking technology has been one of the most inuential factors in the rapid growth of the computing industry in the last
two decades. This development has shifted the accent from development of
isolated centralized systems to connected and distributed decentralized systems. The impact of this shift can be seen in an array of new computer
network-based products that have changed the world, such as the Internet
and digital mobile telephony, that are two of the most dynamically developing elds in the area.
Although there are many parameters that illustrate the advances of computer network technology, the two most commonly used are the increase in
the availability of network connections and their capacity [39]. While only
a decade ago the most common network connection to an end user was
9600 bits/second (baud), today's local area networks (LANs) easily reach
the 109 baud mark. 128 Kbaud Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
connections are readily available in almost all households and oces in the
developed countries. In the coming years, technologies such as the broadband
network standard named Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) will increase
these limits by some orders of magnitude. This technology is available for
both local and wide area networks and will provide services with a bandwidth of up to 150 Mbaud. In digital mobile telephony the bandwidth is
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still largely limited (e.g. 9600 baud for the GSM standard), but the newly
announced standards such as the Wireless Collision Detection Media Access
(WCDMA) developed by a few European vendors will lift this limitation to
around 2 Mbaud.
A classical textbook on computer networks is [79].

2.1.3 The object-oriented paradigm
While the relational model proved successful in business applications, it
proved to be inecient in the support of applications as CAD/CAM systems, oce automation and scienti c databases. These applications require
a more complex structure of the data, longer-transaction duration, new data
types (e.g. multimedia, matrices, documents), and non-standard applicationspeci c operations [18].
The Object-Oriented (OO) model was developed to cope with these requirements. The origins of this model are in the OO programming languages
that started with the language SIMULA in the late 1960s. Since then, a variety of research prototypes and, to some extent, commercial database product
have adopted this model. As opposed to the relational model, there is still no
widely accepted standard for an OO data model and query language. Two
most notable e orts are the Object Database Management Group (ODMG)
standard [9], and the OO version of the SQL language standard SQL3 [74].
In the OO model, the real world entities are modeled as objects classied into classes. The objects belonging to a class are called class instances.
The set of all class instances make the class extent. The designer has the
capability to model both the structure of the objects as a set of attributes
(roughly corresponding to the table columns in the relational model), as
well as operations (or methods) that can be performed over the objects of
a particular class. The methods are speci ed in a procedural or declarative
language. The set of all attributes and methods applicable to the objects of
a certain class is the interface, or behavior of that class. The designer can
also specify that some of the attributes/methods can be used only internally
within other methods, exposing to the user of the objects only a part of the
interface. This technique is called encapsulation and provides for increased
maintainability of the code.
As opposed to the relational model where the tuples of interest are identi ed by unique combinations of their column values (keys), in the OO model
each object is assigned by the system an immutable, unique object identi er
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(OID). The OIDs can be used by the user to directly access the object instance. They can also be stored as attribute values of other objects. While
in the relational database, all the data accesses are performed by relational
calculus queries, in an OO database the objects can be accessed by navigating through the graph of objects connected by edges of OID as attribute
values. We note here that as opposed to the network data models where the
links are physical pointers, the OIDs are logical pointers independent of the
physical storage implementation.
Another important feature of the OO model is class inheritance. This
mechanism allows a class to be de ned as a subclass of another class, named
superclass. The subclass inherits all the attributes and methods of the superclass, and can also de ne its owns. The directed graph of the classes and
the inheritance dependencies is usually called class hierarchy. Some of the
systems support multiple inheritance where a class can inherit from more
than one superclass. The usual semantics is that an instance belonging to a
class, also belongs to all of it superclasses (extent-subset semantics).
The class hierarchy and the extent-subset semantics set a stage for polymorphic behavior of the class instances. This means that a method can have
di erent implementations for di erent instances of a class, depending on
which of its subclasses the instance belongs to. Inversely, multiple implementation de nitions are allowed for a single method in di erent classes.
When such a method is invoked over a set of instances of that class, the
system invokes the most speci c implementation. For example, let's assume
that a class shape is de ned with two subclasses circle and square that
de ne a method area() calculating the area of a particular shape. When the
method area() is invoked over a set of shapes, the circles should be processed
by the implementation de ned for circles, while the squares with the implementation de ned for squares. The instances of the type shape exhibit in
this case non-uniform (polymorphic) behavior. Polymorphism requires that
method implementations are chosen during run-time, when the query or the
program is executed. The mechanism that allows this is hence called late
binding, as opposed to early binding where the method implementation is
chosen during compile time.
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2.2 A taxonomy of the data integration research
Research in the eld of data integration systems has identi ed two basic approaches. One uses eager materialization of local copies of the queried data
from the data sources, trying to reduce the response time by performing most
of the costly operations before the query is issued [34]. The other approach,
which we name passive, fetches the required data when it is requested. Which
of the two approaches yields better results depends on factors such as available resources, the size of the data, and the query and update frequencies.
Eager materialization has an advantage when, for example, the update
frequency of the data is low, the sources support active mechanisms for propagating the changes to the data integration system, and the data integration
system has available resources to maintain the materialized data. A variant
of the eager approach, data warehousing, performs a materialization of all
the data from the sources that might be needed in the user queries in advance, before the queries are executed. In this way, queries that do not have
strict currency requirements, in the presence of adequate resources, can be
executed over local copies of the data. Another variant of the eager materialization uses active maintenance of the local copies by incrementally applying
the changes of the original data to the copies. This variant is adequate when
the change rate is low, and the data sources can provide means for actively
propagating the changes.
By contrast, the passive approach has advantages when the user's system is too small to host the materialized data that he queries, or when the
maintenance of the materialized copy is too costly to perform (e.g. because
of large volume of updates). Also, the passive approach is less intrusive towards the autonomy of the data sources. It has been identi ed that both
approaches are important and complementary to each other [87] [34].
The work presented in this thesis is based on the passive approach. Accordingly, the rest of this section discusses data integration architectures
based on the passive approach, that are also the data integration systems
most often associated with the term \multidatabase management systems"
as de ned above. In [69], a reference MDBMS architecture is presented (Figure 2.1). This architecture is based on mappings between schemas on 5 levels:
 Local schema A local schema represents the data in a data source.
There is one local schema for each data source. The local schemas are
expressed using a local data de nition language and a local data model,
if such exist. Non-database data sources might describe the local data
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Figure 2.1: An MDBMS reference architecture
and its organization using other formalisms.

 Component schema A component schema is a CDM representation

of a local schema. The local schema is translated into a CDM representation if the CDM is di erent than the local data model, otherwise
the local and the component schemas are the same.

 Export schema In some architectures, each data source decides the

portion of the data that is going to be available for non-local access.
The export schema models the portion of the component schema visible
non-locally. It is also expressed in the CDM.

 Federated or Global schema A federated (global) schema is an

integration of all the export schemas. Depending on the particular
framework applied, this schema can be called either global or federated.
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The term global schema is used when there is only one such schema.
There can be more than one federated schema.
 External schema An external schema represents a subset of the
global schemas tailored for a particular user or group of users.
Depending on the level of integration, MDBMSs can be classi ed into 3
categories [5]: global schema systems, federated databases and multidatabase
language systems. These categories re ect design e orts to accommodate the
con icting requirements of achieving an ecient and usable system by larger
level of sharing on one side, and preserving the autonomy of the data sources,
on the other. On the one extreme of this spectrum are systems that are close
to the distributed databases in building a global integrated schema of all the
data in the sources. The opposite side represents systems that provide just
basic interoperation capabilities and leave most of the integration problem
to the user. The rest of this section overviews the features of each of these
categories.

2.2.1 Global schema systems

Historically the rst approach to building an MDBMS is the approach where
the export schemas of multiple databases are integrated into a single global
view (schema). According to the reference architecture, the export and component schemas are equal and there is a single global schema. The user is
not aware of the distribution and the heterogeneity of the integrated data
sources. Furthermore, if the schema does not change frequently, it can be
stored locally, at the client, for faster access. Nevertheless, this approach has
been shown to exhibit the following problems [5]:
 Since the general problem of integrating even only two schemas is undecideable, the process of integration of multiple schemas is very hard
to automate. Global schema integrators must be familiar with all the
naming and structure conventions of all the data sources and integrate
them into a cohesive single schema without changing the local schemas.
 There are two basic approaches to integrating the component schemas
into a global schema. In the rst, the component schemas are integrated pair-wise. A hierarchical application of the integration leads to
a schema integrating all the component schemas. The other approach
is to integrate all the component schemas at once. Both approaches
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have problems. The rst one could produce di erent results when different integration orders are used, while the other one is usually too
dicult.
 It is necessary for the component databases to reveal some information
about the semantics of their data for this type of schema integration
to be possible. This violates the autonomy of the data sources.

2.2.2 Federated architecture

In the federated MDBMS (FMS) the export schemas are only a subset of
the component schemas. Each data source is given control over the portion
of the data that will be exported. The federated schema does not need to
be an integration of all the export schemas. It can integrate only portions
of the export schemas of interest to the users using the federated schema.
More than one federated schema can be de ned according to the users' requirements. Each user can then further re ne its export schema to t his
own requirements. The wrapper-mediator approach used in this work is a
variant of the federated architecture approach.
In a tightly coupled FMS, the mappings between the di erent schemas is
kept in a federation directory, accessed during the processing of the queries
over the federated schemas. Maintaining the directory creates an overhead
in this type of system. The size of the directory can grow dramatically as the
number of data sources and users increase. It can also become a performance
bottleneck when accessed by a large number of users. These problems are
reminiscent of the problems of maintaining a global schema described above.
Loosely coupled systems do not have a centralized directory. The user
creates and maintains his own integrated schema in the form of a local view.
The maintenance problems noted above disappears. A possible drawback of
this approach is that more than one user might need to perform the same
view modeling, without the possibility of reusing the de nitions. Furthermore, a change in an export schema a ects all the users who have a view
dependent on it.
A solution to the problems noted above is to allow a gradual transition
from the federated into export schemas by a hierarchy of small intermediate
schemas. This approach breaks the repository into smaller and more maintainable units, while allowing reuse of the view speci cation and modularity
in the view de nition and change. Because of these advantages, this is the
approach of choice for the design of the system presented in this thesis.
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2.2.3 Multidatabase languages
This approach does not provide any type of global schema. The only means
of accessing the data in the data sources is by language primitives for speci cation of queries over data stored in multiple sources. In the reference architecture, this means that the user explicitly sees all the component schemas
of the integrated sources. The multidatabase language approach is usually
used for integration of data sources that are databases.
An important feature of the multidatabase languages are constructs that
allow for iteration over the meta-data of the local and remote databases.
Queries can be de ned that iterate over all known databases, or a set of
tables in the databases based on some regular expression [51]. These are
translated into multiple queries that are executed by the relevant systems.
Because, the operations performed over the local tables need not be the same
in all databases, the translation process is capable of generating queries that
use di erent operators in di erent systems in order to construct the required
result (e.g. some database might contain the requested result in a single table,
while others in a set of tables that need to be joined rst). There are limited
constructs for resolution of naming, scaling and unit discrepancies of the
data in the data sources by user de ned expressions.
The main criticism of the multidatabase language approach is the low
level of transparency provided to the user. The user is responsible for nding
the relevant information, understanding each database schema, detecting
and resolving the semantic con icts, and nally, building the required view
of the data in the sources [5]. The advantages of the approach are that it
is not intrusive against the autonomy of the data sources and there is no
global/federated schema maintenance and access overhead.

2.3 Autonomy of the data sources
As opposed to the distributed DBMSs where the nodes are under the control
of a single authority, the autonomous data sources treat the MDBMS only
as another client. The requests to the data sources are performed using the
interfaces available for the clients. More speci cally, the autonomy of the
data sources can be classi ed in several di erent categories [69, 86]:

 Design Autonomy: The data source manager decides what data is

stored in the database and how is it stored and interpreted. This in-
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cludes the choices of data model, query language, database constraints,
etc.

 Communication Autonomy: The data source decides which requests it will answer and when it will answer them. In other words,
the services provided to the MDBMS are decided by a local database
manager.

 Execution Autonomy: The MDBMS cannot make any assumptions
about the algorithms and methods used in the data sources to process
the requests. The execution strategy is decided locally in the data
sources. Also, no assumptions can be made about the relative order of
execution of concurrent requests.

 Association Autonomy The data sources decide how much of its
data and processing capabilities it will share with the MDBMS. It can
limit the access to only a portion of all the available data. The query
requests can be limited to certain types of operations (e.g. projection,
selection and join) or certain functions (e.g. matrix addition and multiplication). Furthermore, the sources are not obliged to expose internal
data as, for example, statistical data or execution time estimates.

2.4 Data and schema heterogeneity
One of the major challenges in integrating multiple heterogeneous data
sources is in understanding and translating the data from all the data sources
into a common context [5] . The main diculty in this process is the presence of semantic heterogeneity among the data and meta-data (schema) in
the di erent data sources. A data item in one data source can correspond,
complement or con ict with data in the other data sources. In order to
present the user with coherent view of the data in the sources, the system
needs to provide some means of reconciliation of the semantic heterogeneity.
The most cited cause for semantic heterogeneity is the design autonomy
of the data sources. To illustrate such a case, we consider an example of
two databases storing the salaries of the employees of a company formed
by a merger of one Swedish and one US company. The Swedish company
database stores the salary amounts in crowns, while the database in the
US stores the amounts in dollars. A user presented with, for example, two
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salaries for the same person working in both countries cannot easily perceive
the exact amount of the person's salary in the local currency.
In order to design a system with reconciliation facilities, rst a classi cation of the possible semantic heterogeneity is needed. The literature provides
several such classi cations, three more extensive of which that take into account an OO data model are [44], [70] and [31]. In the rest of this section, a
short summary of the classi cation in [31] is presented. In this classi cation,
the semantic heterogeneities are rst divided into three groups:

 Heterogeneities between Object classes
 Heterogeneities between Class structures
 Heterogeneities between Object instances
The heterogeneities between object classes are further classi ed into differences in:

 Extents: (i) the extents can represent di erent parts (entity sets) of

the real world (e.g. two classes representing colors can have di erent
numbers of colors in them); (ii) the intersection of the extent can be
anything from equal to both the extents, to an empty set; (iii) an
extent of a class in one source might correspond to the extents of
several classes in the other sources, etc.

 Names: (i) same name can be used for di erent concept (homonyms);

(ii) the same concept can be named di erently in di erent data sources
(synonyms).

 Attributes and methods: (i) the absence of a method or an at-

tribute; (ii) arity di erences; (iii) attribute constraints di erences (e.g.
minimum/maximum value, NULL value, minimum/maximum arity,
uniqueness, etc.)

 Semantics and syntax of domains: (i) semantic domain di erences
include di erences in the internal OID formats of the data sources, differences in the key values of corresponding class entities due to di erent
coding of the keys, di erences in dimensions, units and scale, etc. (ii)
the syntactic domain di erences are in the coding ranges, the length of
the literal types, character/numerical di erences, coding of dates, etc.
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 Constraints besides the already mentioned simple constraints, each

of the data sources can enforce di erent complex constraints based on
more than one class in the schema.
The class structure heterogeneities are divided into:
 Generalization/Specialization inconsistencies: two corresponding classes might have a di erent number of super-/sub- classes, or the
subclass membership can be over di erent criteria (e.g. a class truck
subclass of class vehicle can be populated using di erent criteria in
di erent data sources).
 Aggregation/Decomposition inconsistencies: based on the properties of the object graph represented by the objects, the navigational
links, their arity, and interactions. Three types of aggregations (i.e.
interactions among objects and their attributes) are de ned: a simple aggregation, where the object does not depend on its attributes;
composition aggregation, where the attribute must have a value for
the object to exist (e.g. keys); and collection aggregation where the
attribute can be multivalued. This class of inconsistencies deals with
cases where the corresponding attributes in di erent data sources are
of di erent aggregation types, or have di erent constraints on their
value sets in the case of a collection aggregation.
 Schematic Discrepancies: some concepts represented as data in one
of the data sources are represented as meta-data in another. For example, one relational source might contain tables cars and trucks, while
another models the same concepts using a single table named vehicle, and an attribute in this table to distinguish between the types of
vehicles.
Finally, the object instances heterogeneities are classi ed into:
 Presence/Absence: an object of a class in one of the sources has no
corresponding object in the corresponding class in the other source.
 Discrepancies in attribute arity: the corresponding multivalued
attributes of two corresponding objects from di erent data sources
have di erent arities.
 Value Discrepancy: the corresponding attributes of two corresponding objects from di erent data sources have di erent values.
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The integration framework presented in this thesis will mostly concentrate on resolving the semantic heterogeneity of object classes and object
instances among the data sources. Nevertheless, its exible structure allows
for extensions that would cover most of the other heterogeneities.

2.5 Query processing and data integration
One of the reasons for the success of the database technology is the capability
of the DBMSs to accept declarative query requests from the user. As noted
earlier, the user only needs to specify what is to be retrieved, rather than how
it is retrieved. In other words, queries are not programs stating precisely how
the data is retrieved. The burden of making a query execution plan from a
query is taken by the DBMS. In an multidatabase environment consisting of
heterogeneous and autonomous data sources, this task becomes even more
demanding.
Resolving heterogeneity usually requires advanced queries containing operators that are more complex than in the traditional select-project-join
queries. An example of such an operator, used in this work to integrate
overlapping data from di erent sources, is the outer-join operator. This operator returns not only the matching tuples of the operands, but also the
non-matching tuples, padded by NULL values. This operator does not have
the associativity and commutativity properties used heavily in optimization
of regular join-based queries.
Another issue is the di erence in the capabilities of the participating
data sources. While in the distributed database framework all nodes have
the same functionality, here some nodes might not even be databases (e.g.
an e-mail system). This makes the query compilation and the division of the
tasks among the nodes harder than in distributed databases.
The autonomy of the data sources also greatly in uences the query processing in an MDBMS. As the MDBMS interacts with the data sources only
via an external interface, the internal statistical information needed for the
query optimization is not available. Obtaining this type of information is typically very hard in an MDBMS operating over autonomous sources. In this
thesis we do not elaborate on this problem. A few solutions to the problem
have been proposed in the literature: query sampling in [88], query probing
and piggyback in the same reference, and calibration and regression in [31].
A survey of these techniques is presented in [5].
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The MDBMS environment is also much more dynamic in comparison
with the classical distributed database environment. Here, the participating
data sources are free to withdraw from the system or refuse certain requests.
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Chapter 3

An Overview of the AMOSII
System
The AMOSII system was developed from the AMOS system which has its
roots in the workstation version of the Iris system, WS-Iris [52]. The core
of AMOSII is an open, lightweight, and extensible database management
system (DBMS). The aim of the AMOSII architecture is to provide for ecient integration of data stored in di erent repositories by both active and
passive techniques. To achieve better performance, and because most of the
data resides in the data repositories, AMOSII is designed as a main-memory
DBMS. Nevertheless, it contains all the traditional database facilities, such
as a recovery manager, a transaction manager, active rules, and an OO query
language. A running instance of AMOSII, named an AMOSII server (or simply server), provides services to applications, as well as to other AMOSII
servers.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the di erent roles that an AMOSII server can assume. In this example, several applications access data stored in several data
sources through a collection of interconnected AMOSII servers. AMOSII
servers can run on separate workstations and provide di erent types of data
integration services. One server is designated to be a name server and provide information about the locations of the servers on the net. Di erent interconnecting topologies can be used to connect the servers depending on the
integration requirements of the environment. Also, a single AMOSII server
can perform more than one task described in the gure and serve more than
one application simultaneously. Each AMOSII is a fully edged DBMS and
23
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Figure 3.1: Interconnected AMOSII servers
can store data locally. Imported and local data is described in each AMOSII
by an OO type hierarchy.
In [23], an approach to wrapping relational data sources with AMOSII
is described. Here, the sources are not only wrapped, but also some query
optimization techniques are used to simplify the queries on both local and
relational data. Therefore, to distinguish between the wrapper subsytem in
AMOSII, and an AMOSII server having the role of wrapping a data source
with this extended functionality, the second is named translator. The term
wrapper will be used to represent the wrapper subsystem.
This thesis describes the design and implementation of the mediation
services in AMOSII.

3.1 Data model
The data model in AMOSII is an OO extension of the DAPLEX [71] functional data model. It has three basic constructs: objects, types (i.e. classes),
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and functions. Objects model entities in the domain of interest. An object
can be classi ed into one or more types which make the object instances of
those types. The set of all instances of a type is called the extent of the type.
Object properties and their relationships are modeled by functions.
The types in AMOSII are divided into literal and surrogate types. The
literal types, e.g. int, real and string, have a xed (possibly in nite) extent
and self-identifying instances. Each instance of a surrogate type is identied by a unique, system-generated object identi er (OID). The types are
organized in a multiple inheritance, supertype/subtype hierarchy that sets
constraints on the classi cation of the objects. One example of such a constraint is: If an object is an instance of a type, then it is also an instance of
all the supertypes of that type; conversely, the extent of a type is a subset of
the extents of its supertypes (extent-subset semantics). The AMOSII data
model supports multiple inheritance, but requires an object to have a single
most speci c type.
The surrogate types are divided into stored, derived, proxy, and integration union types:
 The instances of stored types are explicitly stored locally in AMOSII
and created by the user.
 The extent of a derived type (DT) is a subset of an intersection of the
extents of the constituent supertypes. The instances of the supertypes
are selected and matched using a declarative query. DTs are described
in chapter 4.
 The proxy types represent objects stored in other AMOSII servers or
in some of the supported types of data sources. The proxies are also
described in chapter 4.
 The integration union types (IUTs) are de ned as supertypes of other
types. An IUT extent contains one instance for each real-world entity
represented by the (possibly overlapping) extents of the subtypes. The
integration union types are the subject of chapter 5.
The functions are divided by their implementations into three groups.
The extent of a stored function is physically stored in the database. Derived
functions are implemented in a declarative OO query language AMOSQL.
Foreign functions are implemented in some other programming language, e.g.
Lisp, Java or C++. Each foreign function can have several associated access
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paths having di erent implementations and, to help the query processor,
each access path has an associated cost and selectivity 1 function [52]. This
mechanism is called a multi-directional foreign function.

3.2 Query language
The AMOSQL query language is based on the OSQL [53] language with
extensions of mediation primitives, multi-directional foreign functions [52],
overloading, late binding [26], active rules [75], etc. It contains data modeling
constructs as well as querying constructs. The following example illustrates
the data de nition constructs of AMOSQL by de ning a type person and
three stored functions over this type: hobby returning character strings, name
returning a single character string, and parent returning person objects:
create
create
create
create
. . .

type person;
function hobby(person) -> string as stored;
function name(person) -> string key as stored;
function parent(person) -> person as stored;

The keyword key limits the arity of a result or an argument to 0 or 1. The
general syntax for AMOSQL queries is:
select <result>
from <type declarations for local variables>
where <condition>

The following example illustrates how functional views are de ned with
AMOSQL. Assuming the three stored functions parent, name and hobby from
the example above, it de nes a derived function that retrieves the names of
those children of a persons having 'sailing' as a hobby:
create function sailing_children(person p) -> string as
select n
from person c
where parent(c) = p and
name(c)
= n and
hobby(c) = 'sailing';

The term \selectivity" is used throughout this thesis for the quantity commonly referred by both selectivity (when lower than 1) and fan-out (when greater than 1)
1
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The query optimizer optimizes the function body and associates the produced query execution plan with the function. Since functions are used to
represent properties of objects (i.e. methods) as e.g. sailing children, the
function bodies are always optimized assuming that the variables in the function arguments are bound while the other variables are initially unbound but
will be assigned values when the function is executed. The term \bound"
indicates that the variable has an assigned value before the execution of the
function takes place. The result of an execution of a query is a subset of the
unbound variables in the query. The variables which are neither in the result
nor in the argument set of the query are named local variables. The local
variables are unbound when a function execution begins. If, for example, the
AMOSQL variable :ip represents a person instance, the expression:
sailing_children(:ip);

Invokes the function body with the variable p bound and the result variable
n unbound. Alternatively, the query:
select p
where sailing_children(p) = ``Tore'';

invokes the same function with the variable n bound, and the variable p
unbound. The query retrieves the parents having a child named Tore with
hobby sailing.
The ad hoc queries in AMOSQL are treated as functions without arguments. For example, assume the following query that retrieves the names of
the parents of all persons having 'sailing' as hobby:
select p, name(parent(p))
from person p
where hobby(p) = 'sailing';

AMOSII processes this query by generating an anonymous function with no
arguments, query(), which is executed immediately and then discarded:
create function query()-> <person, string>
as select p, name(parent(p))
from person p
where hobby(p) = 'sailing';
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3.3 Query processing in AMOSII
Figure 3.2, presents an overview of the query processing in AMOSII. The
rst ve steps, also called query compilation steps, translate the body of a
function (query) expressed in AMOSQL to a query execution plan which is
stored with the function. To illustrate the query compilation we use the ad
hoc query above.
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Figure 3.2: Query processing in AMOSII
From the parsed query tree, the calculus generator generates an object
calculus expression. In the object calculus expressions, function symbols are
annotated with signatures consisted of argument and the result types. Next,
the calculus expression is transformed into a attened form consisting of a set
of equality predicates. The left-hand side of the equality predicates can be a
single variable or a constant. It can also be a tuple of variables or constants
when the right-hand side returns a tuple as a result. The right-hand side
of a predicate can be an unnested function call, a variable, or a constant.
The equality operator has semantics as in the DAPLEX query language
where if the right hand side is multi-valued (bag), then the right hand side
is compared (in case of a constant) or assigned (in case of a variable) to
each of the values in the bag. The head of the calculus query expression
contains the result variables. In the rest of the thesis, all calculus expressions
will be shown in a attened form. As an example, we consider the calculus
representation of the ad hoc query above:
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f p; nm j

p = Personnil!person() ^
pa = parentperson!person(p) ^
nm = nameperson!string (pa) ^
0sailing0 = hobbyperson!string(p)g

The rst predicate in the expression is inserted by the system to assert the
type of the variable p. It de nes that the variable p is bound to one of the
objects returned by the extent function of type Person, named Person() and
returns all the instances of this type. Besides being used to generate the extent of a type, the extent function can be also used to test if a given instance
belongs to a type. Therefore, a predicate containing a reference to an extent
function is called a typecheck predicate. An extent function accesses the deep
extent of the type, i.e. it includes the extents of all the subtypes. By contrast, the shallow extent function considers only the immediate instances of
the type. By convention, the shallow extent functions are named by pre xing
the type name by the pre x Shallow, e.g. ShallowPersonnil!Person().
AMOSII supports overriding and overloading of functions on the types
of their arguments and results, i.e. their full signatures. Each function name
refers to a generic function which can have several associated type resolved
functions annotated with their signatures. During the calculus generation,
each generic function call in a query is substituted by a type resolved one.
Late binding is used for the calls which, due to polymorphism, cannot be
resolved during query compilation [26].
Next, the calculus optimizer applies rewrite rules to reduce the number
of predicates. In the example, it removes the type check predicate:

f p; nm j

pa = parentperson!person(p) ^
nm = nameperson!string (pa) ^
0sailing0 = hobbyperson!string(p)g

The type check predicate can be removed because p is used in a stored
function (parent or hobby) with an argument or result of type Person. The
referential integrity system of the stored functions constrains the instances
of a stored function to the correct type [52]. If there is no such constraining
function the query processor will retain type check predicates to guarantee
that derived functions return correct result. For example, if the argument
types of the functions parent and hobby had been supertypes of person, the
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type check for p would have remained in the query to limit the processed
instances to only the ones included in the person extent. As will be shown,
the type check removal is particularly important for multi-database queries
where type checks often need to cross database boundaries and are expensive.
Another rewrite rule used in this work is the predicate uni cation rule
described in [23]. With this rule, two predicates with the same name and
the same variables or constants for the key arguments can be combined into
one. After the substitution, the non-key arguments of these predicates are
pair-wise uni ed throughout the query. For example, in the following calculus expression:

f n1 j

n1 = nameperson!charstring(p) ^
n2 = nameperson!charstring(p) ^
foocharstring!boolean(n1) ^
foocharstring!boolean(n2) g
the argument of the function nameperson!charstring is a key and therefore
the rst two predicates can be replaced by one:

f n1 j

n1 = nameperson!charstring(p) ^
foocharstring!boolean(n1) ^
foocharstring!boolean(n1) g

This predicate is then further reduced to

f n1 j

n1 = nameperson!charstring(p) ^
foocharstring!boolean(n1) g

The transformation is not correct if the transformed predicates have sidee ects in the database or in the system's environment. The foreign functions
in AMOSII are the only place in AMOSII where such side e ects can be
made2 . Foreign functions that cause side-e ects are tagged with a side-e ect
ag which will prevent application of this rewrite rule.
Because the example query is over local types, it passes una ected
Database procedures speci ed in AMOSQL extended with procedural constructs can
have side e ects too. In this case they are treated as foreign functions.
2
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through the query decomposition stage and is processed only by the costbased single-site algebra optimizer. If some part of the query is to be executed
by another AMOSII server, the system will use primitives that allow for
sending function de nitions between the servers for local optimization and
evaluation. The query decomposition will be discussed in detail in chapter
6.
The object calculus query representation is declarative and does not prescribe a certain evaluation order of the calculus predicates describing function calls. By contrast, the expressions in the object algebra [23] have a well
de ned evaluation order and are, in addition to the type annotations, annotated with binding patterns indicating which variables are input and which
are output in each function call [52].
The calculus optimization process takes advantage of the declarative unordered format and the unspeci ed binding patterns of the object calculus for
detection of optimization possibilities with the goal of reducing the number
of query predicates by removing unnecessary computations. This optimization is rule-driven and much simpler than the transformations made during
the cost-based algebraic optimization.
The query algebra used in AMOSII has six operators f; ; [; \; 1; g,
the rst ve of which have the same semantics as in the relational algebra.
The last one, the operator, performs function application, and is similar
to the generate operator of [77]. A formal de nition of these operators can
be found in [23]. Note that a selection operator is missing since it can be
speci ed using a function application where some of the arguments are bound
to constants, as shown in the next example.
Each type-resolved function in AMOSII can have several implementations with di erent binding patterns. Figure 3.3 shows two execution plans
for the example query, expressed in the query algebra. In Figure 3.3a, a
straight-forward translation of the query calculus expression to an algebra
expression is given. The rectangles in this gure represent algebraic operators. The variables bound after each operator application are shown inbetween the operators. The plan in gure 3.3a rst applies the function
name() over all the instances of type person; next, the children of a person
are found by applying the function parent() \backwards" - giving a person
as an input and retrieving its children; the third operator performs a selection based on the children's hobbies; and nally the required variables are
projected from the selected tuples. The second plan, shown in Figure 3.3b,
is more optimal. It rst selects the persons with the required hobby, then
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γ [name (p) = n ]
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γ [hobby (p) = 'sailing']

<p>
Person

<p>
Person

Figure 3.3: Two algebraic representations of the example query
nds their parents, and nally retrieves the parents' names. Note that each
function is superscripted with the binding pattern used for its execution (although the functions are also type resolved, the type information is omitted
for clarity). The vector representing the binding pattern has length equal
to the added lengths of the function argument and result tuples. Each of
the argument and result variables is associated with a ag in the binding
pattern vector. In the gure, \f" is used for the free (unbound) variables
and \b" is used for the bound variables. For example, the \fb" binding pattern for the function parent() means that the result is bound (a parent is
given), while the argument is free (a child is returned). This kind of invo-
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cation is related to the inverse function mechanism in some other models.
Nevertheless, in AMOSII a function can be de ned and executed using arbitrary binding patterns, generalizing thus the inverse function concept over
functions with multiple arguments and results. Stored functions, as parent,
can be eciently executed with di erent binding patterns in the presence of
matching secondary indices. Foreign functions can also have more than one
implementation with di erent binding patterns and di erent user-supplied
cost and selectivity functions [52].
The interested reader is referred to [27] for a more detailed description
of the AMOS and AMOSII system and to [52, 23, 26] for more on the query
processing in AMOSII. Previous work on data integration within the AMOS
project is reported in [84].
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Chapter 4

Data Integration by Derived
Types
This chapter presents the basis of the Object-oriented (OO) view mechanism
in AMOSII, used to provide the user with a uni ed appearance of data in
di erent repositories. Queries over the views are transformed into queries
over the data in the repositories. Passive data mediation, as described in
this thesis, requires that the mediator system provides for complete and
consistent answers to the queries over the OO views at the time when the
queries are issued. An advantage of the passive approach described in this
chapter is that it provides an ecient view support mechanism by describing the system tasks using predicates inserted in the calculus representation
of the queries over the integrated views. This allows for query optimization of the view support tasks together with the user-speci ed part of the
query. Another advantage is that the view maintenance operations, as well
as the user-speci ed operations, are speci ed and performed over a set of
objects/tuples as opposed to individual instances.
The focus of the chapter is a query transformation technique that, for a
certain class of queries, allows for a reduction of the number of predicates
by applying calculus-based optimization. The calculus-based optimization
removes redundant computations that often result from merging systemspeci ed and user-speci ed predicates in the query. This reduces the query
complexity and, because it is performed by simple rewrite rules, it imposes a
minimal increase in the query processing time. The cost-based optimization
executed later in the query processing is concerned with the order of the
35
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execution rather than the removal the redundant computations.
The rest of the chapter is organized in two sections. Section 2 introduces
the OO views architecture for database mediation. Section 3 describes the
query transformation techniques for the queries over the OO views and the
use of rewrite rules to reduce the number of query predicates.

4.1 Object-oriented view system design
This section presents the design principles behind the OO view mechanism
for data integration in AMOSII. Views as a tool for data abstraction and
restructuring have been extensively studied in the context of the relational
databases. The design of a view mechanism in an OO environment is more
complex in particular with regards to inheritance and object identity. Inheritance and views have common aims (i.e. data abstraction and code reuse),
and therefore the two mechanisms must be combined in a semantically clear
manner. Two important issues in OO view system design are the format of
the OIDs of the view objects and their life span. Additional issues for views
de ned over data in multiple data sources are non-intrusive mechanisms for
view maintenance, managing semantic heterogeneity, and representation of
OIDs in a distributed environment.

4.1.1 Derived types

To provide data integration features in AMOSII, the type system is extended
with derived types (DTs) de ned as subtypes of other types, and integration
union types (IUTs), de ned as supertypes of other types. Data integration
by DTs and IUTs is performed by building an OO view type hierarchy
based on local types, and types imported from other data sources, including
other AMOSII servers. The traditional inheritance mechanism, where the
corresponding instances of an object in the super/subtypes are identi ed by
the same OID, is extended with declarative speci cation of the correspondence between the instances of the derived super/subtypes. Integration by
sub/supertyping is related to the mechanisms in some other systems as, for
example, the integrated views and column adding in the Pegasus system [17],
but is better suited for use in an OO environment.
Figure 4.1 shows an example of using DTs for data integration by subtyping. In the example, the data stored in an employee database is integrated
with data from a database containing sporting information. The solid ovals
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Figure 4.1: Integration by derived types (subtyping)
represent ordinary types while the dashed ovals are types created by the
user and the system during the OO view de nition process. Stored functions
de ned over the types in the gure are shown beside the type ovals. The
types User De ned, Derived and Proxy are system-de ned and part of the
meta-model in AMOSII. They are de ned in both databases, but are not
shown in Sport Database for reasons of clarity. There is a type Person in
both databases storing information about a set of persons. The de nition of
the derived portion of the type hierarchy is in the example done as follows.
First, the DT Emp is created to represent the persons having a pay record.
The DT Manager is a subtype of the DT Emp representing the employees for
which the stored function position has the value 'Manager'. DTs can be used
to integrate types in more than one data source by subtyping from types
imported from other data sources. In the example, the DT Sporty Emp is
de ned as a subtype of the local DT Emp and the type Person in the sport
database. Its instances represent persons that are represented by an instance
of both type Emp in the employee database, and type Person in the sport
database.
The de nition of the Sporty Emp DT is stored in the type hierarchy of
Employee DB. Sport DB stores no information about this type. To record
that Sporty Emp inherits from a type in another data source, the system au-
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tomatically imports the type Person from Sport DB into the Employee DB
database and de nes a proxy type for it, named in the Figure P Proxy. The
proxy type mechanism is described in greater detail in the next section.
Figure 4.1 also illustrates some of our design choices. First, to be able to
perform data integration by subtyping a multiple inheritance mechanism is
required for the DTs. Second, it can be noticed in the example that stored
functions (e.g. sport bonus in Sporty Emp) can be de ned over DTs, which
makes the DTs a capacity-augmented view mechanism [66]. DTs can be used
in function de nitions as ordinary types and any function can have DTs as
argument or result domains.

4.1.2 Generation of OIDs for the DT instances

There are three basic choices for the format of OIDs representing DT instances. The rst is to use the OIDs from the corresponding supertype
objects [67]. This is not suitable in our case because it is not compatible
with multiple inheritance. The second alternative is to use a stored query
expression instead of an OID and construct the required DT instances by
evaluating this expression [43]. With this approach, it would be dicult to
have functions whose argument domain is a DT since it is not convenient
to manipulate expressions as database objects. The third alternative, is to
generate new unique OIDs for the DT instances [66]. With this method, the
same conceptual object (i.e. representing the same real world entity) is represented by di erent OIDs in di erent types. Therefore, to be able to evaluate
inherited functions over the DT instances, their OIDs need to be mapped to
the OIDs of the corresponding instances of the type over which a function
was de ned, by a process named OID coercion 1 . The cost of OID coercion
is the main weakness of this approach. Nevertheless, we chose this approach
for the following two reasons: First, the major cost of a query is in accessing
the data sources and shipping data among the AMOSII servers, and not in
the coercion. In AMOSII, the hash tables used in the coercion are stored
in a main-memory database that makes the coercion inexpensive. Second,
expressing the coercion by predicates permits some query optimization that
further reduces the coercion cost, as described in the next section.
Although the generation of OIDs for the DT instances allows for using
the DTs as domains for function arguments and results, most queries over
DTs require only a few or no OIDs and it would be a severe performance
1

In the text we use the terms \OID coercion" and \instance coercion" interchangeably.
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impairment to generate OIDs for the entire extents of all the DTs in each
query. The OID generation cost includes the creation of a new OID and the
storage of the coercion information in internal tables. To minimize this cost,
and to avoid unnecessary creation of OIDs, the query processor analyzes the
query to nd out which query variables represent instances that need to be
assigned OIDs. OID generation predicates are added only for query variables
in the query result or used as arguments of foreign functions. Other queries
are transformed so no OID generation is needed, as shown below. The query
performance is thus not degraded by the OID generation mechanism. In
queries requiring DT OIDs, these are generated selectively for those instances
satisfying the rest of the query predicates, thus generating OIDs for only
parts of the DT extents in order to avoid unnecessary performance and
storage overheads.
DT OIDs stored in local functions can be used in queries issued after their
generation. Then the system has to assert that the instances they represent
still comply with the declarative conditions stated in the DT de nition, i.e.
that they are still valid. Assuming non-active and autonomous data sources,
the system has to add run-time checks in the queries to check the validity of
those DT instances that are previously imported from external data sources
and stored in local functions in the mediator. These validation checks must
access the corresponding data sources to check the validity of the exported
DT instances. If the query does not access imported DT OIDs stored locally,
the instances are retrieved directly from the data sources and no validation
is needed.
The validity of a DT instance depends on the existence and validity of
the corresponding supertype instances whose OIDs are stored in the coercion
tables. When a DT instance is validated, the validation condition is executed
only over these instances. This de nition of the validity of a DT instance
based on a validation condition over a tuple of supertype OIDs is consistent
with the OO structure of the database, and is ecient to implement.
An instance is present in the mediator until it is used in a query where
it fails the validation test. A garbage collection of the DT instances can be
implemented to periodically run the validation test, deleting the instances
not satisfying the test.
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4.1.3 Derived types and inheritance
An important issue in designing an OO view system is the placement of the
DTs in the type hierarchy. The obvious approach would be to place the DTs
in the same hierarchy as the ordinary types. However, mixing freely DTs
and ordinary types in a type hierarchy can lead to semantically inconsistent
hierarchies [45]. In order to provide the user with powerful modeling capabilities along with a semantically consistent inheritance hierarchy, the ordinary
and derived types in AMOSII are placed in a single type hierarchy where
it is not allowed to have an ordinary type as a subtype of a DT. This rule
preserves the extent-subset semantics for all types in the hierarchy. If DTs
were allowed to be supertypes of ordinary types, due to the declarative speci cation of the DTs, it would not be possible to guarantee that each instance
of the ordinary subtype (created explicitly by the user) has a corresponding
instance in its derived supertypes.
DB1

User_Defined
Local

Derived

DB2

User_Defined
Local

Proxy
Person

IPerson
Person
Student
IStud

imP

locP
Student

locS

imS
Junior

Figure 4.2: Integration by integration union types (supertyping)
In Figure 4.1 the view is constructed by subtyping. As noted earlier,
the AMOSII integration framework also allows de nition of declaratively
de ned IUTs as explicit supertypes of other types. Although the IUTs are
described in detail in the next chapter, to complete the discussion on the
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integration framework, Figure 4.2 presents an example of integration by
IUTs. The example shows a de nition of an integrated view of two person
databases DB1 and DB2. The data in both databases is structured in two
user-de ned types: a type named Person that contains data about a set of
persons, and its subtype Student representing the persons who are students.
The example establishes the IUT IPerson and IStud in DB1 to provide an
integrated view of the data in the databases. These types represent the
union of the real world entities represented by the instances of the integrated
types in the both databases. In the example, the proxy types imP and imS
represent the types Person and Student from DB2, imported into DB1. IUTs
can also be subtyped by DTs. In this example the type Junior represents
a specialization of the type IStud containing all junior students. The same
schema was used in both databases in order to simplify the example. Using
DTs, IUTs and derived functions, he presented integration framework can
handle all schema heterogeneities that do not require higher-order language
constructs.

4.1.4 Derived subtyping language constructs

For de ning DTs as subtypes of other types, AMOSQL has the following
construct:
CREATE DERIVED TYPE type_name
SUBTYPE OF sut1, sut2, ...
COMPOSE compose_expression
VALIDATE validate_expression
[ HIDE fn1, fn2, ... ]
[ PROPERTIES (prop1 type_prop1, ....)] ;

The subtype of clause establishes the DT as a subtype of other types in
the hierarchy. The compose expression and validate expression are boolean
expressions which, when conjoined, make the condition that a combination
of supertype instances needs to satisfy to compose a new DT object. The
condition in compose expression is evaluated only when an OID is generated
for a new instance of a DT. By contrast, the condition speci ed with the
validate expression is also evaluated each time a query accesses OIDs of the
DT stored locally in the mediator. The splitting of the composition and validation expressions was motivated by the observation that data integration
is often performed on the basis of some key functions that do not change
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over the lifetime of the instance (i.e. that are functionally dependent on the
OIDs of the integrated instances). In these cases, it is not necessary to evaluate the full condition every time a DT instance is validated, but instead
only the validate expression is evaluated over the corresponding instances of
the supertypes. Alternatively, in order to avoid the burden of this splitting,
the user could specify the condition as one expression, and then it could be
separated by the system into composition and validation expressions based
on the key information of the stored and the foreign functions used in the
expression. A drawback of this approach is that it cannot detect conditions
over non-key function that do not change during the existence of an instance
(e.g. that the age of a person has passed some limit). In the following example, de ning three of the DTs in Figure 4.1, the condition expression is
divided into the two parts:
create derived type Emp
subtype of Person P, PayRecord PR
compose ssn(P) = ssn(PR)
validate status(P) = 'working';
create derived type Sporty_Emp
subtype of Person@SPORT_DB p, Emp e
compose ssn(e) = adjust_ssn(socsecn(p));
create derived type Junior
subtype of Sporty_Emp se
validate age(se) > 26;

The function adjust ssn converts a social security number stored in
SPORT DB to the format used in EMPLOY EE DB . This can be any
kind of function de ned locally or in SPORT DB , over strings and return-

ing integers.
There is one instance of type Emp for each person having a pay record and
status 'working'. Since the social security number does not change during
the existence of a Person, the conditions involving the functions ssn and
socsecn are in the compose clause of the de nitions. On the other hand, the
status and the age of a person can change and therefore the conditions over
these functions are placed in the validate clauses.
The clauses hide and properties, which for brevity were not used in the
examples, serve to list the functions of the supertypes not inherited by the
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DT, and to de ne new stored functions, respectively.

4.2 Querying derived types
DTs di er from ordinary types in a number of ways. First, the extents of
DTs are not stored in the database as the extents of ordinary types, but
are de ned by declarative functions. Next, if a function inherited by a DT is
called in a query, the system needs to coerce the argument DT OIDs to the
corresponding OIDs of the supertype where the function is de ned. Here,
although the instances have di erent OIDs, they correspond to the same
conceptual object. Finally, the system must check the validity of the DT
OIDs stored in local functions, when used after their creation.
These di erences make the queries over DTs more complex and timeconsuming than the queries over ordinary types. Naive evaluation of queries
over the DTs, where the DTs are treated in the same way as the ordinary
AMOSII types, leads to a very inecient query evaluation strategy. It would
rst retrieve the extents of the DTs in the query, generate OIDs for them,
and then apply the selection condition of the query. Arguments to function
calls used in the query must be coerced correctly.
An analysis of the execution plans showed that most of the overhead can
be avoided by introducing query transformations to:

 Avoid unnecessary OID generation.
 Reduce the coercion to a minimum.
 Allow for early application of selections in order to process only portions of the DT extents.

 Reuse OIDs stored in local functions instead of regenerating DT extents.

In order to achieve these goals, the OO views de nitions are translated
into system-de ned derived functions. The calculus generator analyzes the
query and, if the query is speci ed over DTs, inserts calls to these functions
into the calculus representation of the query. Many OO view-support tasks
traverse the type hierarchy and have common subtasks. The predicate representation of the derived function bodies allows these common subtasks to
be identi ed and eliminated from the query together with overlaps between
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user-de ned and system-inserted predicates. Of particular interest in a view
mechanism for data integration is to minimize operations that cross database
boundaries in communication with other databases, or that access external
data sources. Furthermore, the predicate-based view support approach allows selections from di erent query parts, such as user-speci ed and DT
subtyping conditions, to be uni ed, optimized together, and applied as close
as possible to the data sources. When a data source supports selection application (e.g. relational databases), the selections can be applied in the data
source itself [23].
Although the common subexpression elimination mechanism allows for
substantial reductions of queries over DTs, this alone does not remove all the
redundancies in the queries. Therefore, two additional DT speci c transformations are introduced to further eliminate redundant computation: First,
queries over DTs having all functions inherited from their supertypes are
transformed into queries over their supertypes. This eliminates all OID generation and coercion, as will be shown. Second, for queries accessing locally
stored functions over DTs the system tries to reuse the locally stored DT
OIDs instead of naively regenerating the DT extent again. The presence of a
locally stored function limits the instances of interest to those stored in the
function. However, since the OIDs stored in the local function were generated
in previous transactions, and because of the autonomy of the data sources,
the system needs to make sure that these OIDs still represent valid DT instances satisfying the validation condition of the DT. This validation could
be avoided in some cases by, for example, the distributed query invalidation
mechanism of [33].
In the rest of this section we will rst describe how the DTs are
modeled by AMOSII types and derived functions. Then, the query transformations are described in detail using example queries entered in the
EMPLOY EE DB mediator, over the views de ned in the previous section.
The section concludes with an algorithm for the calculus transformations.

4.2.1 Overview of the derived types implementation
Each DT in AMOSII is implemented by an ordinary local type named implementation type. The system automatically generates stored coercion functions over the implementation types to represent the mappings between those
DT instances assigned OIDs and the tuples of corresponding instances of
the DT's direct supertypes. All coercion functions are de ned by the generic
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function coerce, overloaded on both its argument and result. Coercion between an instance of a DT and its indirect supertypes is done by composition
of coercion functions. The coercion functions are not accessible by the user.
They are maintained by the system and used in system-de ned functions
generated from the DT de nitions. For each DT the system generates three
such functions: An extent function, a validation function, and an OID generation function. Informally, the extent function contains the subtyping condition and a call to the OID generation function. If invoked naively, it would
generate all the tuples of the supertype objects that compose an object of
the DT, and then invoke the OID generation function over these tuples to
obtain OIDs for the DT instances. The OID generation function returns an
already generated OID for each particular tuple of supertype instances, if
such exists; otherwise, it creates a new OID and stores it in the coercion
functions together with the tuple of supertype OIDs. Unlike the extent function, that contains the entire subtyping condition, the validation function
contains only the DT validation condition. The validation function is used
to check if a DT OID still represents a valid instance when used after its creation. The rest of this section presents the concepts named above in greater
detail. To introduce the DT implementation, rst the proxy mechanism for
representation of data and types stored outside the mediator is presented.

4.2.2 Proxy types and objects
When a type from another data source is used for the rst time as a supertype
of a local DT, then it is either imported implicitly by the system (when an
AMOSII data source is used), or explicitly by the IMPORT TYPE clause.
Locally, for each imported type (distinguished by the type and data source
name) a proxy type is created. All proxy types are subtypes of the type
Proxy. For example, there is a proxy type, P Person, de ned for the type
Person from the sport database. Figure 4.3 shows the proxy type hierarchy
for the de nition of the DT Sporty Emp type in Figure 4.1. The proxy type
hierarchy is rst divided into di erent kinds of data sources. In the Figure,
two kinds are shown: AMOSII data sources and ODBC data sources. This
classi cation is not to be confused with the data source capability hierarchy
described in chapter 6. Each data source is represented by a type placed
under the type corresponding to the data source kind. There can be more
than one data source of the same kind. Types imported from a data sources
are placed in the type hierarchy under the type representing the source. Non-
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OO data sources have at proxy hierarchies (each proxy type is a child of the
type representing the data source kind). The proxy types of OO data sources
that can provide the required meta-data information are organized in a type
hierarchy that is a subset of the type hierarchy in the exporting mediator,
and contain all the types imported from the source to date. Locally de ned
DTs that are subtypes of types in other data sources are placed as subtypes
of the corresponding proxy types.

EMPLOYEE_DB
Proxy

ODBC

AMOSII
......

......

other types of sources

Sport_DB
......

......
other AMOSII sources

P_Person
......

other proxy types from sport_db

Sporty_Emp

......

......

SPORT_BONUS

......

other derived types which
inherit from person@sport_db
locally or in sport_db

Figure 4.3: Placing the proxy types in the type hierarchy
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After de ning a proxy type, the system retrieves the signatures of the
functions de ned over the type in the exporting AMOSII server. If the argument and the result types of a remote function are known to the importing
mediator (i.e. if they are system-de ned types or previously imported userde ned types) a local corresponding proxy function is de ned. The proxy
function has the same signature as the remote function, but an empty
body. Although the proxy functions and the proxy type extent functions
are treated as ordinary functions throughout the calculus oriented query
processing steps, they are not executed as ordinary functions. The decomposition algorithm groups them, and schedules them for execution in other
AMOSII servers. In the calculus-based query processing phases, they provide
information for type checking and query transformation as described below.
For each proxy type, a system-de ned stored function is generated that
maps instances of the proxy type into instances of type foreign oid. This
system type is used to represent the stringi ed OIDs received from other
AMOSII servers when parts of query plans are evaluated there. The OIDs
are transmitted among the mediators and stored in their native format without origin or typing information added. The OIDs generated by an AMOSII
server are unique only within that server. The system makes no e ort to
generate \universal OIDs" unique in all AMOSII servers, like, for example,
in the CORBA architecture [58]. In a CORBA environment, OIDs represent
services and are designed to be transmitted alone. Therefore, every OID
contains all the information needed to identify its origin. In a bulk data processing environment such as ours, the OIDs are passed in large collections
having few di erent types and a common origin. Consequently, it is advantageous to condense the meta-information about the structure (types) and
the origin of the transmitted OIDs with the transmission protocol. When an
AMOSII server receives OIDs from another server, it stores them in their
native format, while the meta-information is captured in the server's schema
and the functions generated from the DT de nitions. As a result of this kind
of architecture, imported OIDs are stored in the mediator server, but they
cannot be interpreted there. The user does not have direct access to the
imported OIDs, but only to their proxy type instances. The system uses
the imported OIDs only in operations executed in the server where they
originate from. The main bene ts from this approach are a simpler OID
generation method, lower communication cost, and lower storage overhead
due to smaller OIDs.
The name service in AMOSII provides means for a mediator to locate
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other AMOSII servers that contain the types to be imported. AMOSII also
provides an interface for providing information about the types to be imported by other mediators. This however, is not possible when types are
imported from other types of data sources2 . For this purpose, AMOSQL
is expanded with constructs for data source declaration and explicit type
importation:
IMPORT TYPE type_name@data_source
[KEYS (key_list)]
[FUNCTIONS (function_list)];

The KEYS clause de nes a set of functions to be imported and used in
the generation of OIDs for the instances of the proxy types representing
data coming from non-OO sources. The FUNCTIONS clause can be used to
import additional functions. The IMPORT TYPE clause can also be used to
import types from AMOSII servers, when the user prefers to explicitly name
the functions to be imported. If we assume that Sport DB is an ODBC data
source, then the data source declaration and the importation of the type
Person would be speci ed as following:
DECLARE odbc DATA SOURCE Sport_DB;
IMPORT TYPE Person@Sport_DB
KEYS (ssn integer)
FUNCTIONS (hobby string);

In a query retrieving instances of the type Person@Sport DB , the generated
calculus will instead use the proxy type P Person. When OIDs are to be
retrieved for instances of types imported from non-OO data sources, the
wrapper amends the query so that the key functions (attributes) are retrieved
instead. These are then used in the generation of the proxy instance OIDs, in
a manner similar to the usage of stringi ed OIDs for proxy OID generation
as described above. For more detail the reader is referred to [23].

4.2.3 DT extent function and template

The extent function of a DT is a system-generated derived function. The
general form of the extent function is:
While some types data of sources (e.g. databases) can provide the necessary information for automatic type importation, there are data sources that do not have this capability,
making these language constructs necessary.
2
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CREATE FUNCTION dt() -> dt AS
SELECT genOID(s1, s2, ..., sn)
FROM sut1 s1 , sut2 s2 ... sutn sn
WHERE dt_compose_expression(s1, s2, ..., sn) AND
dt_validate_expression(s1, s2, ..., sn);

where \dt" is the name of the DT, sut1 : : : sutn are the supertypes from
the subtype of clause, and genOID<sut1;sut2;:::sutn>!dt is the OID generation function for the DT. Dt compose expression and dt validate expression
are copied from the DT de nition. If we represent these expressions as unexpanded derived functions, the calculus form of the body of the extent
function would be:

fr j

s1 = sut1nil!sut1 () ^
s2 = sut2nil!sut2 () ^
:::
dt compose expressionsut1;sut2:::sutn!boolean (s1; s2; s3; : : : ; sn) ^
dt validate expressionsut1;sut2:::sutn!boolean(s1; s2; s3; : : : ; sn) ^
r = genOIDsut1;sut2:::sutn!dt (s1; s2; s3; : : : ; sn)g

Now we consider the problem of calculating the result of a function inherited by a DT. To illustrate the steps needed for this we use the DT Emp and
the function nameperson!string from the example above, although the same
principles apply for any DT and any inherited function. The query on the
left below retrieves the names of all the employees; the calculus generated
for this query is given on the right:

fn j

e = Emp() ^
p = coerceemp!person(e)
n = nameperson!string(p)g
The extent function Emp() produces the instances of the DT Emp. The

select name(se)
from Emp se;

stored function name stores OIDs of type Person. Since the instances of the
DT Emp have OIDs di erent from the OIDs of the corresponding instances
in the DT Person, they need to be coerced before applying the function
name de ned over Person instances. Expanding the Emp() extent function
produces the following:
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fn j

p = Personnil!person() ^
pr = PayRecnil!payrec() ^
emp compose expression<person;payrec>!boolean(p; pr) ^
emp validate expression<person;payrec>!boolean(p; pr) ^
p = coerceemp!person(e) ^
n = nameperson!string(p) ^
e = genOID<person;payrec>!emp(p; pr)g

Notice that this query can be simpli ed by removing calls to the OID generation and coercion functions since the variable e is not used in the result.
In this simple example it is easy to spot and remove the unnecessary
predicates. In a more elaborate example with several nested DT extent and
coercion functions it would be dicult to perform these removals. Therefore,
for this type of optimization we have developed an approach in which the
optimized query is generated by a set of transformations from the initial
query calculus representation. During these transformations, instead of a
complete extent function, an extent template (ET) is used. For each DT, an
ET is generated from the calculus representation of the extent function. ETs
have signatures and bodies. The signature contains a name, a list of substitute
variables (SVs), and list of types associated with the SVs. The SVs are the
variables used as arguments of the OID generation function in the extent
function (s1 : : : sn in the general form of the extent function above). There
is one SV for each supertype of the DT. The body is a predicate template
consisting of the extent function body without the OID generation predicate.

The term 'template' is used instead of 'function' because the ETs do not
satisfy all the formal requirements to be classi ed as functions. Templates
are used only for function transformations and have only calculus representations that cannot be executed. Also, the template expansion rules di er
from the rules used for function expansion. The following example shows the
ETs for the DTs Sporty Emp andJunior and Emp in Figure 4.1:

4.2 Querying derived types
signature:

ET sporty emp<P

body:

Person;emp> :
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px = P Personnil!P Person() ^
e = ET emp<person;payrec> ^
sssn = socsecP Person!string ( px) ^
essn = ssnperson!int( e) ^
essn = adjust ssnstring!int(sssn)

signature:

ET juniorsporty emp : se

body:

se = ET sporty emp<P Person;emp> ^
a1 = ageperson!int( se) ^
26 > a1

signature:

ET emp<person;payrec> : p; pr

body:

assn = ssnpayrec!int( pr) ^
assn = ssnperson!int( p) ^
0working0 = statusperson!string( p)

By convention, ET names begin with the ET pre x. Each template name
is subscripted with the SV types, while the SVs are listed after the colon.
An expression with a variable as the left-hand side and an ET as a righthand side is named an ET declaration. An ET declaration is added to the
query for each variable declared with a DT. It asserts the type of a DT
variable, analogous to the extent function of the ordinary types. When a DT
is de ned by subtyping from other DTs, its ET body can contain nested ET
declarations, as for ET sporty emp and ET junior above.
The ET body contains predicates to assert that a tuple of instances
of the supertypes composes an instance of the DT. Because the ETs are
not complete functions, a calculus expression containing ETs is considered
incomplete. In the calculus generation phase, the incomplete calculus expression containing ET declarations is transformed to a complete calculus
expression by a series of transformations performed until there are no more
ET declarations. In such a transformation, an ET declaration of a variable
is removed from the query if the variable can be type checked by being used
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as a function argument of the same DT. Otherwise, ET expansion is performed. During ET expansion, rst the ET declaration is substituted by the
ET body. Then, each occurrence of the variable declared by the ET declaration is substituted in the rest of the query predicates by a SV in the ET
signature having the same type or a supertype of the argument's type. An
ET expansion transforms a query over a DT into a query over its supertypes, thus avoiding OID generation and run-time coercion. Note that this
kind of variable substitution di ers from the substitution in normal function
expansion where the argument and result variables in the function body are
substituted to match the parameters.

The ET expansion process is illustrated through the example query below on the left over the schema in Figure 4.1. It is rst translated to an
incomplete calculus expression given below on the right:

f sal; a j

j = ET juniorSporty Emp ^
sal = salarypayrec!int(j ) ^
a = ageperson!int(j ) ^
0 golf 0 = hobbyP Person!string(j )g
The ET declaration of the variable j is not removed because j is not used
select salary(j), age(j)
from Junior j
where hobby(j)='golf';

as an argument or result of type Junior in any function in the query. Therefore, this ET is expanded and all occurrences of j in the query body are
substituted by the template variable se in ET sporty emp. The expression
produced by this expansion (the rst expression below) contains an ET declaration ET sporty emp. Analogous to the variable j ET declaration, this
ET is also expanded yielding the second expression below:
(1)
f sal; a j
se = ET sporty emp<P Person;emp> ^
a1 = ageperson!int( se) ^
26 > a1 ^
sal = salarypayrec!int( se) ^
a = age
!int( se) ^
0 golf 0 =person
hobbyP Person!string( se)g
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f sal; a j

(2)

px = P Personnil!P Person() ^
e = ET emp<person;payrec> ^
sssn = socsecP Person!string ( px) ^
essn = ssnperson!int( e) ^
essn = adjust ssnstring!int(sssn) ^
a1 = ageperson!int( e) ^
26 > a1 ^
sal = salarypayrec!int( e) ^
a = ageperson!int( e) ^
0 golf 0 = hobbyP Person!string( px)g
In the salary and age functions, the variable se of type Sporty Emp is
substituted by the SV e of type Emp through which these functions are inherited in Sporty Emp. By contrast, in the hobby function, se is substituted
by the variable px since this function is inherited through the P Person
type.
Finally, the ET declaration of the the variable e is expanded. After this
expansion the query expression does not contain any ET declarations:

f sal; a j

px = P Personnil!P Person() ^
assn = ssnperson!int( p) ^
assn = ssnpayrec!int( pr) ^
0working0 = statusperson!string( p) ^
sal = salarypayrec!int( pr) ^
sssn = socsecP Person!string ( px) ^
essn = adjust ssnstring!int(sssn) ^
essn = ssnperson!int( p) ^
a1 = ageperson!int( p) ^
26 > a1 ^
a = ageperson!int ( p) ^
0golf 0 = hobbyP Person!string( px)g

(*)
(2)
(*)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(*)

The rst nine predicates are results of ET declaration expansions. The last
three predicates originate in the original query. The calculus optimizer further reduces the example expression by unifying pair-wise the predicates
indicated by the same number on the far right (the re-write rule is described
in [23]). In case (1) there is an overlap between the user-speci ed query pred-
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icates and the validation expression of DT Junior. In case (2) the de nitions
of the DTs Sporty Emp and Emp overlap. The query calculus expression
now contains six system-inserted predicates. The result of the query optimization is then processed by the query decomposition algorithm that, in
this example, combines the three predicates marked with (*) for execution
in the sport database. There, the local optimizer will further remove the
type check predicate (the rst predicate) since it has the information needed
to deduce its redundancy. The queries produced by the decomposer in the
mediator and sent to the two servers are:

in EMPLOYEE DB
f sal; a; sssn j

assn = adjust ssnstring!int(sssn) ^
assn = ssnperson!int( p) ^
assn = ssn
!int( pr) ^
0working0 =payrec
statusperson!string( p) ^
sal = salarypayrec!int( pr) ^
a = ageperson!int( p) ^ 26 > ag

in SPORT DB
f sssn j
sssn = socsecPerson!string ( px) ^
0golf 0 = hobbyPerson!string( px)g

The queries are executed in each of the servers and then an equi-join over
sssn is performed in the site determined by the query decomposer, based on
the costs of execution and data transfer. The only data transferred between
the servers will be the set of social security numbers of the relevant persons,
thereby avoiding generation of OIDs for the queried types.
The transformations of the extent templates shown above reduce the
need for run-time coercing. In this example, where the query does not return
OIDs and is not evaluated over local functions storing DT OIDs, no coercion
or OID generation predicates are needed in the nal query. By modeling
the extent generation by predicates these predicates are uni ed with user
speci ed selections that further reduce the processing.
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4.2.4 Generation of OIDs for DT instances

The preceding subsection demonstrated calculus generation and optimization where the generation of OIDs for the DT instances can be avoided altogether. This subsection brie y describes how the DT instances are assigned
OIDs in queries requiring this. Let's consider the following set command:
set sport_bonus(e) = 1000 from emp e where salary(emp) > 1000;

Here, the system rst retrieves OIDs of type Emp, and then stores them
with the bonus in the locally stored function sport bonus. The generation of
DT OIDs in this update query cannot be avoided.
An OID is generated for a DT instance if it is a part of the query result or
used as an argument to a foreign function. OID generation functions are implemented as system-generated foreign functions taking as argument a tuple
of DT supertype OIDs and returning a DT OID. If for the given arguments
there is an already generated OID, it is returned without creating a new one.
The OID generation functions are de ned by the system as resolvents of the
overloaded function genOID.
When, a calculus variable ranges over DT instances assigned an OID,
the extent template de ning this variable is replaced with the expanded
extent function. The following example illustrates this process. The query
on the left returns an instance of the DT Manager. The expanded object
calculus generated for this query (shown on the right) contains two OID
generation predicates. When an OID for a DT instance is generated, the
OIDs of the corresponding instances in the derived supertypes need to be
generated too. Therefore, in the example, the system also inserts an OID
generation predicate for the DT Emp.
select m into :john
from manager m
where name(m) = 'John'

fm j

s = ssnperson!int(p) ^
s = ssnpayrec!int(pr) ^
0John0 = nameperson!string(p) ^
0Manager0 = positionpayrec!string (pr) ^
e = genOID<person;payrec>!emp(p; pr) ^
m = genOIDemp!manager (e) g

The into clause stores the query result into an AMOSQL variable.
To limit the OID generation to only the requested DT instances, the
OID generation predicates should appear late in the nal query execution
plan after query conditions restricting the number of generated OIDs. The
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optimizer is aware of this, and after performing the cost-based optimization
it moves the OID generating expressions to the end of the query execution
plan, preserving their relative order. Because the displaced expressions have
low cost and selectivity 1, this transformation does not a ect the overall
query cost. This strategy is applicable to queries where OIDs are generated
for DT instances in the query result, as in the example above. When the
generated OIDs are used in some foreign functions, more elaborate interactions between the calculus generator and the algebra generator are required.
This mechanism is not described in this thesis.

4.2.5 Processing of queries using locally stored functions
As shown above, instances of a DT from a data source can be assigned OIDs
and stored in local functions over the DT. These stored functions can be
later referenced in user queries. Then, because the data in the data source
can change without the control of the mediator, DT OIDs retrieved from
the locally stored functions need to be validated. Note, however, that no
action is needed when new instances are added in the data sources, since
these new instances must be rst stored in a local function in the mediator
before any validation is needed. For example, if a person takes up gol ng and
thus becomes a Sporty Emp, this person's OID need not be validated until
it is stored in a local function. Furthermore, the fact that the locally stored
functions are cheap to access, and most often store only portions of the DT
extent, can be used by the optimizer to produce plans operating only over
the DT instances stored in these functions instead of the entire DT extent.
To illustrate the processing of queries with locally stored functions over
DTs, we extend the example from section 3.4.2 with a predicate (underlined)
over the locally stored function sport bonus, de ned over the instances of the
DT Sporty Emp:
select age(j), salary(j)
f a; sal j
from Junior j
j = ET juniorSporty Emp ^
where hobby(j)='golf' and b = sport bonussporty emp!int (j ) ^ b > 100 ^
sport bonus(j) > 100; a = ageperson!int(j ) ^
sal = salarypayrec!int(j ) ^
0 golf 0 = hobbyP Person!string(j )g
As in the previous example, rst a reference to ET junior is inserted and
expanded. The resulting query contains an ET declaration of the variable se
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with ET sporty emp. Furthermore, the variable j is substituted by the variable se throughout the query. At this point, since the variable se is used as
an argument of the function sport bonussporty emp!int , ET sporty emp is not
expanded, but instead removed. The variable se in this case iterates only
over the already materialized portion of the extent of Sporty Emp, stored
in sport bonussporty emp!int .
For a correct expression, the transformed query expression needs to be
extended with predicates to perform the coercion and validation of the instance OIDs of Sporty Emp. This can be described as:

f a; sal j

b = sport bonussporty emp!int( se) ^ b > 100 ^

validate se ^
coerce se to p of person ^
a = ageperson!int(p) ^
a1 = ageperson!int (p) ^ 26 > a1 ^
coerce se to pr of payrec ^
sal = salarypayrec!int(pr) ^
coerce se to px of P Person ^
0golf 0 = hobbyP Person!string(px)g

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The lines in bold give abstract descriptions of the operations added by the
system. The numbers on the far right are for reference purposes. The predicates containing the variable a1 are inserted when the ET of type Junior is
expanded.
The validation function ensures that the corresponding instances of the
supertypes are still present and valid in the data sources, and that the validation condition evaluated over these instances still holds. Its general form
is:
CREATE FUNCTION validate_DT(DT obj) -> boolean AS
SELECT TRUE
FROM sut1 st1, sut2 st2, ...
WHERE st1 = coerce(obj) AND
validate_st1(st1) AND
st2 = coerce(obj) AND
validate_st2(st2) AND ...
validate_predicate;

The function coerces the argument to each of the corresponding super-
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type instances, validates these instances, and then evaluates the validation
condition. For example, the validation function for the DT Emp in Figure
4.1 is as follows:
CREATE FUNCTION validate_emp(emp e) -> boolean
SELECT TRUE
FROM Person p, Payrec pr
WHERE p = coerce(e) AND status(e) = 'working' AND
pr = coerce(e);

The validation function of a proxy type performs a check whether the
corresponding foreign OID instance exists in the database it originates
from. This is implemented by a single type check predicate.
The coercion and validation in the example above require the following
11 predicates to be inserted into the query:
e = coercesporty emp!emp( se) ^ pi0 = coercesporty emp!P Person( se) ^ (1)
p = coerceemp!person(e) ^ pr = coerceemp!payrec (e) ^
0working0 = statusperson!string(p) ^ pi0 = P Personnil!P Person() ^
e1 = coercesporty emp!emp ( se) ^ p = coerceemp!person(e1) ^
(2)
(3)
e2 = coercesporty emp!emp ( se) ^ pr = coerceemp!payrec (e2) ^
px = coercesporty emp!P Person( se)
(4)
The numbers on the left match the predicate groups with the corresponding task in the previous query. After inserting these predicates in the query,
the optimizer, by predicate uni cation and type check removal, reduces the
number of system inserted predicates from 11 to 6. In addition, the query
optimizer removes one of the calls to the age function. The resulting query
is:

f a; sal j

b = sport bonussporty emp!int ( se) ^ b > 100 ^
e = coercesporty emp!emp( se) ^
p = coerceemp!person(e) ^ 0 working0 = statusperson!string(p) ^
a = ageperson!int (p) ^ 26 > a ^
pr = coerceemp!payrec (e) ^ sal = salarypayrec!int(pr) ^
px = coercesporty emp!P Person( se) ^
px = P Personnil!P Person() ^ 0 golf 0 = hobbyP Person!string (px)g

The query decomposer will divide the query predicates into two functions:
one executed in EMPLOY EE DB and the other in SPORT DB . The
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EMPLOY EE DB function contains all the predicates except the last two.
The function in SPORT DB is compiled from the last two predicates and
the typecheck is removed by the optimizer (the EMPLOY EE DB function
below is abbreviated for brevity):

in EMPLOYEE DB
f a; sal; px j

b = sport bonussporty emp!int( se) ^
...

px = coercesporty emp!P

Person(

in SPORT DB
f px j
0golf 0 = hobbyPerson!string(px)g

se)g

Notice that in this case OIDs are shipped from one AMOSII server to another. Assuming that the function sport bonus in EMPLOY EE DB has
a smaller extent than the function hobby in SPORT DB , the decomposer
will generate a schedule in which the function on the left above is executed
rst and the stored OIDs are shipped to SPORT DB . There, the function
on the right is executed, performing an equi-semi-join of the shipped OIDs
with the function hobby.

4.2.6 The Transformation algorithm
We conclude the discussion of the DT query transformations with an algorithm for the described transformations. The input of the algorithm is
a conjunction of predicates and a list of result variables. The output is a
predicate in which all the DT extent functions have been transformed or
expanded. The algorithm assumes that the input predicate is a conjunction
of simple (non-derived) predicates and DT extent functions. Nevertheless,
it can easily be expanded to predicates containing nested disjunctions and
derived predicates. Also, single argument functions are assumed, to simplify
the presentation.
The following functions are assumed to be prede ned: et body(dt) returns
the body of the extent template of dt; et sv(dt) returns the substitution
variables from the signature of the extent template of dt; type(var) returns
the type of a calculus variable; expand function substitutes a function call
with its already expanded function body; the '<'and '' operators represent
subtype/supertype comparison; the [ operator is used for appending con-
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junctions of predicates and adding a predicate to a conjunction.
expand DT extent functions(
:=
;
:= ;

P; resV ars; ) , > PR

oidGen resV ars
PR P
while 9 J 2 PR : J  ( X = dtnil!dt() ) ^
dt() is extent func: of the DT dt
REST := PR , dtnil!dt();
if X 2 oidGen then do
/* generate OIDs for the supertypes */
( );
:=

oidGen oidGen [ et sv dt
PR := expand function(dtnil!dt ()) [ REST ;

else
if 9 J 2 REST : J  ( fat (X ) ) ^ at  dt ^ fat is stored func: then
PR := expand function(validateat (X )) [ REST ;
else
for each R 2 REST
if R  ( Qbt (X ) ) then do /* R is over the variable X */
T := ( Qbt (Y ) ) ^ Y 2 et sv(dt) ^ type(Y )  bt;
PR := PR [ T
else
PR := PR [ R;
end if
end for each
PR := PR [ et bodytype!predicate (dt)
end if
end if
end while
The while loop is executed until there are no more DT extent functions
in the predicate. For a chosen DT extent function, the rst if checks if the

DT variable belongs to the set of variables representing instances that are
to be assigned OIDs. If so, the DT extent function is substituted with its
body and the variables representing instances of the supertypes are added
to the list of types for which OIDs are generated. Else, if there is a predicate
containing a locally stored function over the DT dt in PR, then the validation
function is inserted and expanded; otherwise the predicate is traversed, all
occurrences of the variable X are substituted with the supertype variables,
and the template body is appended.
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4.3 Database updates and coercing
In the polymorphic data model of AMOSII, a stored function de ned over
a type can store not only objects of that type, but also of all its subtypes.
If instances returned by an evaluation of a stored function are used as arguments of another (consumer) function, they rst need to be coerced. The
coercion starts at the most speci c type and ends in the type used in the
consumer function argument declaration. Because of the polymorphism, the
instances returned by the producer function can be of di erent most speci c types, forcing the system to choose among di erent coercing sequences
during runtime. This would require a complicated coercing expression that
would degrade query performance. The following example illustrates this
situation:
create function best_employee()->Emp e;
select m into :best_manager
from manager m
where bonus(m) = 1000000;
set best_employee() = :best_manager;
select name(best_employee());

In the example, rst a function with no argument storing an instance of type
Emp is created. Then, a manager is selected into the variable :best manager.
The set command sets the value of the function best employee() to
:best manager. This operation is possible because the type Manager is a
subtype of the type Emp. Now, when the name of the employee stored in
best employee() is requested, the coercion function needs to determine the
most speci c type of the stored instance (i.e. Emp or Manager) to be able
to de ne the coercing process from that type to the type Person where the
function name is de ned.
To resolve this problem, AMOSII asserts that the most speci c type
of the stored instances is the same as the type speci ed in the function's
de nition. This is done by coercing the DTs' instances to the type in the
function's de nition when they are stored in a function. Assuming higher
frequency of queries than updates, this enhances the performance of the
system. In the example above, when the set command is executed, the
instance stored in :best manager is coerced to its corresponding Emp instance
before it is stored.
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Chapter 5

Integration of Overlapping
Data
The data and the meta-data (schema) in the data sources can have con icting and overlapping portions. For example, two universities can each have
employee databases organized in di erent ways with corresponding entities
bearing di erent names. Also, there might exist employees employed by both
universities. The previous chapter described a framework for reconciliation
of naming, scaling and other object class heterogeneity. This chapter will concentrate on a framework for mediating a coherent view of databases in the
presence of object instance heterogeneity, where there is an overlap between
the sets of real-world entities represented by the data in the sources.
In particular, this chapter deals with managing OO mediator views dened as unions of real-world entities from other AMOSII systems and data
sources. Our mediating union views are modeled by a mechanism called integration union types (IUTs) based on OO queries and views. The IUTs model
unions of real-world concepts similar to [14, 17], but opposed to unions of
type extents from di erent databases as in [81, 36]. IUTs have reconciliation
facilities that allow the user to specify how overlaps and con icts between
data from di erent sources are resolved.
Users and applications using a mediator often need to associate some locally relevant data to the data integrated from the data sources. We call such
mediators, permitting local methods and attributes in the OO views, capacity augmenting mediators. Capacity augmentation for the IUTs is achieved
by making the instances of the IUTs rst-class objects with their own OIDs
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that can be used in locally stored attributes and methods as ordinary OIDs.
The data sources are autonomous and can be updated outside the control
of the mediators. The system must therefore guarantee the consistency and
completeness of queries to the capacity augmented mediators in the presence
of updates to the data sources. Our framework for IUTs guarantees that
queries to the mediators are consistent and complete when the data sources
are updated without any need for a noti cation mechanism. The queries over
the integrated views always return all answers that meet the query condition,
and only those answers that qualify, based on the current state of the data
in the data source, regardless of any state materialized in the mediator.
It is challenging to achieve acceptable performance of OO queries over
IUTs, in particular when the integrated extents have overlaps [14, 17].
Such overlaps require outer-join-based query processing techniques having
increased complexity compared to inner joins. Furthermore, queries involving both local and remote data should take advantage of the fast access to
local data to improve performance.
This chapter presents a combination of query processing strategies that
signi cantly improve the performance of queries over IUTs in capacity augmented mediators. The main principles of these strategies are:
1. The IUTs are internally represented as a set of auxiliary views, over
which the reconciliation is speci ed by a set of overloaded auxiliary
methods (queries). This is supported by extending the overloading
mechanism to cover declaratively de ned OO views.
2. The queries over the IUTs containing outer-joins and reconciliation
are translated into queries containing late bound calls of the auxiliary
methods, over the auxiliary views.
3. In order to permit further query rewrites, the late bound queries are
translated into disjunctive query expressions. These model the original query by joins and anti-semi-joins that are easier to rewrite and
optimize.
4. Novel, type-aware query rewrite techniques remove inconsistent disjuncts and simplify the transformed disjunctive queries.
5. To eciently support consistent and complete query answers the system uses a novel technique for selective OID generation and validation
of the OO view instances, based on declarative queries.
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6. Finally, local main-memory indexes created on-the- y in mediators
eliminate repeated accesses to data sources.
Experimental results show that the combination of the above methods
has drastically better performance than a naive CORBA-like integration that
resolves late binding on an object instance level at run time. The performance is drastically reduced even if only some of the combined optimization
methods are relaxed.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes the OO views
framework and how is it used to model the user's view of the data in the
repositories. Section 5.2 describes the system support for the ITs and the
processing of the queries over the ITs. In section 5.3 some experimental
results are presented and discussed.

5.1 Integration union types
The integration union types (IUTs) provide a mechanism for de ning OO
views capable of resolving semantic heterogeneity among meta-data and data
from multiple data sources. Informally, while the DTs represent restrictions
(selections) and intersections of extents of other types, the IUTs represent
reconciled unions of data in one or more AMOSII servers or data sources.
The description of the IUTs in this section is from a perspective of a
database administrator who models and de nes a mediating view used later
by the users. From the users' perspective, there is no di erence between
querying IUTs and ordinary types. The view de nition process will be illustrated by an example of a computer science department (CSD) formed
from the faculty members of two universities named A and B. The CSD
administration needs to set up a database of the faculty members of the new
department in terms of the databases of the two universities. The faculty
members of CSD can be employed by either one of the universities. There
are also faculty members employed by the both universities. The full-time
members of a department are assigned an oce in the department.
One possible system architecture for the data integration problem described above is presented in Figure 5.1. In this gure, the mediators and
translators are represented by rectangles; the ovals in the rectangles represent types, while the solid lines represent inheritance relationships between
the types. The two translators TA and TB provide a representation of the
university databases in the CDM of AMOSII. In TA , there is a type Faculty
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Full_Time
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Figure 5.1: An Object-Oriented View for the Computer Science Department
Example
and in TB a type Personnel. A mediator is setup in the CSD to provide the
integrated view. Here, the types CSD A emp and CSD B emp are de ned as
subtypes of the types in the translators:
create derived type CSD_A_emp
subtype of Faculty@Ta
where dept(A_emp) = ``CSD'';
create derived type CSD_B_emp
subtype of Personnel@Tb
where location(B_emp) = ``G house'';

The system imports the external types, looks up the functions de ned over
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them in the originating mediators, and de nes local proxy types and functions with the same signature, but no implementation. In this example, the
extents of the DTs are speci ed as subsets of the extents of their supertypes
by using simple selections, but in general the subtyping condition can also
be joins.
The IUT CSD emp represents all the employees of the CSD. It is de ned
over the constituent types CSD A emp and CSD B emp. CSD emp contains
one instance for each employee, regardless of whether it appears in one of
the constituent types or in both. There are two kinds of functions de ned
over CSD emp. The functions on the left of the type oval in Figure 5.1 are
derived from the functions de ned in the constituent types. These reconciled
functions have more than one overloaded implementation, one for each possible combination of constituent types instances, matching an IUT instance.
The functions on the right are locally stored functions.
The data de nition facilities of AMOSQL include constructs for de ning
IUTs as described above. The type CSD emp is de ned as follows:
CREATE INTEGRATION TYPE csd_emp
KEYS ssn INTEGER;
SUPERTYPE OF
csd_A_emp ae: ssn = ssn(ae);
csd_B_emp be: ssn = id_to_ssn(id(be));
FUNCTIONS
CASE ae
name = name(ae);
salary = pay(ae);
CASE be
name = name(be);
salary = salary(be);
CASE ae, be
salary = pay(ae) + salary(be);
PROPERTIES
courses BAG OF STRING;
bonus integer;
END;

The IUT csd emp de nition reveals some details not apparent from the
graphical representation of the integration scenario. The rst clause de nes
a set of keys and their types. In the example, the key is single valued of
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type integer. For each of the constituent subtypes, a key expression is given
to calculate the value of the key from the instances of this subtype. The
instances of di erent constituent types having the same key values will map
into a single IUT instance. The key expressions can contain both local and
remote functions.
The FUNCTIONS clause de nes the reconciled functions of CSD emp, derived from the values of the functions over the constituent types. For di erent
subsets of the constituent types, a reconciled function of an IUT can have
di erent implementations speci ed in the CASE clauses. For example, the
de nition of CSD emp speci es that the salary function is calculated as the
salary of the faculty member at the university to which it belongs. In the
case when she is employed by both universities, the salary is the sum of the
two salaries. When the same function is de ned for more than one case, the
most speci c case applies. If no single most speci c case exists (e.g. name),
the system assumes \any" semantics and chooses one based on a heuristic
to improve the performance of the queries over these functions.
Finally, the PROPERTIES clause de nes the two stored functions over the
IUT CSD emp. At any time after the de nition of an IUT, the user can
add stored or derived functions. The derived functions can be based on
any functions already de ned in the mediator, regardless whether they are
implemented locally or in some other AMOSII server.
The IUTs can be subtyped by DTs as any other types. In the example in
Figure 5.1, the type Full Time representing the full time employees is de ned
as a subtype of the type CSD emp. The locally stored function oce stores
the information about the oces of the full time CSD employees.

5.2 Modeling and querying the integration union
types
Every instance of an IUT corresponds to either an instance in one of the two
constituent types, or to one instance in both of them. Therefore, the extent
of an IUT can be divided into three subsets (Figure 5.2a). Two sets contain
the IUT instances corresponding to an instance in a single constituent type.
The third set contains the IUT instances corresponding to instances in both
constituent types. Since the extent subsets can be de ned by declarative
queries, we can de ne each of them as a DT, named an auxiliary type (AT).
The three ATs generated for each IUT form an inheritance hierarchy as
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shown in Figure 5.2b.
A function f de ned over an IUT can have a di erent implementation for
each of these three subsets (i.e. for each CASE clause). It can be thus de ned
for the whole extent of the IUT by being overloaded on the ATs. A call to
f for an IUT will then result in a late bound function call, to be discussed
below.

a)

CSD_Bemp extent

CSD_Aemp extent
only in A

A and B

only in B

b)

CSD_emp
A_emp

B_emp

CSD_Aemp

Only_A

CSD_Bemp

A_and_B

Only_B

Figure 5.2: IUT implementation by ATs
The ATs are generated by the system and are not visible to the user.
Each AT corresponds to a CASE clause in the IUT de nition. By using the
speci cations from the KEYS clause of the IUT de nition, two functions are
generated for each constituent type. The overloaded function keyCT !key types
calculates the key of an instance of a constituent type CT . The function AllkeysCT() returns all the keys for the type CT . With these functions de ned,
the AT de nitions for the example are:
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create derived type Only_A
subtype of CSD_Aemp ae
where key(ae) not in AllkeysCSD_Bemp();
create derived type Only_B
subtype of CSD_Bemp be
where key(be) not in AllKeysCSD_Aemp();
create derived type A_and_B
subtype of CSD_Aemp ae, CSD_Bemp be
where key(ae) = key(be);

The rst two subtypes represent keys based on anti-semi-joins of the
integrated types. The third is a join of the integrated types.
Next, the system creates the IUT and makes the ATs its subtypes. The
overloaded function resolvents are then de ned over the IUT and each of the
ATs. The AT resolvents are generated from the FUNCTIONS clause in the
IUT de nition. The resolvent for the IUT itself is de ned as false since all
the instances of the IUT belong to one of the ATs, giving the optimizer a
hint to reduce the execution plans.
The extents of the ATs represent mutually exclusive sets of real world
entities. The union of these extents forms the extent of the IUT which therefore contains one instance for each entity. From the user's point of view, the
only di erence between the IUTs and the ordinary types is that no objects
can be explicitly created in the IUTs. The extent of the IUTs are completely
derived from the extents of the ATs.

5.2.1 Late binding over derived types
To process queries over the system-generated OO views having overloaded
functions, we developed a novel late binding mechanism for ecient handling
of declarative view de nitions in a multiple AMOSII servers environment. A
late bound function call f (a) is rst translated into a calculus late binding
operator (LBO) whose rst argument is a tuple of the possible resolvents of
f sorted with the least speci c type rst, and the second argument is a. For
functions used when an IUT is modeled by ATs, the late binding calculus
expression is:
LBO(< fiut ; fat1 ; :::; fatn >; a)
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where the ATs at1 : : : atn are subtypes of iut. Based on the types of the
argument a, LBO chooses the most-speci c resolvent, executes it over the
argument, and returns the result(s).
In our previous work, we have developed a corresponding algebraic late
binding operator for the ordinary types, the Dynamic Type Resolver (DTR)
[26]. DTR, as most late binding mechanisms described in the literature (e.g.
[24]), processes one tuple at a time and selects the query plan of a resolvent based on the type of a. This mode of processing is not suitable for
the IUT queries for the following reasons. First, because the resolvents are
functions de ned over data in multiple sources, processing a tuple at a time
results in calling remote functions in an RPC manner. Second, it requires
the instances to have assigned OIDs, leading to OID generation for all the
instances processed in a query, and not only for the ones requested by the
user. Furthermore, such a late binding mechanism assumes that the type
information of the argument object is explicitly stored with its OID. By
contrast, the types in the IUT are de ned implicitly by queries, and IUT
instances can obtain and drop a type dynamically and outside the control
of the mediator, based on the state of the data in the sources. Therefore,
the use of late binding as above leads into partitioning the query into three
separate subqueries: the resolvent function bodies (i.e. the expressions in the
CASE clauses), the AT subtyping conditions, and the predicate in the query.
This separation will prohibit query rewrite techniques from eliminating common subexpressions and other query reduction methods as described in [42]
and [23].
In order to overcome these limitations, the LBO is translated into an
equivalent disjunctive object calculus predicate, which is then combined and
optimized with the rest of the query. AMOSII supports multimethods and
overloading on all function arguments and the translation algorithm can
handle this too. Since the focus of this chapter is the use of these concepts
for processing of queries over the IUTs, here we only present a simpli ed
version of the algorithm that handles overloading on a single argument.
In the translated disjunctive calculus expression every branch (disjunct)
is a conjunction of a typecheck for an AT and a call to the overloaded function
f corresponding to the AT. The translation algorithm is:

,>

generate lb calculus( resolvents )
disjunctive predicate
result =
; /*empty disjunction predicate */
resolvents != 

while

fres jg

do
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head = first(resolvents);
/* the argument type for the head function */
h = arg type(head);

t

if 6 9f 2 resolvents j subtype of (argtype(f ); th) then
result = append(result, _farg = th () ^ res = fth (arg )g);
else
wset = ftp j subtype of (tp ; th ) ^
6 9f 2 resolvents j subtype of (tp; argtype(f ))g
for each tp in wset
result = append(result,

_farg = Shallow tp(), res = fth (arg)g));

end if

resolvents = resolvents - head;

end while
return result;
end;

First, append, and , perform the usual set operations, and arg type returns the argument type of a function. The algorithm traverses the sorted
list of resolvents. If the type hierarchy rooted in the argument type of a
resolvent does not intersect with the hierarchies of the argument types of
some resolvents in the rest of the list, then a conjunction of an ordinary
(deep) typecheck and the resolvent call is added as a new disjunct to the
result. Otherwise the new disjunct will instead contain a shallow typecheck.
Notice that for IUTs there will be no shallow typechecks, because there are
never any subtypes of the system-generated ATs. Since the type checks are
mutually exclusive, only one resolvent will be evaluated.
To illustrate the translation process we examine the translation of the
LBO for the function salary over the IUT CSD emp:
LBO(< salarycsd emp!int; salaryOnly A!int;
salaryOnly B!int ; salaryA and B!int >; arg)
is translated into:

fs j

(arg = only Anil!only a () ^ s = salaryonly A (arg)) _
(arg = only Bnil!only b () ^ s = salaryonly B (arg)) _
(arg = A and Bnil!a and b () ^ s = salarya and b (arg))g
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The expression is a disjunction of only three disjuncts. No disjunct is generated for the rst resolvent salarycsd emp!int since it is de ned as false.
After the query normalization, the extent functions of the ATs are expanded by substituting them with their bodies containing the expressions
from the CASE clauses of the IUT de nition. These expressions in turn reference the extent functions of the constituent types, which are DTs and
the expansion continues until no DT extent functions are present. This process makes visible to the query decomposer i) the query selections de ned
by the user, ii) the conditions in the IUT, and iii) the DT de nitions. The
query decomposer combines the predicates, divides them into groups of predicates executable at a single mediator, translator or data source, and then
schedules their execution. As opposed to dealing with parametric queries
over multiple databases, as would have been the case with a tuple-at-thetime implementation of the late binding, the strategy ships and processes
data among the mediators, translators, and data sources in bulks containing
many tuples. The size of a bulk is determined by the query optimizer to maximize the network and resource utilization. The results in the next section
demonstrate how the bulk-processing allows for query processing strategies
with substantially better performance than the instance-at-the-time strategies. Furthermore, this strategy allows the optimizer to detect and remove
unnecessary OID generations for the instances not in the query result.

5.2.2 Normalization of queries over the integration union
types
If there are disjunctive predicates, we need to normalize the query to disjunctive normal form in order to separate the subqueries for the individual data
sources. One drawback of the query normalization is that it duplicates predicates in several di erent disjuncts of the normalized disjunctive predicate.
To avoid some of the unnecessary duplication, we use a query normalization which is aware of the multidatabase environment. The normalization
algorithm is based on the principle that as many as possible of the normalization decisions should be delegated to the sites where the predicates are
executed. Therefore the query decomposer analyzes the elements of a disjunctive predicate and groups together the disjuncts executed in the same
mediator, translator, or data source capable of processing disjunctions.
Another source of disjunctions in queries over IUTs are the late bound
functions from above, which are translated to disjunctions. A full disjunctive
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normalization would then produce a cross product of the disjuncts in all the
late bound IUT functions. For example the query:
select salary(e), ssn(e) from csd_emp e;

produces the calculus expression:

f sal; ssn j

(arg = only Anil!only a () ^ sal = salaryonly A (arg)) _
(arg = only Bnil!only b () ^ sal = salaryonly B (arg)) _
(arg = A and Bnil!a and b () ^ sal = salarya and b (arg)) ^
(arg = only Anil!only a () ^ ssn = ssnonly A (arg)) _
(arg = only Bnil!only b () ^ ssn = ssnonly B (arg)) _
(arg = A and Bnil!a and b () ^ ssn = salarya and b (arg))g

The expression is then normalized into 9 disjuncts, one for each combination of the disjuncts in the two disjunctive predicates above. This expression
shows the rst two disjuncts:

f sal; ssn j

(arg = only Anil!only a () ^ sal = salaryonly A (arg) ^
arg = only Anil!only a() ^ ssn = ssnonly A(arg)) _
(arg = only Bnil!only b () ^ sal = salaryonly B (arg) ^
arg = only Anil!only a() ^ ssn = ssnonly a (arg)) _ : : :g
We can see that each disjunct contains two typecheck predicates for the
variable arg. This will also be the case in the remaining six disjuncts not
shown above. Based on the presence of more than one typecheck over the
same variable in a conjunctive predicate and on the properties of the type hierarchy, the disjuncts generated by the query normalization can be rewritten
into a simpler form or eliminated.
Since an object can have only one most speci c type, two typecheck
predicates for a single variable of two unrelated types are always rewritten
to false, and the disjunct is removed. When the types are related, depending
on whether the typechecks are deep or shallow, the result of the rewrite is
either false or the more speci c typecheck predicate.
These rewrite rules eliminate in the example above all six disjuncts in
which the typecheck is not performed over the same type (they remove the
second of the two disjuncts shown above). In the remaining three it leaves
just a single typecheck predicate transforming the query into the following
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predicate which will be shown to be signi cantly faster than the original
query:

f sal; ssn j

(arg = only anil!only a () ^
sal = salaryonly a (arg) ^
ssn = ssnonly a (arg)) _
(arg = only bnil!only b () ^
sal = salaryonly b (arg) ^
ssn = ssnonly b (arg)) _
(arg = a and bnil!a and b () ^
sal = salarya and b(arg) ^
ssn = ssna and b (arg))g

5.2.3 Managing OIDs for the IUTs
The IUT instances are assigned OIDs when used in locally stored functions.
For example, a query giving a bonus of $1000 to all employees in the department with salary lower than $1000 can be speci ed as:
set bonus(csde) = 1000 from CSD_emp csde
where salary(csde) < 1000;

In order to manipulate the IUT OIDs we have generalized the framework
developed for handling OIDs of DT instances presented in the previous chapter to the IUTs. As noted previously, the DT functionality is modeled with
three functions: the OID generation function, the extent function, and the
validation function. Next we describe how the system generates each of these
functions for the IUTs.
Since an IUT is a supertype of the corresponding ATs, every AT instance
is also an instance of the IUT. Each distinct real-world entity is always
represented by an instance in exactly one of the ATs. Therefore, the extent
of an IUT is a non-overlapping union of the extents of the ATs and the
extent function of an IUT is a disjunction of the extent functions of its ATs.
The OID generation function assigns an OID to a DT instance. In the
case of DTs, the OID generation function is called by the extent function.
Since the extent function of an IUT only references the extent functions of
its ATs, there is no need for OID generation functions for IUTs. The IUT
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instances are thus assigned OIDs by the OID generation functions of the
ATs.
If the ATs were treated as ordinary DTs, the assignment of OIDs to the
AT instances would be made independently of the other ATs of an IUT. On
the other hand, due to the nature of the conditions used in the ATs de nition,
instances 'drift' from one AT to another. For example, let's assume that John
Doe is an employee of University A, and also a member of the CSD in the
example above. When his bonus is assigned, the system will generate an OID
for the instance representing John Doe in the AT Only A and use this OID in
the stored function bonus to relate John with his bonus. If John now gets an
appointment at University B, he still belongs to the CSD emp IUT, but an
instance representing him appears in the type A and B, while the instance
in the type Only A is removed. If the newly created instance in A and B
has a di erent OID from the old instance in Only A, then John cannot be
matched with his bonus stored in the database using the old OID.
The example shows that the OID assignment for instances of the ATs
must be coordinated, so the instances representing the same real-world entity can move from one AT to another, while preserving their identity. An
instance is related to a real world entity through its key, so to solve the
problem, the OID assignments of the ATs are controlled by a function storing the generated OIDs along with the keys. When a new AT OID is to be
generated, the OID generation function rst checks if there is a stored OID
with a matching key. If so, it adjusts the type of the stored OID and returns
it as result. Otherwise, it generates a new OID. We notice here that, because
the selections are pushed to the data sources and due to the OID generation
removal mechanism described in chapter 4, only a subset of the whole IUT
extent is assigned OIDs in queries containing selections. Very often, queries
require function values and not the OIDs of the queried types. In these cases
no OIDs will be generated at all.
In chapter 3 an example was presented on how the typecheck predicate
of a variable can be removed from a query when the variable is used in
a predicate with a locally stored function of that type. This mechanism,
described in greater detail in [52], is extended to apply over the IUTs. An
advantage of removing the typecheck is that the costly generation of the IUT
extent is not needed, but instead only the already generated OIDs stored in
the local function are used. However, when dealing with stored DT or IUT
instances, we need to make sure that they are still valid, i.e. that the data
sources still contain the corresponding instances.
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A straightforward solution to the problem of validating an IUT instance
is to test which of the three IUT ATs it belongs to. It is, however, sucient to
validate an IUT instance by testing the existence of a corresponding instance
having the same key in one of the two integrated sources; the intersection
AT need not be tested. This condition can be expressed by a two-branch
disjunctive predicate instead of a three-branch one in the straightforward
solution. The gain is due to the fact that we are not interested in exactly
which AT an IUT instance belongs to, but if it belongs to any of the ATs. As
an example we present the calculus representation of the validation function
body for the CSD emp type from the example above:

validatecsd emp (e)
(ssn = skeycsd emp!integer (e) ^
ssn = ssncsd a emp!integer (csda)) _
(ssn = skeycsd emp!integer (e) ^
id = idcsd b emp!string (csdb) ^
ssn = id to ssnstring!integer (id))
The variables csdb and csda are local variables.

The validation method described above suces when a query contains
only locally stored functions over an IUT, while not containing late bound
functions over the same IUT. When a query contains both locally stored and
late bound functions, the system needs to determine which AT an IUT instance belongs to, in order to execute the right resolvent. Since an instance
can drift between the ATs, the system must determine the AT membership for the IUT instances at query time. In order to do this, a disjunctive
predicate similar to the one described earlier in this section is used. The
only di erence is that here the typecheck predicates are replaced with the
corresponding validation predicates.

5.3 Performance measurements
The AMOSII system with the mediation features described in this thesis
is implemented on Windows NT. We will present an overview of some experimental results obtained from running the system over 10Mb Ethernet
and ISDN networks. The results demonstrate how the techniques presented
above drastically reduce the response times.
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The experiments are performed for a scenario similar to the running
example above. We used two Compaq Professional Workstation 5000 with
200MHz Pentium processors and 64 MB memory, connected through a 10Mb
Ethernet network. We also performed the same tests using a 64kb ISDN
connection over the public telephone network in Sweden.
One of the workstations hosted an ODBC data source and an associated
AMOSII system as a translator. For the experiments we used Microsoft
Access as a relational data source because of its availability, but the results
apply to any other ODBC data source. On the second workstation, another
AMOSII server represented another data source. To be able to quantify the
di erence in the times between the processing in AMOSII and in the ODBC
data source, the data was here stored directly in the AMOSII's main-memory
database. The second workstation also hosted the mediator system where the
queries were issued. The three AMOSII servers just described will be referred
to in the rest of this section as Ta (the ODBC translator), Tb (the AMOSII
storing data locally) and the mediator for the AMOSII server where the
queries are issued.
In the experiments, we scaled simultaneously the tables Faculty in the
ODBC data source and the extent of the type Personnel stored in Tb from
1000 to 30000 tuples. From these tuples, 10% are selected to be members of
each of the types A emp and B emp (i.e. members of the CSD), which are
the constituent types for the integration type CSD emp. Between these two
types, we assume that half of the instances are overlapping (represent the
same persons), meaning that the size of the extent of the type CSD emp is
15% of the cardinality of the table. For example, when the size of both the
Faculty table in the ODBC source and the extent of the type Personnel in
Tb is 30000, there are 3000 instances of each selected as working in the CSD
department by the conditions in the de nition of the derived types A emp
and B emp. From each of these two sets of 3000 instances, 1500 appear only
in one of these types and 1500 appear in the both constituent types. The
extent of integrated type CSD emp therefore has 4500 instances.
The experiments are based on queries over the IUT CSD emp. The
queries are simple in order to analyze certain features of the system. Also, we
have chosen queries that are the building blocks of most user-speci ed queries
over the IUTs. More speci cally the test cases can be divided into i) queries
over reconciled IUT functions, and ii) queries calling locally stored functions
over the IUT. In the former group we rst investigate queries with no selection, exact match, and range selections. Then we present results when more
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than one function is used in the same query, to investigate the performance
impact of the type-aware rewrites. Queries with locally stored functions are
investigated in one example. We conclude the tests by comparing the times
for some queries over the 10Mb network with the times obtained when the
same queries were executed over an ISDN network. Notice that the y-axis
in all the graphs represents response time in seconds and the x-axis represents the number of tuples in the test databases. All the measurements are
performed with preoptimized queries.
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Figure 5.3: Query: select salary(e) from csd emp e;
Figure 5.3 shows the execution time of a query retrieving the salaries of
the CSD employees. We examine 4 di erent strategies. The graph on the
left shows that the \DTR" strategy using pure late binding on an instance
level is by orders of magnitude worse that the remaining three strategies.
This strategy, rst generates OIDs for all instances in the extent of the
type CSD emp. Then, DTR is executed over each of the OIDs, choosing
the resolvent. Finally, the chosen resolvent is executed. The resolvent body
also contains predicates to con rm the right AT of the argument, which
causes the typecheck to be executed once again before the function value is
calculated.
The left part of Table 1 shows the percentage of the time spent in the
three cooperating AMOSII servers, and the network time for each of the
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Time distribution

Mediator
DTR
23%
Single instance 5%
No subq. mat. 3%
Subq. mat.
27%

Ta

69%
80%
91%
22%

Tb

1%
3%
3%
32%

Net.
7%
12%
3%
19%

Table 5.1: Query execution time distribution for the 4 evaluation strategies
examined strategies. For the DTR strategy, the biggest portion of the query
execution time is spent in Ta for accessing the relational data source. Table
5.2 presents the number of ODBC calls issued by the data source Ta for the
di erent strategies. The DTR strategy issues by far the most of such calls.
The number of calls is a linear function of the data sizes in the sources, but
as the data volume grows, each of these calls demands more time, explaining
the hyper-linear growth in the query execution time. We can also note that
the DTR strategy spends 23% of the time in the mediator. This is due
to OID generation, function resolution, and execution of the protocol for
shipping instances among di erent AMOSII servers. The OID generation for
IUT instances requires that OIDs are generated for the constituent types,
which in turn triggers proxy object generation for the instances imported
from the translators. Since the DTR operator is executed over each instance
individually, a large amount of computation is involved.
The lower part of the graph in Figure 5.3a is enlarged in Figure 5.3b.
Here, we can see the remaining 3 query processing strategies. The uppermost
curve represents a strategy in which the late bound function call is substituted by a disjunctive predicate, but the data shipment is still one instance
at the time. This type of nested loop join over a network is named bind-join
in [36]. Query rewrites eliminate OID generation, duplicate condition evaluations, and run-time function resolution. Also, the number of ODBC calls
in Ta is reduced by two thirds. All of this reduces the query execution time
by nearly 10 times. Nevertheless, the ODBC calls are still the main factor
in the query execution cost. We can also note that the relative network cost
has risen to 12%.
The rst step into designing a better strategy is to pass the instances in
bulks instead of an instance-at-a-time protocol. While this strategy, due to
the fast networks used, does not radically improve the result (the next curve
in the graph in Figure 5.3b), it does lower the relative network cost to 3%
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and makes the nal query strategy possible.

ODBC requests / DB size

1000 t.
DTR
251
Single instance 102
No subq. mat. 102
Subq. mat.
3

5000 t.
1251
502
502
3

10000 t.
3001
1002
1002
3

30000 t.
9017
3002
3002
6

Table 5.2: Number of data source accesses for the 4 evaluation strategies
The nal strategy, which again reduces the response time by a couple of
orders of magnitude, is based on the observations that most of the ODBC
queries are issued to compute the extents of the ATs which involve antisemi-joins translated into nested subqueries inside a not exists operator. In
order to avoid the cost of repeated data access using parametric queries, we
execute a single non-parametric query and materialize an index over all the
parameter values in Ta . In this example the index contains the ssn for the
10% employees of University A who are also in CSD. In this way, we reduce
the ODBC requests to one per bulk sent from the mediator to the translator.
Being a main-memory based database, AMOSII facilitates a very fast index
build-up for data sizes which can t into the memory of the translator.
For this type of query where the materialized index is used repeatedly, this
strategy is clearly advantageous. We can also see that the distribution of
the query execution time in the last strategy is balanced evenly among the
participating AMOSII servers and the network. Note that there is one access
to the data source per disjunction branch of the query. Therefore, the skew
in the data distribution will not a ect the query execution times.
The cost of executing a non-parametric query and building an index
on-the- y has to be compared with the cost of completing the query without the index. In the next experiment, we executed a query containing
an exact match selection using the same 4 strategies. The DTR strategy is again by far the worst, as shown in Figure 5.4a. On the other
hand, the di erences among the other strategies is not as large as in
the previous experiment (Figure 5.4b). Also, here the strategy without
index materialization for the nested subquery performs the best. This
is due to the fact that the non-parameterized query used to compute
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Figure 5.4: Query: select salary(e) from csd emp e where ssn(e) = 1000;
the index has a larger cost than the parameterized query retrieving only
the data matching a particular input tuple. In general the index materialization is favorable when: size(input)  cost(parameterized query) >
cost(non parameterized query) + cost(index generation).
In the next experiment we examine queries with non-equality selections,
e.g. range selections. While the DTR strategy is able to apply the selections
encapsulated in the DT condition, it is not ecient when the query contains
non-equality conditions, since such conditions are then not pushed into the
resolvents. In Figure 5.5a the execution times of a query containing a range
selection is compared with the execution times of a query without any selection. It can be seen that the cost is about equal. In Figure 5.5b, on the
other hand, there is clear di erence between the execution times of the same
queries using disjunctive predicates to model the late binding. This is due to
the fact that the selection is pushed all the way down to the data sources.
Next, we measure the execution time for queries containing locally stored
functions over an IUT. In this experiment, we created a locally stored function oce over the type CSD emp storing only 15 rows, and then executed a
query to retrieve the oces stored in this function. Figure 5.6a compares the
execution times of a naive strategy where the system generates the OIDs for
the type extent and then applies the locally stored function with the strategy where the IUT instances of interest are retrieved from the locally stored
function and then validated as described previously. Since the cardinality of
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Figure 5.5: Selecting salary for the CSD employees with and without range
selection (salary(e) > 2000)
a locally stored function is always smaller than the cardinality of the whole
type extent, and the validation of an already generated OID is cheaper than
a new OID generation, the validation strategy always outperforms the naive
strategy.
The graph in Figure 5.6b demonstrates the speedup obtained by typecheck removal using type-aware rewrites described in the previous section.
The query is normalized to a disjunction with 9 branches, 6 of which are
removed by the optimizer. The execution times on the other hand show
greater than linear speedup and scalability as could be expected from the
analysis of the number of the disjunctive branches. This is due to the fact
that the 3 remaining branches after the query transformation are single type
queries with a selection condition. The rest of the 6 queries are e ectively
join queries over di erent ATs. In these cases, the AT extent functions and
the extent functions of the constituent types are expanded for both the ATs
appearing in the typecheck predicates. The optimizer cannot infer on the basis of these predicates that the whole disjunct will not produce any results.
The resulting query execution strategy cannot therefore take advantage of
the selections, and ships data proportional to the size of the extents of the
constituent types. This leads to execution times with linear growth with the
size of the extents, as opposed to the much slower growth of the execution
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(b) select salary(e), name(e) from
csd emp e where name(e)="John";

Figure 5.6: a) Queries with locally materialized functions over IUTs. b)
Queries calling several derived functions over IUTs.
time when the rewrite rule for removal of the typechecks is applied.
Finally, we brie y compare the execution times obtained over a 10Mb
network with the results of the experiments using an ISDN connection over
a public telephone network. Keeping all the parameters of the testing the
same, the di erence in the times can be attributed to the properties of the
networks. The graph in Figure 5.7a shows that when the number of the
manipulated tuples is low, the results are proportional. However, when the
amount of shipped tuples increases, as with the query without selection
used in Figure 5.7b, the execution times over ISDN rise faster than over
the 10Mb network. Closer examination revealed that ISDN execution times
follow the number of data bulks sent over the network. We can conclude
that the unproportional increase is due to the fact that the message setup
time compared to the transmission time per unit is higher in ISDN networks
than it is in the 10Mb Ethernet. The optimizer should probe the network
and determine the bulking factor according to these parameters. This will
be one of the topics of future investigation.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of execution times over a 10Mb network with an
ISDN network.
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Chapter 6

Query Decomposition and
Execution
This chapter describes the second functional unit of the data integration
facilities in AMOSII: the multidatabase query processor. It consists of two
units:

 Query decomposer
 Query execution run-time support
The goal of the query decomposition is, given a query over multiple data
sources, to search the space of possible execution schedules and choose a
\reasonably" cheap one. The run-time support provides protocols for ecient execution of the schedules produced by the query decomposer. The
query decomposer and the query run-time support are closely related to
each other. The query decomposition estimates query schedule costs based
on the properties of the applied execution algorithms. The run-time support
takes as input an algebra plan generated by the query decomposer.
As noted earlier, AMOSII is a distributed mediator system. This implies
a framework that allows cooperation of a number of distinct AMOSII servers
on a query processor level. While distribution is present in any mediation
framework due to the distribution of the data sources, the distributed mediator framework in AMOSII introduces a higher level of interaction among the
AMOSII servers. In other words, an AMOSII server does not treat another
AMOSII server as just another data source. More speci cally, if we compare
87
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the interaction between an AMOSII system and a wrapper (and through it
with a data source), and the interaction between two AMOSII servers, there
are two major di erences:

 AMOSII can accept compilation and execution requests for subqueries
over data in more than one data source, as well as data stored in the
local AMOSII database. The wrapper interfaces accept queries that
are always over data in a single data source.

 AMOSII supports materialization of intermediate results to be used as

input to locally executed subqueries, generated by a query decomposition in another AMOSII server. A wrapper provides only execute functionality for queries to the data source. The query execution interface
of AMOSII, on the other hand, provides ship-and-execute functionality
that can rst accept and store locally an intermediate result, and then
execute a subquery using it as an input.

These two features in uence the design of both the query decomposer and
the run-time support for query execution. Techniques based on these features are used in the work presented in this chapter to achieve improved
query performance. The remaining of the chapter describes rst the query
decomposition process, and then the query execution and run-time support
in AMOSII.

6.1 Query decomposition
The query decomposition produces an executable algebra plan from a parsed,
and attened query calculus expression. The parsing and the attening of the
multidatabase queries are not di erent from the parsing and the attening of
the other queries. The query decomposition process is performed in 5 phases:
1. Predicate grouping
2. Execution site assignment
3. Execution schedule generation
4. Tree rebalancing and distribution
5. Object algebra generation

6.1 Query decomposition
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Figure 6.1: Query Decomposition Phases in AMOSII
Figure 6.1 illustrates the individual query decomposition phases and their
results.
To approximate the hardness of the problem of nding the optimal query
execution plan for a calculus expression over multiple data sources, we could
represent the possible query execution plans as n-ary operator trees. However, this formalism is not used in AMOSII, its purpose is solely to demonstrate the enormous size of the search space of this optimization problem.
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Each tree node contains a simple predicate from the query calculus expression, and is assigned for execution at a data source. Some predicates can be
executed at more than one data source. A tree is executed by rst executing
the root node children, then shipping the results to the site (data source)
where the root node is assigned, and nally executing the root node predicate. Since the number of possible n-ary trees with p nodes is exponential to
p, and the number of di erent site assignments is exponential to the number
of predicates executable at more than one data source d, the total number
of trees is O(ap )O(sd ), where a is a constant and s is the number of sites
involved. This estimate shows that an exhaustive search of the whole search
space is not feasible. Therefore the decomposition strategy in this work combines cost-based search strategies with heuristic rules to lower the number
of the examined alternatives.
The description of the query decomposition in this section assumes conjunctive predicate expressions as input. The query decomposer handles disjunctions in two ways, depending on the origin of the predicates in the disjuncts:
 single source disjunctions containing predicates that are executed
at a single data source are treated as a single predicate with a cost, a
selectivity and a binding pattern induced form the disjuncts.
 multiple source disjunctions are handled by normalization of the
queries into disjunctive normal form. The decomposer then processes
each of the disjuncts in the normalized query separately.
The rest of this section describes the decomposition phases in greater
detail. First, in order to provide a basis for this description, the support for
data sources with di erent capabilities in AMOSII is presented.

6.1.1 Data source types and functions with multiple implementations
While some of the functions used in the AMOSQL queries are implemented,
and can be executed, in exactly one data source, there are also functions
that can be executed in more than one data source. According to the this
criteria, the functions in AMOSII are classi ed into:
 single implementation functions (SIFs)
 multiple implementations functions (MIFs)
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The user-de ned local functions as well as the proxy functions are single
implementation functions. For example, the function namePerson!string is a
SIF, de ned over the instances of the type Person in EMPLOY EE DB .
The implementation of this function is known only in that mediator and
therefore it can be executed only there. The second category contains functions that are executable in more than one data source, as for example,
the comparison operators (e.g. <, >, etc.) that are executable in AMOSII
servers, relational databases, certain storage managers, etc. The MIFs can
also be user-de ned. However, since in our framework each user-de ned type
is de ned in only one data source, a MIF may take only literal typed arguments. A framework that would support replicated user-de ned types and
MIFs taking user-de ned type arguments would require that the state (value)
of the instances of these types is shipped among the mediators, in order to
be used at the data source where the MIF is executed. In the framework
presented in this thesis, only OIDs and the needed portions of the instances'
state is shipped among the mediators and the data sources. Replicated userde ned types can be simulated by stringifying the state of the instances and
handling them in the mediators as character strings. The wrappers translate the stringi ed instances from and to the representations required in
the data sources. Extending the integration framework to handle replicated
user-de ned types is one of the topics of our current research.
Depending on the set of MIFs implemented at a data source, the data
sources are classi ed into several data source types (DSTs). Inversely, the
set of MIFs associated with a DST is named generic capability of the DST.
Besides a generic capability de ned by its type, each data source can have
speci c capability de ned by the types and functions exported to the AMOSII
mediators or translators. To simplify the presentation, in the rest of this
chapter the term capability is used to refer only to a generic capability of a
source or a DST.
In order to reuse the capability speci cations, the DSTs are organized
in a hierarchy where the more speci c DSTs inherit the capabilities of the
more general ones. This hierarchy is separate from the AMOSII type hierarchy and is used only during the query decomposition as described below.
Figure 6.2 shows an example of an AMOSII DST hierarchy. All DST hierarchies are rooted in a node representing data sources with only the basic
capability to execute one simple calculus predicate that invokes a single
function/operation in this source and returns the result to the translator.
This corresponds to a sequential scan capability in some other mediation
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Figure 6.2: Data source capabilities hierarchy
frameworks [36]. Data sources of this type cannot execute MIFs. At the next
capability level, DSTs with capabilities to perform arithmetic, comparison
and join operations are de ned. The arithmetic and comparison DST are
de ned using the usual set of MIFs, shown in the gure. A MIF in a capability of a certain DST can be de ned as a generic function, when all of its
resolvents are executable at the sources of the speci ed DST, or as a speci c
resolvent when only a particular resolvent can be scheduled for execution at
the speci ed type of sources.
The two join capabilities, the single collection join (SC join) and the
general join, are not speci ed using MIFs as all the other DST capabilities.
In the calculus used in AMOSII, the equi-joins are represented implicitly by
a variable appearing in more than one query predicate. Accordingly, the join
capabilities represent that a data source (and its wrapper) can handle several
predicates connected by common variables as a single unit. The predicates
executed in such data sources can be grouped together before sending them
to the wrapper to achieve more ecient translation to expressions in the
local language. For example, relational databases and AMOSII servers can
perform joins, and therefore it might be favorable to allow join operations
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to be pushed to data sources of these types.
Based on the properties of the commonly used data sources, there is a
need to distinguish between two types of join capabilities. First, there are
sources that are capable of combining and executing conditions over only
a single collection of data items in the source (e.g. a table in a storage
manager). These types of sources are de ned by using a DST that inherits
only the SC join capability. An example of this kind of a DST is a storage
manager storing several data tables, each represented in the AMOSII translator as a proxy type. Each table can be scanned with associated conditions.
The conditions to a single table can be added together. However, operations
over di erent tables need to be submitted separately. Therefore, for each table, the MIF operations are grouped together with the proxy type typecheck
predicate, and submitted to the wrapper. One such grouped predicate is submitted for each di erent collection. A system with these types of properties
ts the capability description of the comparison DST in gure 6.2.
The general join capability is inherited by DSTs capable of processing
joins over multiple collections (e.g. relational database sources). The decomposer sees each collection as a proxy type, and together with a join capability,
it combines the operations over several proxy types into a single subquery
sent to the data sources.
New DSTs are de ned by inserting them into the DST hierarchy. For example a DST representing a software capable of matrix operations is named
Matrix, and placed under the DST hierarchy root node in gure 6.2. This implies that it supports the execution of one operation at a time. A source that
allows a combination of several matrix operations would have been de ned
as a child of the Join DST.

6.1.2 The predicate grouping phase
The predicate grouping phase attempts to reduce the optimization problem
by reducing the number of predicates. In this phase, if possible, the predicates
executed at a given data source are grouped into one or more composite
predicates, treated afterwards as a single predicate. Within each composite
predicate, the optimization is performed in the wrapper or the data source
where the predicate is forwarded for execution. For each composite predicate,
a temporary derived function is de ned locally or at some other AMOSII
server if the predicate consists of proxy functions imported from another
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AMOSII server 1 . In the query, each predicate group is substituted by a
predicate calling the corresponding derived function. The arguments of these
functions are the calculus variables appearing in the predicate and in the
rest of the query. The types of the function arguments are deduced from the
function signatures used in the query predicate. Two major challenges arise
in the predicate grouping:

 Grouping heuristic: an exhaustive approach to the grouping would
not reduce the query optimization problem. A heuristic approach must
be used.

 Grouping of the MIF predicates: how to group the MIF predicates
given di erent data source capabilities.

The following grouping heuristics are used in AMOSII:

 Joins are pushed into the data sources whenever possible.
 Cross-products are avoided.
The grouping process is performed using an undirected graph built from the
predicates in the query, called query graph, and similar to the query graphs
used in centralized database query processors. The initial query graph contains one node for each equality predicate in the attened query calculus
representation. Nodes whose predicates contain common variable(s) are connected by an edge. Each edge is labeled with the variable(s) it represents.
The variables labeling the edges connecting a node with the rest of the graph
are named node arguments.
Nodes representing SIF predicates are named SIF nodes. Similarly, the
rest of the nodes are named MIF nodes. All graph nodes are assigned to a
site2 . The SIF nodes are assigned to the site of their predicates. MIF nodes
are assigned to a site in the later decomposition phases. The graph nodes
are also assigned a DST. The SIF nodes are assigned the DST of the site
where they are to be executed. The MIF nodes are assigned a DST on the
basis of the function in the predicate.
1
A derived function contains, beside a predicate, a list of argument/result variables and
their types.
2
The term site is used to refer data sources and AMOSII servers. The terms site assignment and node placement are used interchangeably.
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The grouping of the graph nodes is performed by a series of node fusion
operations that fuse two nodes into one. The new node represents the conjunction of the predicates in the fused nodes and is connected to the rest of
the query graph by the union of the edges of the fused nodes. MIF nodes are
fused only with other MIF nodes belonging to the same DST capability set.
Furthermore, the DST of the MIF nodes must have at least an SC join capability for a fusion to be applicable. The SIF nodes are fused only with SIF
nodes to be executed at the same site, given that the following conditions
are satis ed, on the basis of the site's join capability:
 Site without join capability: Nodes assigned this type of site are not
fused. Each predicate is sent separately to the wrapper for processing.
Typecheck predicates for the involved variables are added to aid the
translation process in the wrapper.
 Single collection joins site: Two nodes are fused if they represent operations over the same collection in the source, represented by a proxy
type in the query.
 General join site: Two connected SIF nodes, assigned to this type of a
site, are always fused.
Assuming a query graph G =< N ; E >, where N = fn1 : : : nk g is a set
of nodes, and E = f(n1 ; n2 ) : n1 ; n2 2 Ng is a set of the edges between the
nodes, the predicate grouping algorithm can be speci ed as follows:

while 9 (ni; nk ) 2 E : ni and nk satisfy the fusion conditions do
nik := fuse(ni; nk );
E := E , f(ni ; nk )g
E := E [ f(nik ; nm ) : (9(nl ; nm) 2 E : nl = ni _ nl = nk )_
(9(nm ; nl ) 2 E : nl = ni _ nl = nk )g;
E := E , f(ni ; nm)g , f(nm ; ni)g , f(nk ; nm )g , f(nm ; nk )g;
N := N , fni; nk g [ fnik g;

end while

The algorithm terminates when all the possible node fusions are performed.
After each fusion, the fused nodes are replaced in the graph by a new node,
and all the edges to the fused nodes are replaced by edges to the new node.
The fuse function conjuncts the node predicates and adjusts the other runtime information stored in each of the nodes (e.g. typing and variable information).
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After performing all the possible fusion operations the query graph contains nodes representing predicates that are to be submitted to the data
sources as a whole. However, this is not the nal grouping. The grouping
is performed again after the MIF nodes are assigned sites (to be discussed
below). Note that MIF nodes of di erent DSTs are not grouped together at
this stage. Also, at this stage all the graph nodes contain either only MIF
predicates or only SIF predicates.
The following example, used as a running example through the rest of
the chapter, illustrates the grouping process. The query below contains a
join and a selection over the type A in the source DB 1, and B in the source
DB 2:
select res(A)
from A@DB1 a, B@DB2 b
where fa(a) + 1 < 60 and
fa(a) < fb(b);

Two functions are executed over the instances of these types: faA!int() in
DB1, and fbB!int() in DB2. The calculus generated for this query is:

fr j

a = Anil!A() ^
b = Bnil!B () ^
va = fa(a) ^
vb = fb(b) ^
va1 = plus(va; 1) ^
va1 < 60 ^
va < vb ^
r = res(va) g

The example query is issued in a AMOSII mediator and is over data stored
in the data sources DB1 and DB2. In the example, we will assume that
these two sources have Join capability (e.g. relational databases or AMOSII
servers). The initial query graph, shown in Figure 6.4a, has one node for
each of the query predicates. The nodes are numbered with the rank of the
predicates in the above calculus expression. In the gure, the predicates are
shown beside each of the nodes. The nodes are labeled with the assigned site,
or with \MIF" if they represent MIF predicates. The edges among nodes are
labeled with the variables that connect the nodes.
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Figure 6.4b shows the result of the grouping phase. The nodes n8, n1
and n3 are all assigned to the site DB1 and make a connected subgraph,
therefore they are fused into a node with the composed predicate:

a = Anil!A() ^ va = fa(a) ^ r = res(va)
The same applies for n4 and n2 at DB2. Although, n5 and n6 are both MIF
nodes, they cannot be fused because they are of di erent DSTs: arithmetic
and comparison, respectively.

6.1.3 MIF predicates execution site assignment
The nodes of the graph returned by the previous phase represent two types
of predicates: SIF predicates that already have an assigned execution site,
and MIF predicates that are still not assigned to a site. In order to generate
subqueries for the individual data sources, the next step is to assign execution
sites to the nodes containing MIF nodes. A MIF predicate can be executed at
any site known to the mediator that is capable of performing the operations
in the predicate. Furthermore, a predicate can be assigned more than one
execution site, in which case it is replicated and executed at more than one
data source. Because of the declarative nature of the predicates, this does
not change the outcome of the query execution, as long as each predicate is
executed at least once. Also, any assignment of an execution site to a MIF
predicate yields a correct and executable query schedule; the di erence is
only in the costs of the generated plans.
Searching the space of possible site assignments using an exhaustive strategy would require examining every combination of known sites as execution
sites for each of the MIF nodes. This would require performing full query optimization for each alternative using backtracking, resulting ultimately in an
algorithm with exponential complexity. To avoid this expensive process, we
tackle the MIF nodes site assignment problem by using a heuristic approach
aided, in certain cases, with partial cost calculations.
The heuristic used is based on an analysis of the execution costs a ected
by a placement of a MIF node at a site. These costs are:

 the cost of the execution of the MIF predicate in the node.
 the execution cost of the predicates already assigned to the site where
the MIF node is assigned
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 the intermediate results shipment cost.

The rst cost varies due to di erent speeds of the sites in the network. The
cost of the execution of other predicates can change when a MIF node is fused
with a SIF node placed at the same site, because the MIF node can represent
a selection condition that signi cantly reduces the subquery execution time
in the data sources. Finally, this kind of a selection will also in uence the
size of the intermediate results.
In order to simplify the placement problem, we recognize several di erent
subcases and in each examine only some of the costs given above. In each
case, the following goals are pursued in the order they are listed:
1. Avoid introducing additional cross-site dependencies among the nodes,
caused by argument variables of the placed node. These dependencies
often lead to increased transfer of intermediate results among the sites.
2. Place each MIF node so that it can be combined with one or more SIF
nodes, to reduce the cost of accessing the data sources and to reduce
the intermediate results sizes.
3. Reduce the execution time for the MIF nodes.
4. When it is not possible to assign a site to a MIF node on the basis of
the previous three criteria, if possible execute the predicate locally.
The placement algorithm does not attempt to satisfy these goals simultaneously, but rather tries to satisfy one at the time in the order they are listed
above.
Site assignment is performed one MIF node at a time. The nodes with
more speci c DSTs (further from the root of the DST hierarchy) are processed before the nodes with less speci c DSTs (closer to the root of the
DST hierarchy). For example, a MIF node with a predicate containing relational MIF operators will be placed before a node containing comparison
predicates. The more speci c DST nodes are always assigned to sites that
can also process less speci c DST nodes. Hence, a more speci c node is always assigned to a node that also is considered when a less speci c node is
assigned. This is not true in the opposite direction, because the less speci c
node might be assigned to a site that does not have the capability to process
the more speci c node. Therefore, to maximize the possible available information at the node assignment time, the sources with more speci c DST are
processed rst.
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After each site assignment, the grouping algorithm is run over the new
graph in order to group the newly assigned node with the nodes already
assigned to the chosen site.
The site assignment process proceeds as follows. First, each calculus variable that labels an edge in the graph is assigned a set of sites where it appears,
i.e. a set of the sites of the nodes that are connected by a graph edge labeled
with this variable. This set is referred to as variable site set. Next, each of
MIF nodes is processed. For each node, rst an intersection of the site sets
of the node's arguments is computed. This intersection represents the sites
that operate over the same data items as the MIF node.
Figure 6.3 shows ve subcases of the placement problem, distinguished by
the properties of the argument's site sets intersection and the node predicate.
The rest of this section examines each of the cases in greater detail.
intersection
empty

non-empty
1

singleton

multiple

2

4

all empty

5

some non-empty

3

"cheap"

" expensive"

Figure 6.3: MIF predicate site assignment heuristics

Case 1: Singleton site sets intersection
If the intersection is not empty and contains only one site, then the node is
assigned to this site. This allows the optimizer to devise a strategy where no
intermediate result is shipped around when the node predicate is executed.
All the arguments values can be produced locally at the chosen site. Placing
the node predicate at a site where only a subset of the needed arguments can
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be produced implies that the missing arguments must be shipped in before
these predicates are executed. An example of this case of node placement is
shown in Figure 6.4b where node 6 is connected only by the variable va to
node 831. This node is assigned to the same site as 831, i. e. DB1. After the
grouping of the graph the result is as presented in Figure 6.4c.

Cases 2 and 3: Several sites in the site sets intersection
The MIF nodes belonging to this case are placed on the basis of their cost
and selectivity. If such a node has a selectivity lower than 0.75, and a \low"
cost, then the node is considered to represent a cheap selection. The node
predicate is therefore replicated, placing one copy at each of the sites in the
intersection. The cost is considered low if it is lower than a predetermined
constant threshold. The selective properties of the predicate are applied in
multiple data sources. This strategy is unique to query processing in autonomous environments. In a classical distributed database environment, it
would suce to execute the selection at only one site. The query processor could then ship the intermediate result to the other sites, and use this
already reduced set of instances as the inner set in the joins. When data
sources do not support materialization of intermediate results, this strategy
is not possible. Therefore, the selections should be pushed in all the applicable data sources to reduce the processing times in the sources, as well as
proxy object generation in the translators associated with these sources.

Case 4: All site sets empty
A variable has an empty site set if it appears only in predicates of MIF nodes
that have not yet been placed. If all site sets of the node arguments are empty,
assuming a connected query graph, we can conclude that all the neighbors of
this node are also unplaced MIF nodes. In order to obtain more information
for the placement of such nodes, the decision on the placement of such nodes
is postponed and the node is skipped. The skipped nodes are processed after
processing the rest of the nodes. If all MIF nodes have all argument site sets
empty, the rst node is placed locally if possible. Otherwise, it is placed at
the site where it will be executed fastest, i. e. at the most powerful site.
Assuming, that the site assignment proceeds in the same order as the
nodes are numbered, in the situation shown in Figure 6.4b the algorithm will
attempt to place n5 . Since n5 is connected to only MIF nodes, its argument
site sets intersection is empty. Thus, n5 is skipped as described above, and
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considered again when the rest of the MIF nodes are placed. The graph at
this point is presented in Figure 6.4d. Now, the site set of variable va1 is
Asetva1 = fDB 1g since n5 is connected to n8316 , placed at DB1, by an edge
labeled va1. Node n5 is therefore placed at DB1. After the grouping, the
nal query graph is shown in Figure 6.4e.
a)

b)
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n427

va
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Figure 6.4: Query graph grouping sequence for the example query

Case 5: Non-empty site sets with empty intersection

In the last case, we consider placing a node having an empty intersection of
its arguments' site sets, but not all of the site sets are empty. The placement
process in this case is based on a simpli ed cost estimate. The estimate
calculation takes into account only the predicates in the neighboring nodes
of the currently processed node (this set coincides with the union of the
arguments' site sets). Moreover, the cost estimate is calculated by taking
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into account only the graph edges of the currently processed node. Another
simpli cation of the problem is that nodes of this type are placed at exactly
one site. Since no site contains all the data needed for the execution of the
node predicate, the missing data must be shipped to the execution site from
other sites. By placing the node at one site, we avoid plans having more than
one data shipment caused by a MIF predicate.
a)

A

db1

db2

n1

N = { n1, n2, n3, n4 }
S = { db1, db2, db3 }
A = { A, B, C }
aSet(A) = { db1, db2 }
aSet(B) = { db3 }
aSet(C) = { db1 }

n3
A

A

mif

n0
B
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db1

db3

n2

n4
d) S = Z

c) S = Y

b) S = X

db2 db1
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A, C
B
3

C
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n2
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n4

n2

db3 db1

n40
db3

Figure 6.5: Case 5 example and the possible outcomes
For each of the possible placements, the sum of the execution costs of
the predicates in the neighboring nodes and the necessary data shipment
is calculated. The predicate is placed at the site where this cost is the
lowest. Let the list of thes neighboring
nodes of a MIF node labeled with
the node site be N = fn1n1 ; : : : ; nsl nl g; the sites the nodes are assigned
to S = fs1 ; : : : ; sm g; m  l; the node predicate argument variables
A = fa1 ; : : : ; ak g; and nally, the corresponding site set to each variable:
As = faSet1 : : : ; aSetk g.
The execution cost of the nodes at site s if each predicate is executed
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over BS (bulk size) tuples is de ned as the sum of the costs of the individual
nodes:
exec cost(s; BS; A) =
cost(nsjnj ; BS; A)

X

j =1:::l;s=sj

Where the cost function returns the cost of executing the predicate in a
given node with the arguments in A unbound. In calculating the estimate,
the number of input tuples is xed to a predetermined constant, because
it cannot be precisely estimated before the scheduling phase, and varies for
di erent nodes. Using a constant value for each estimate provides a good
basis for comparison of the estimates. However, it is important that this
constant is larger than 1 in order to correctly estimate the e ect of the
use of subquery materialization techniques in queries containing nested subqueries. In such cases, the query processor might decide to materialize the
subquery and use the result in the processing of the whole input. The cost
of the materialization is amortized over the processing of the whole input
and therefore:
cost(nsjnj ; BS; A) 6= BS  cost(nsj nj ; 1; A)
Nested subqueries are common in the system-generated functions for support
of the integration union types presented in the previous chapter, making this
type of cost estimate necessary.
When a node is placed, the grouping algorithm is applied to the new
subgraph. The sum of the costs of the nodes in the grouped subgraph is
denoted with pa exec cost(s; BS; vl). Assuming that the node is assigned to
a site S where a subset of Al of the argument set A is produced locally while
the rest of the arguments At = A , Al are shipped from the neighboring
nodes, the execution cost estimate can be expressed as:

ece(s) = pa exec cost(s; BS; At ) +

X

i=1:::l;si6=s

exec cost(si ; BS; Al )

To obtain a complete cost estimate, besides the execution cost estimate,
we need to compute an estimate for the intermediate results shipment cost.
To calculate this estimate we assume that each of the missing arguments in
At is shipped to the site S from the cheapest possible alternative. The cost
of shipping the argument ai 2 At from a site R where it is produced by the
predicate of node N to site S where it is consumed is:
tec(ai ; N; S ) = BS  selectivity(N; At )  WRS  sizeof (type(ai ))
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Where WRS is the weight of the cost of the net link between the sites R
and S ; selectivity(N; At ) returns the selectivity of the predicate of node N
with all arguments in At unbound; sizeof () returns a size of a given tuple
of types; and type() returns a tuple of types for a given tuple of variables.

tec(S ) =

X min tec(ai; N; S)

ai 2At ni 2N

The cost estimate is:

ce(s) = ece(s) + tec(s)
The node is assigned to the site so such that

8n 2 N ce(so)  ce(n)
Although all the possible site assignments produce a correct execution
plans, the cost estimate calculation can fail for some sites, because some of
the functions might not be executable with the incomplete binding patterns
used to calculate the estimate. Such sites are ignored in the assignment
process. In a rare case, it is possible that all the estimate computations
fail. In this case, an arbitrary site is chosen from the set of sites capable of
handling the node predicate.
In order to estimate the complexity of the cost estimate calculation we
can observe that the terms used in the equations above can all be obtained
either from the system catalogue (e. g. sizeof () function and WRS ), or
from compilation of the predicates in the query graph nodes (the cost()
and selectivity() functions). The maximum number of compilations needed
to obtain this data is 2l, where l is the number of adjacent graph nodes of
the node being placed. This estimate is based on the observation that each
neighboring node predicate is compiled twice: once for the case when the
node is placed at the same site with the neighboring node, and once when it
is placed at another site. Normally, the queries posed to the mediator have
connected query graphs, implying that l  n, n being the number of sites
involved in the query. Hence, the cost of the site assignment will usually not
be larger than 2n single site function compilations, some of which might be
reused in the latter decomposition phases. We also note that n here does not
represent all sites involved in the query, but rather the sites that operate
over the arguments of the predicate in the placed node.
In Figure 6.4c the node n7 represents an example of case 5 placement
problem. The example illustrates the problem of the placement of the join
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condition va < vb. The cost estimation will ignore the node n5 and will
calculate the costs as described above. Figure 6.4d shows the graph after
placing n7 at DB 2.
A more elaborate example of this case is illustrated by the query graph
shown in Figure 6.5a. On the right side of the Figure the sets used in the
calculations of the estimate are shown. There are three sites involved with a
total of 4 nodes. Assuming Join capabilities, the resulting grouped graphs
for each placement alternative are shown in the Figures 6.5b-d.
This concludes the description of the query decomposition phases that
assemble the subqueries sent to the individual data sources. The concepts
discussed in the previous sections are related to the important design issue of
the division of the query processing facilities between the query decomposer
and the wrappers. A simple query decomposer requires more complex wrapper implementations. A wrapper in such a case must be able to perform more
sophisticated transformations in order to produce subqueries executable by
the data sources. Furthermore, the same features might be needed and reimplemented in several wrappers. A more elaborate query decomposer, on
the other hand, leads to a slower query decomposition and less maintainable code. The design of the heterogeneous data source integration facilities
described in the last two sections aims to provide a functionality sucient
for easy integration of the majority of the data sources we have accounted
for, while keeping the design as simple as possible. Compared to other approaches to the integration of heterogeneous data sources based on grammars
and rules [36, 81], it allows for partitioning of the query into subqueries without repeated probing if the generated subqueries are executable in the data
sources. Data sources that cannot be described by MIFs and join capabilities
might require wrappers capable of restructuring the subquery sent by the
decomposer so it can be successfully translated into code executable in the
data sources. Nevertheless, we believe such that cases are rare.

6.1.4 Cost-based scheduling
The result of the rst two query decomposition phases is a query graph
where each node represents a subquery assigned to be executed at a site.
The graph nodes are connected by edges representing equi-joins over the
values of common variables in the subqueries. In order to translate this
query graph into an executable query plan, the query processor must decide
on the order of the execution of the subqueries represented by the nodes.
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This order in uences the data ow between the sites. The query processor
builds an execution schedule to describe the execution order and the ow of
data between the sites.
As noted earlier, the data in each node is used to de ne a derived function
representing the subquery speci ed by the node predicate. These derived
functions, subquery functions (SFs), are de ned at the site assigned to the
corresponding node when this site is an AMOSII server, or in the mediator
itself when the SF is executed in the mediator or in a data source wrapped by
the mediator. In the later case, the SF is generated by the wrapper, invoked
with the node predicate as an argument. The wrapper returns a function
that implements the request speci ed by the input predicate. The generated
functions usually contain foreign function calls that access the data source
and perform the requested operations. For example, the relational wrapper
implemented within the AMOSII project creates an SQL statement from the
object calculus, and then invokes the foreign function sql [6] that passes the
generated SQL statement to a data source.
Examining all the possible execution schedules is not feasible for larger
queries. Considering only the left-deep trees (a subset of all possible trees)
is as hard as nding an optimal total ordering of the predicates. Although
simpli ed, this problem still requires computation time exponential over the
number of SFs. Therefore, only certain schedule families are examined that
contain plans generated by a few generic rules.
The scheduling problem is illustrated on the running example query. The
nal query graph for this query contains two nodes, each specifying an SF at
one of the two participating sites. The de nition of the SFs at these nodes
are as follows:

in DB1:

in DB2:

f

f

SFdb1type va!boolean (va) ()
b = Bnil!B () ^
vb = fb(b) ^
va < vbg

SFdb2type r;type va!boolean (r; va) ()
a = Anil!A () ^
va = fa(a) ^
va1 = plus(va; 1) ^
va1 < 60 ^
r = res(va)g

The function signatures used above imply that both SFs will be executed
with all their arguments bound. Such binding patterns are used in the SF
de nitions, because the binding pattern of each SF is unknown at this time
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and is determined later in the scheduling process, by recompilation of the
SFs.
Let's consider now the possible execution strategies for the example
query. The query execution begins by executing one of the SFs at one of
the sites. Then, the other SF is executed and the result is shipped to a join
and materialization capable site, where an equi-join over the variable va is
performed. This site could be one of the sites where the SFs are de ned.
In such a case, we could use the materialized result as an input to the SF
at this site, to lower the execution time and the selectivity of the individual
predicates in the body of the SF. For example, if SFdb1 is executed rst and
the resulting va values are shipped to DB 2, we could either rst execute the
function SFdb2, and match the resulting tuples with the materialized values
of va, or invoke SFdb2 with the values of the argument va bound to the values in the shipped set. In order to determine the optimal schedule, the query
processor must calculate and compare the costs of the di erent strategies.
The cost calculation depends on the execution cost and the selectivity of the
SFs and the cost of shipping data among the systems.
This analysis illustrates that the number of alternatives is large even in
a simple example with only two SFs as above. Because of this, the strategy
described in this section searches only a portion of the search space of possible execution plans. The plan chosen by this search is then improved using
additional heuristic described in the next section.
M ediator
4

1

3

2

Other AM OS

Figure 6.6: A query processing cycle described by a DcT node
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The generated execution schedules are described in the form of decomposition trees (DcTs). Each DcT node describes one data cycle through the
mediator. Figure 6.6 illustrates one such cycle. In a cycle, the following steps
are performed:
1. Materialize the intermediate results in an AMOSII server where they
are to be processed.
2. Execute an SF over the materialized data as input.
3. Ship the results back to the mediator.
4. Execute one or more SFs de ned in the mediator.
The result of a cycle is always materialized in the mediator. A sequence of
cycles can represent an arbitrary execution plan. Not all steps are required
in every DcT node.
Each DcT node contains data structures describing the steps above. The
intermediate results used as an input in the cycle are represented recursively
by a list of child DcT nodes, the materialization list. In order to simplify the
query processing, currently the tree building algorithm considers at this stage
only materialization lists with one element (left-deep trees), and therefore
the intermediate result always has the form of a single attened function.
Steps 1 through 3, that involve communication with an another AMOSII
server, are performed by the ship and execute (SAE) operator. The SAE
operator is an algebraic operator that ships an intermediate result to a remote AMOSII server, executes an SF, and returns the result. Each tree node
contains an SAE description structure (SAEDS) that provides the necessary
compile-time information about the ship and execute performed by the node.
The content of an SAEDS describe the remote SF and the way it is invoked.
More speci cally this description consists of the following items:
 proxy OID for the remote SF
 argument and result lists
 argument bindings and typing information
 cost and selectivity of the SF for a given binding
Step 4 is described by a post-processing list (PPL) of locally de ned SFs.
These SFs are executed in the mediator over the result of the SAE operator
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execution. Finally, beside a materialization list, a SAEDS and a PPL, each
DcT node also contains information concerning the whole query processing
cycle described by the node, as for example: cycle cost, selectivity, predicates,
typing information, etc.
Sae: SFdb1

DcT node 0

DcT node1

Sae: SFdb2
PPL : nil

Sae: SFdb2
PPL : nil

DcT node 0

PPL : nil

DcT node1

Sae: SFdb1
PPL : nil

Figure 6.7: Two decomposition trees for the example query
Figure 6.7 shows the two trees generated for the example query. These
trees illustrate the scheduling alternatives where the join of the results of the
execution of the two SFs is performed at DB 1 and DB 2 respectively. Because
we consider only left-deep trees, joins in the mediator are not considered.
The trees also determine the relative order of the execution of the SFs. The
order of the cycle operations given above implies that the trees are executed
bottom-up. This in turn determines the execution binding pattern for each
SF. The same SF can in di erent trees have di erent binding patterns and
thus di erent execution costs. In the left DcT in Figure 6.7 SFdb2 is executed
with the variable va unbound, while in the tree on the right this variable
is bound. If the function fa(a) is expensive, or has high selectivity, then
the execution of SFdb2 with va unbound can have a much higher cost than
when va is bound. This cost variation combined with the cost variation of
SFdb1 in uences the cost of the whole tree.
The cost of an execution schedule represented by a DcT node is calculated
recursively by adding the costs of the steps in Figure 6.6 to the costs of
the subtrees in the materialization list. The cost calculation depends on
the algorithms used to implement the query processing cycle steps. These
algorithms are part of the query execution mechanism described in the next
section.
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The left-deep DcTs are generated using a variation of the dynamic programming approach. The algorithm attempts to avoid generation of all the
possible plans by keeping a sorted list of partial plans and adding to the list
all the possible extensions of the cheapest one. When the cheapest plan is
also a complete plan, then it is one of the plans with the lowest cost. This
algorithm, used also for the singe-site queries in AMOSII, can be described
as follows:
find optimal schedule(SF set)
/*sorted list of partial DcTs*/
<DcT> DcT list =
;
<DcT> rest;
/* temporary variables for DcT manipulation*/
DcT best, nd;
func in SF set
nd = add to DcT(func, nil);
insert sorted(nd, DcT list);

list
set

fg

for each

end for each
forever do

best = remove top(DcT list);
rest = SF set - DcT SF(best);
best == nil
(``Query unexecutable'');

if

throw exception
end if
if rest == fg
return best;
end if
foreach func in rest

nd = add to DcT(func, best);
insert sorted(nd, DcT list);

end foreach
end forever
end

If the query is not executable an exceptions is thrown The function

insert sorted inserts a DcT in a list sorted by the cost estimate; remove top
removes the cheapest plan from the list; DcT SF returns all the SFs in a
DcT; the operator , is used for set di erence; the function add to DcT adds
a new SF to a partial DcT. The following two rules are used for adding an
SF to a partial DcT (Figure 6.8):
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 SF de ned in another AMOSII server: A new node is added with
a materialization list consisting of the partial DcT, and a SAEDS based
on the added SF.

 SF de ned in the mediator or in a data source wrapped by
the mediator: The SF is added to the PPL of the root of the DcT,

if the DcT is not nil; otherwise a new node is created with this SF in
the PPL.
SFs in other AMOS II servers
Local and other types of data sources SFs

a)
1

+

2

1

=

x

x

2

3

3

b)
1
2

n

+

x

=

1

x

2

3
3

Figure 6.8: Two tree generation rules: a) adding a local SF to a partial tree,
b) adding a remote SF to a partial tree
When an SF is added to the PPL of a node, the system must determine
the optimal order of the execution of the SFs in the list. This cost in uences
the cost of the whole tree and therefore must be determined during the query
optimization. A dynamic programming algorithm similar to the on described
above is used to determine an optimal ordering.
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We conclude the section with an observation that the described strategy
is more general given OO data sources than the strategies used in some other
multidatabase systems (e.g. [56, 20, 48]) where the joins are performed in the
mediator system. Such strategies do not allow for mediation of OO sources
that provide functions that are not stored, but rather performed by programs
executed in the data source (e.g. image analysis, matrix operations). In this
case, it is necessary to ship intermediate results to the source in order to
execute the programs using the result tuples as an input. From this aspect,
the strategy presented above generalizes and improves the bind-join strategy
in [36].

6.1.5 Decomposition tree distribution
The scheduling phase described in the previous subsection produces a leftdeep DcT representing a query execution schedule for the input query. As
described in the previous section, each node of the generated DcT describes
a query processing step that involves passing data through the mediator.
Some of the steps pass data from one data source to another, copying it
through the mediator. In an environment consisting of a several AMOSII
servers, it can be favorable to design schedules where the super uous data
transfers and the involvement of the coordinating mediator are eliminated. In
such a schedule, the participating data sources communicate directly during
the computation phase. The result of the computation is shipped to the
coordinating mediator. For example, the trees in Figure 6.7 describe plans
in which the values of va are shipped from DB 2 to the mediator and then to
DB 1, in the tree on the left, and vice versa in the tree on the right. It would
be less costly if the mediator instructs DB 2 to ship the values directly to
DB 1, or vice-versa.
In this subsection we present a technique to achieve query schedules
with such properties for queries operating over data represented by multiple
AMOSII servers. The technique can be extended to combine other materialization capable DST.
In order to construct schedules that perform \sidewise" transfer of data,
the DcT generated by the previous phase is restructured using a series of node
merge operations. This operation is performed over two consecutive nodes,
lower and upper respectively. For the merge operation to be applicable,
the lower node must have an empty PPL, while the upper node must have a
non-empty SAEDS. The tree construction rules guarantee that a node having
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an empty PPL must have a non-empty SAEDS. Therefore, the lower node
describes an operation where data is shipped from the mediator to another
AMOSII server, some computation is performed there, and the result is
then shipped back to the mediator. In the next step, described by the upper
node, the result of the previous step, stored now in the mediator, is once
again shipped to the site described in SAEDS of the upper node, this time
as input to the SF in the upper node SAEDS. For example, the left tree in
Figure 6.7 describes a plan where SFdb2 is executed at DB 2 and the result
is shipped to the mediator. The upper node then ships the same result from
the mediator further to DB 1, where it is used in an equi-join.
In the case when the lower node has a non-empty PPL list, the result of
the lower node is processed locally before it is used in the processing step
described by the upper node. The transformations described in this section
are, therefore, in such a case not applicable.
The node merge operation is shown in gure 6.9. Two consecutive nodes
with the required properties are identi ed (Figure 6.9a) and substituted with
a single node. The new node has the PPL from the upper node and a SAEDS
assembled from the SAEDSs of the merged nodes. In order for the new tree
to represent a correct query schedule, the SF in the SAEDS of the new node
should perform the same operations as both SAEDSs of the original nodes.
Therefore, the SF in the new node's SAEDS is a combination of the SFs
of the original nodes. Nevertheless, to avoid the unnecessary bypass of the
data throughout the mediator, the combined SF is compiled and executed
in the participating servers instead of locally in the mediator. This is done
by de ning an envelope SF that calls the two original SFs. The envelope SF
is compiled at both of the participating sites and the cheaper alternative is
accepted. This, in turn, is compared with the cost of the original tree and if
it has a lower cost, the modi ed tree is accepted instead of the original.
Figure 6.10 illustrates the data ow between the three AMOSII servers
in the example from Figure 6.7a. This example is a general case of an application of a node merge. An exception is the case where the merged nodes
have SAE SFs that are both at the same site. In such cases there would be
only two sites involved.
In Figure 6.10a the data ow of the execution of the original schedule
is presented. The query execution starts by the mediator contacting DB 2
to execute SFdb2 in step 1, and shipping across the results in step 2. Next,
from the result of the previous step, the mediator sends the values of the
argument va to DB 1 where SFdb1 is executed and the result is joined with
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a)
Upper rest of the tree

Sae: SFupp

Upper node

PPL: PPLupp

b)

Lower node

Sae: SFlow

Upper rest of the tree

PPL: nil

Lower rest of the tree

Merged node

Sae: Wrap(SFupp+SFlow)
PPL: PPLupp

Lower rest of the tree

Figure 6.9: Node merge: a) the original tree b) the result of the merger
operation
the incoming set of va values. For each joined value of va a temporary
boolean value is returned indicating which of the incoming va values joined
with the result of the execution of SFdb2. Finally, after joining the result
shipped in step 4 with the result of step 2, the mediator emits the values of
r for which the temporary iteration variable tmp is TRUE .
This strategy would be very inecient in cases when the set of va values
is very large and the net links connecting the mediator with DB 1 and DB 2
are very slow (e.g. due to geographical dislocation). Also, note that with this
strategy the va values are shipped twice.
The strategy illustrated in Figure 6.10b is obtained by merging the nodes
of the DcT in Figure 6.7a and placing the envelope SF at DB 2. Here, the
values of va are sent directly from DB 2 to DB 1, shipping them therefore
only once. Figure 6.10c represents the execution strategy of the transformed
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Figure 6.10: Execution diagrams of the decomposition tree of the example
query before node merge and after
DcT in Figure 6.7a where the envelope SF function is placed at DB 1. This
strategy is favorable when SFdb1 has large selectivity or the network link
between the mediator and DB 2 is slow.
A series of node merge operations can produce longer data ow patterns
that do not necessarily pass through the query issuing mediator. One feature of the trees produced by node mergers is that the SFs in the SAEDSs
are themselves multidatabase functions over data in multiple data sources.
These SFs are also compiled and described by a DcT. Since by repeated
application of the merging process their SAEDSs can also have SFs over
multiple data sources, we can assume that a query is represented by a set
of DcTs distributed over more than one AMOSII server. Hence, the process
can be viewed as DcT distribution. Compared with the traditional query tree
balancing [17] the node merge exhibits the following di erences:
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 Distributed compilation: node merging is a distributed process where

the envelope SFs are compiled at nodes other than the mediator. This
distributed compilation process is decentralized and does not need a
centralized catalogue of optimization information that is a potential
bottleneck when the number of mediators increases.

 Distributed tree: The resulting tree is not stored in one AMOSII server,

but rather is spread over the participating servers that expose only an
already compiled function for the subquery sent by the coordinating
mediator.

In a tree produced by the cost-based scheduling there might be more than
one spot that quali es for a merger operation. An important issue in applying node merging is where in the DcT to apply the the operator. Di erent
sequences of merge operations can produce di erent results. The simplest
solution to this problem is to perform an exhaustive application of all possible sequences of merger operations by backtracking. However, it is clear
that this will require a large number of SF compilations and is therefore not
suitable. An alternative is to use hill-climbing from a few randomly chosen
positions and perform the process until no transformation can be made such
that a cheaper tree is produced. The process can be guided by heuristics
that prioritize DcT nodes where the transformation can be especially useful,
and avoid merging nodes that are unlikely to produce a merged node with
lower cost. An example of such heuristic rules are:

 Merge only nodes where the SF in the SAEDS of the lower node has
at least one result variable used in the input of the SF in the SAEDS
of the upper node. This rule avoids producing merged nodes where the
result shipped to the mediator is a cross product of the results of the
two SFs.

 Merge nodes where the weight of the network connection between the
SAE SFs in the upper and the lower nodes is considerably lower than
the weights of their network connections with the mediator (e.g. the
data sources are close to each other, but geographically far away from
the mediator)
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6.2 Object algebra generation and run-time support
6.2.1 Object algebra generation

The purpose of the DcT formalism is to provide a means for representation
of query execution schedules that is easy to build and manipulate. It contains
much information not used after the tree is built. In addition, the components
needed for execution are not easily and uniformly accessible.
For these reasons and to avoid introducing a separate interpreter for the
DcTs in the system, the DcTs are translated into object algebra plans used
for the queries over local data. The algebra plan generated for each DcT
node describes the tasks speci ed by a node:
1. Execute and materialize the subqueries described by the DcTs in the
materialization list.
2. Ship the results and execute the SF in the SAEDS.
3. Execute the SFs in the PPL.
The translation generates a temporary function whose body describes the
listed tasks, returning the query result. The algebra code for each of the DcT
nodes is generated using the following template:
1. makebagbbb:::f ([subq func]; [par1 ]; [par2 ]; : : : [parn ]; bag1 )
2. bulkenbf (bag1 ; bag2 ; [bulk size])
3. saebbf:::f ([run info]; bag2 ; [SAE result variables])
4. PPLSF1 ( [pplsf1 arguments)]
...
k+3. PPLSFk ( [pplsfk arguments])
The arguments in square brackets are substituted by actual values during
the code generation. The algebra operators used in the rst three steps are
implemented as an AMOSII foreign function. The superscripts of the operators show the binding pattern applied. Steps 4 through k + 3 invoke the SFs
in the PPL of the node.
In order to perform the materialization of the subtrees, the translation
process is applied recursively on the DcTs in the materialization list. As
currently, due to the tree generation process used, there is only one subtree
in this list, the result of this step is a single temporary function storing the
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result of the tree in the materialization list. This function is in the code
template above named subq func. It is the rst argument of the operator
makebag that takes a function and a list of parameters to the function, and
returns a bag which can be iterated by the bag iteration primitives. The bag
mechanism provides a uniform interface to both a materialized bag, given as
a list of tuples, and a bag given with a function as in the case above. When
the bag is speci ed by a function, the makebag operator does not actually
materialize the function. Instead, when the iteration operations are applied
to the bag, it uses the cursor facilities in AMOSII to invoke the supplied function passing the parameters par1 : : : parn , and returning the function results
in a streamed fashion. If the bag is constructed over (i) a stored AMOSII
function, (ii) a foreign function whose implementation supports streaming,
or (iii) data in a source whose wrapper supports streaming, then the execution of the makebag does not store intermediate results in the mediator. An
example of a DST capable of a fully streamed operation is the ODBC DST,
where, using the cursor facilities of the ODBC standard, it is possible to
implement a wrapper where the tuples from the data source(s) are streamed
through the AMOSII translators/mediators, to the target applications.
The bag produced by the makebag operator is assigned to the variable
bag1 in the code template above. In the next step, the bulken operator materializes the rst bulk size tuples of bag1 . This operator backtracks and
produces materialized bulks of this size until the whole bag1 is iterated.
Although the streamed mode of operation is advantageous because it does
not create intermediate results, operating over a single tuple in a networkbased environment can create large overheads. Therefore the multidatabase
query execution in AMOSII is performed over bulks (sets) of data of a size
determined by the parameter bulk size. The parameter bulk size is set by
the optimizer to a constant depending on the available memory size, so that
the intermediate results can t into the available main memory image of
AMOSII. When networks with high latency are used, the bulk size parameter should be chosen so that the shipped data ts into the network's packet
size and hence minimizes the latency overhead per shipped tuple. The bag
containing the materialized tuples is assigned to the variable bag2 , passed to
the SAE operator.
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6.2.2 Inter AMOSII communication and the SAE operator

The SAE operator performs the actual communication between the AMOSII
servers, the invocation of the remote subquery functions, and the assembly
of the results. The protocol executed within the SAE operator is the lowest
\database aware" protocol in the AMOSII system. It is based on a remote
evaluation protocol that supports shipment and evaluation of LISP expressions between the servers. The LISP expressions are shipped using TCP/IP
sockets connections between ports acquired from the name server.
The rst argument to the SAE operator is the run info structure that
contains the run-time information needed for the execution of the SAE operator. Run info is a summary of the SAEDS used during the query compilation time. Some of the more important entries in run info are:
 The site of the remote SF: the AMOSII server where the SAE SF is
de ned
 The set of input function variables: description of the input bag structure by the query variable names of each bag column.
 The set of input variables to the remote SF: a projection of the input
bag variables used at the remote site as arguments in the execution of
the remote SF, KS.
 The set of result variables: variables that are to be emitted from the
SAE operator and that are used in the subsequent query processing
steps, RS.
 The bulk size, BS, and the estimated number of bulks in the input,
NB.
The second SAE operator argument is the bag bag2 materialized by the
bulken operator.
The SAE operator is performed over each of the materialized subsets
of the input function, represented by the bag bag2 . The tuples in the bag
are used as input to the SF in the SAEDS, de ned in some other AMOSII
servers. The operations performed by the SAE operator can be divided into
the following steps:
1. preprocess and prepare the input for shipping
2. ship the input to a remote site
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3. execute the SF at the remote site
4. return the result of the SF execution to the coordinating mediator
5. assemble the result to be emitted from the operator
Steps 1, 4 and 5 are executed locally, while steps 2 and 3 are performed at
another AMOSII server. The SAE operator returns values by binding the
SAE result variables in the template above to the values in the tuples
from the result of the execution. The result of the SAE operator is emitted
a tuple at a time.
Figures 6.11 through 6.13 illustrate three algorithms for implementation
of the SAE operator. All three implementations have two parts: the SAE
operator in the coordinating mediator (the one initiating the query execution), and a request handler at the site where the SAE SF is executed. Before
discussing the speci cs of each of the algorithms, we rst turn the attention
to the problem of transferring OIDs and type information in a distributed
architecture encompassing a number of autonomous OO mediator systems.

OIDs and types in the Inter AMOSII communication
Within a mediator, the OIDs of the objects from other AMOSII servers are
represented as proxies. As described earlier, each proxy object is associated
with an instance of the type foreign oid that represents stringi ed OIDs from
other servers. The stringi cation is a process of translating the OIDs into a
sequence of bytes that can be transferred over the network. The stringi ed
OIDs can be reversed to ordinary OIDs in the originating AMOSII server.
When a query over a proxy type or a type derived from a proxy type
is executed, the generated schedule might require that some OIDs imported
from another AMOSII server and stored locally are to be sent back to the
originating server where an SF is performed over them. An example of such
a query is the query in section 4.2.5 where the OIDs of type Person de ned
in the sport database are shipped back to evaluate the hobby function.
When the system detects that proxy type instances are shipped out of
the mediator, it substitutes them with the associated stringi ed OIDs of
type foreign oid. The oval named Deproxify OIDs in Figure 6.11 describes
this step.
Next, when a SAE request handler accepts data and an SF to be executed, it rst performs an analysis of the incoming data. In the case where
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there are stringi ed OIDs of some local type objects, it transforms each of
them to a valid OID, if the object with that OID is still present in the
database, or to NIL otherwise. This process is described by the oval named
Destringify OIDs in the SAE request handler in the Figure 6.11.
The inter-server data shipment paths in a query execution schedule do
not necessarily follow the same paths as the type importation. Hence, the
data coming into a SAE request handler might contain columns with OIDs of
types that are not known (imported) at the executing server. In such cases,
the executed SF is a function over data in multiple data sources and the
incoming data is passed una ected to some of the servers participating in
the SF execution. Stringi ed OIDs are passed una ected in all intermediate
AMOSII servers, until they arrive to the originating server. The originating
server is the only site where operations can be performed over these OIDs.
OIDs bear no semantics outside the server where they are created, but can be
stored in systems that have directly imported their type from the originating
server, and send back to the originating server for processing.
A query result of a query can also contain some imported type OIDs.
When a query retrieves instances of a type imported from another AMOSII
server (e.g. to be stored in local functions), the query decomposer might
generate execution schedules where these are passed through intermediate
servers that do not know this type. To be passed out of the originating
server, the OIDs are stringi ed. They pass una ected through the intermediate servers. On arrival at the target server, proxies are generated for the
incoming stringi ed OIDs storing the incoming foreign oid data in a stored
function. In Figure 6.11 these two complementary steps are described with
the Stringify OIDs and Proxify OIDs ovals.
The described protocol allows for transportation of typed information
without following the conceptual connections between the mediators set by
the type importations. It also allows for exible data shipment paths in
a distributed mediation environment without global schema. The protocol
implementation is based on the types of the data shipped among the servers.
The type information is needed to perform operations over OIDs in the
shipped data. Because the subqueries that receive the shipped data are fully
edged AMOSII functions, they store the types of the input and the output
in their signatures. Using the function signatures as a source for the typing
and the tuple width information allows for a very lightweight data shipment
protocol containing only the shipped data items.
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SAE operator algorithms
Besides the described OID transformations, the SAE operator performs operations to combine the input data with the data obtained from the execution
of the remote SF into a set of resulting tuples bound to the output variables.
The input to a SAE operator can be viewed as a table consisting of columns
labeled by calculus variables. Some of the columns are used as an input to
the remote SF invoked by the SAE operator. Other columns are used in the
query processing steps described by nodes above the current one in the query
DcT.
A naive implementation of the SAE operator would ship the whole input
bulk to the remote site, execute the SF appending its result to the input, and
then ship this result back. Many redundancies can be noted in this approach.
The rst improvement of the naive strategy we propose is the project-concat
algorithm (PCA). Its principal steps are shown in Figure 6.11. It avoids
some of the redundancies of the naive strategy by the following two data
transformations:
 The input bulk is projected over the data columns that are actually
used in the remote SF, before shipping them there.
 After the SF is executed the result shipped back to the mediator contains only the relevant columns (i.e. columns used later in the processing or part of the query result) from the SF execution result.
The result of the SAE operator is assembled by a simple concatenation
of the input and the result shipped back from the remote AMOSII mediator.
Since the operations are order preserving, concatenation can be used instead
of the more expensive join. In the case when the remote SF does not return
relevant data, the result is a bulk of boolean values, one for each input tuple.
The input tuples such that the result of the SF execution is NIL (no matching
tupes) or false in case of a boolean SF are deleted from the resulting set.
Before emitting the result of the SAE operator, the concatenation of the
input and SF result is projected over the set of columns relevant for the rest
of the query execution (RS).
Table 6.1 presents an example execution of the PCA. The example simulates the PCA execution for a decomposition schedule of the running example
introduced on page 96 in this chapter. The decomposition for this query is
presented on page 106. The example is executed assuming the execution
schedule shown in Figure 6.10 with DB 1 being another AMOSII server. The
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Figure 6.11: Project-concat SAE implementation
SAE operator execution that manages the interaction between the mediator
and DB 1 is represented in Figure 6.10a by the data ows 3 and 4. The input
to this execution of the SAE operator is a table containing the values of the
variables va and r produced by the execution of the SF SFdb2 in the DB2
source. In the example, r ranges over strings, va ranges over integers, and
the stored function fbB!int at DB 1 has the following values:

fbB!int

B fb(B)

ib1 4
ib2 5
ib1 6
where ibk denotes an OID of a B instance. During the execution, the SF
SFdb1 at DB1 is invoked with an integer as an input. It returns true if
there exists at least one value in the function fbB!int that is larger than
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the input. The example shows the execution of the SAE operator over 2
bulks of size 4, named in the example as b1 and b2. The process is shown
in parallel for both of the bulks due to space considerations. In reality, the
SAE operator is executed sequentially over each of the bulks. Finally, the
OID operations have no e ect in this type of a setting and are omitted in
the example.
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, :::

Table 6.1: Example execution of the SAE operator using the project-concat
algorithm
In the example, rst the projection over the KS variables strips the r
values from the input bulks. Next, the bulks are shipped to DB 1 where the
SF SFdb1 is executed. The resulting set of boolean values is shipped back
to the mediator. The concatenation shown in the example is a special case,
when the executed function does not return any data used later in the query
processing. In this case, the concatenation of the returned boolean values
and the input tuples actually lters the tuples for which the result is true.
The nal projection removes the va values to form the requested result.
The PCA has advantage of improving the naive implementation, while
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preserving the simplicity of the processing. All operations are linear in complexity and therefore cheap to perform. Nevertheless, it is inecient when
there is a large percentage of duplicates in the input bulk(s), expensive SF,
and/or expensive communication between the servers involved.
The semi-join algorithm (SJA) [3], shown in Figure 6.12, improves the
performance of the PCA when duplicates are involved. After projecting the
input bulk over the columns used as input to the remote SF, SJA performs
duplicate removal before shipping the data. When there is a large percentage
of duplicates within the bulks, this reduces both the size of the shipped data
and the number of executions of the remote SF. The result of the SF execution is shipped back to the calling server where, as in the previous algorithm,
the shipped tuples are concatenated to the result of the SF invocation. Next,
an equi-join on the KS columns is performed over the input bulk and the
result of the concatenation. Here, because of the duplicate removal it is not
possible to match the tuples by their rank in the bulk.
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Figure 6.12: SAE by semi-join
The SJA algorithm performs an extra semi-join and a duplicate removal
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compared to the PCA algorithm. Both operations can be implemented using
hashing in time linear to the size of the input bulks. In the equi-join, it is
always cheaper to use the result of the concatenation as an inner set, since
it is always smaller or equal to the whole bulk.
The semi-join algorithm bene ts from avoiding shipping duplicate entries
over the network and executing the SF for them. Nevertheless, this applies
to the duplicates only within a single bulk. Duplicates appearing in two
di erent bulks will be shipped and processed separately.
In Table 6.2 an example execution of the SJA is presented in the same
scenario as the execution of PCA in Table 6.1. We can note that, due to
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Table 6.2: Example execution of the SAE operator using a semi-join algorithm
the removal of the duplicates within each of the bulks, the size of the table shipped to and from DB 1 with the SJA example is smaller then with
the PCA. The number of the invocations of SFdb1 is reduced by the same
amount. The added cost is in the two additional phases of duplicate removal
and equi-join. Furthermore, these two phases require storage space proportional to the bulk size to store the temporary hash indices built during these
phases.
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In order to avoid duplicates over di erent bulks, the algorithm in Figure
6.13, extends the SJA by saving the index built up for the inner relation
of the equi-join, between the executions of the SAE operator for di erent
bulks of the input. New entries for the tuples in the input bulk not already
in the index are added to the index every time the SAE operator is invoked.
The data shipped by the SAE operator is passed through an additional
lter where an anti-semi-join is performed over the set already pruned from
duplicates. The tuples that are already present in the index are not shipped.
If a tuple is in the index, it has already been processed in some of the previous
bulks and the result is present in the index. The remaining tuples are shipped
to the remote site, where the SF is executed and the result is shipped back as
in the previous versions of the algorithm. Next, new entries are added to the
index from the returned result. Finally, an equi-join between the input bulk
and the index is performed as in the SJA. A comparative execution of this
algorithm in the same scenario as the examples of the previous algorithms is
presented in Table 6.3. Here, the second bulk is reduced to one tuple before
shipping to DB 1, since the anti-semi-join eliminates the two tuples present
in the rst bulk.
However, the modi cation of the SJA requires additional operations that
access and update the hash index are introduced. The size of the index in
the modi ed algorithm is proportional to the number of distinct KS tuples.
The algorithm can be used even in the case when the whole index is too big
to t in the memory. In this case, when the memory limit is reached, new
entries are not added to the index and it serves as a bloom lter [38].
The semi-join with materialized index algorithm (SJMA) in Figure 6.13
does not add substantially to the cost of the SJA, while it o ers the possibility for performance improvements. It reduces to the SJA in the case when
the whole input is contained in only one bulk. Therefore, we do not consider
the SJA algorithm for an SAE operator execution strategy. Only the PCA
in Figure 6.11 and the SJMA in Figure 6.13 are considered. An algorithm is
selected based on the costs of the \penalties" of each of the algorithms.
The penalty of the PCA lies in the extra shipments and executions of the
SF function. If we ignore the OID manipulation operations that are cheap
to perform, the extra cost imposed by each duplicate tuple is a sum of the
costs to: ship the tuple from the coordinating site (mc ) to the handler site
mh ; execute the SF over this tuple; and ship the result back. Assuming that
there are PD percentages of duplicates in the input of size IS, and that TS
is the tuple of the SF result types, then the penalty of PCA can be expressed
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Figure 6.13: SAE by semi-join and a temporary index
as:
PDIS  (Wmc;mh sizeof (KS ) + cost(SF ) + Wmc;mh sizeof (TS ) selectivity(SF ))
The SJMA avoids processing of the duplicate tuples at a cost of 4 additional steps: duplicate removal, anti-semi-join, index update and equi-join.
Assuming an average index lookup cost of Il and index update of Iu , an
upper limit for the cost of these operations can be expressed as:
IS  Iu + IS  Il + (1 , PD)  IS  Iu + IS  Il
The rst term represents the cost of duplicate removal by hashing the input. The second term is an upper limit for the anti-semi-join, if each element
is looked up in the materialized index. The actual numbers is lower than the
term due to the duplicate removal, but to simplify the calculations we use
the size of the whole input. The third term counts the index updates, one
for each unique tuple in the projection of the input over the KS column set.
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5
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false
false
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true
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, :::

Table 6.3: Example execution of the SAE operator using the semi-join with
materialized index algorithm
The cost of the equi-join equals to one index lookup for each input tuple. By
comparing the two costs above and simplifying the inequality, we can state
the criteria for the use of the SJMA over PCA if the following inequality is
satis ed:
PD  (Wmc;mh sizeof (KS ) + cost(SF ) + Wmc;mh sizeof (TS ) selectivity(SF )) >
(2 , PD )  Iu + 2  Il
or
(Iu + Il )
PD > 2 W
mc;mh  (sizeof (KS ) + sizeof (TS )  selectivity (SF )) + cost(SF ) + Iu
All terms in this equation are already available from the earlier query
compilation phases, with the exception of the term PD. This term can be
obtained from the estimates of the input local and imported functions. Since
some of these come from data sources where good estimates will be impossible to obtain and because of the e ects of the query processing steps preceding the one evaluated can increase the errors in the estimates, we propose
that the decision is made dynamically at run-time, during the processing of
the rst bulk of data. For the purpose of determining the PD parameter, the
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maximum of 5% or 50 tuples are scanned randomly in the st input bulk,
while the compile-time cost estimates assume the PCA.

Chapter 7

A Survey of Related
Approaches
This chapter presents an overview of some research projects with similar aims
as the AMOSII project. AMOSII is related to research in the areas of OO
views, data integration, distributed databases and general query processing.
We have surveyed the literature on a number of multidatabase integration
and OO view projects and compared their approaches to AMOSII. To aid
the comparison, we rst summarize the major features of AMOSII:

 A distributed mediator architecture where query plans are generated

using a distributed compilation in several communicating mediator and
wrapper servers.

 Data integration by reconciled OO views spanning over multiple mediators and speci ed through declarative OO queries. These views are
capacity augmenting views, i.e. locally stored attributes can be associated with them.

 Processing and optimization of queries to the reconciled views using
OO concepts such as overloading, late binding, and type aware query
rewrites.

 Query optimization strategies for ecient processing of queries over a
combination of locally stored and reconciled data from external data
sources.
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7.1 Multidatabase systems
The main purpose of the AMOSII project is the development of a system
for integration of data in multiple data sources. This section compares the
architecture and implementation techniques used in AMOSII with other multidatabase integration projects [9, 35, 7, 30, 11, 78, 56, 43, 7, 48, 24].

7.1.1 Disco

The DISCO (Distributed Information SEarch Component) system is based
on a centralized mediator-wrapper architecture. Although its primary focus
is not on query performance, but on extensibility and partial query evaluation in presence of unavailable data sources, it has many principles in
common with the AMOSII system.
A special mediator called the Catalog keeps information about the available DISCO mediators and wrappers on the network. This service corresponds closely to the name services in AMOSII. DISCO is based on the
ODMG [9] standard data model and uses OQL and ODL as the query and
data de nition languages, respectively. One of the central concepts in the
ODL is the concept of type that has associated an interface (structural type
description) and an extent. In DISCO the concept of a type is extended with
these facilities:

 Associating an interface with one or more extents stored in the data

sources. The extents contain objects that have a structure as described
by the interface.

 Type mappings between types de ned in the mediator and the types

with extents stored in the data sources, in order to overcome structural
di erences.

The rst extension allows for a type de ned in the mediator to draw its
extent from a set of data sources. The resulting extent is a union of all the
instances in all the sources. The second extension is used to transform the
data in the data sources into a common interface.
Data sources are de ned by instantiation of the type Repository. Repositories are classi ed into repository types. To access a repository of a particular
type, a wrapper must be implemented for it. For example, the following expressions de ne two repositories r1 and r2 of the same type to be wrapped
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with the wrapper w0. The data in both repositories has a format described
by the interface Person. The query retrieves the names of all the persons
with salary greater than 10.
extent person0 of Person wrapper w0 repository r0;
extent person1 of Person wrapper w0 repository r1;
select p.name
from p in union(person0, person1)
where p.salary > 10;

In this example, the extents are named explicitly. Alternatively, they can be
speci ed by meta-data queries that dynamically determine the number of
extents to be scanned.
For con ict resolution the user can use the OQL view de nition capabilities. Compared to the approach used in AMOSII this has the following
disadvantages:
1. The reconciliation is performed in the mediator, while AMOSII can
push the con ict resolution code to the wrappers and the data sources
when favorable.
2. The view mechanism (named sets in OQL) does not provide OIDs for
the view instances and therefore the optimizations based on locally
stored data in AMOSII are not applicable.
3. The ODL/OQL language does not have con ict resolution constructs
as the integration union types (IUTs). This requires the user to manually specify the resolution in case of a data overlap.
The query processing in DISCO is performed over plans described in
a formalism called universal abstract machine (UAM) that contains the
relational algebra operators extended with primitives for executing parts of
the plans in the wrapper. The mediator communicates with the wrapper by
using a grammar describing the operator sequences accepted by the wrapper.
It can also (in some cases) ask for the cost of a particular operator sequence.
This method is more elaborate than the method for the description of data
source capabilities in AMOSII, but it is more complex and time-consuming,
due to the combinatorial nature of the problem of constructing the subplans
executed in the wrappers.
Finally, to our knowledge, an implementation of a prototype has been
planned, but no experimental results have been reported.
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7.1.2 Garlic
The Garlic [35, 36, 64] system, developed at the IBM Almaden Research
Center, also has a centralized wrapper-mediator architecture. The system is
based on ODMG's OO data model. The data from the wrapped data sources
is represented as objects. The OIDs of these objects are constructed from the
data source name, the object type, and a set of keys speci ed for each type
retrieved from a data source. Except for the system data and intermediate
results, Garlic does not provide facilities for storing local user-de ned data,
even though it has a fully functional query processor. The primary goals of
the Garlic project are:

 To explore how the query optimization techniques based on exhaustive
dynamic programming, developed in earlier IBM research prototypes
and products, can be used in a data integration scenario.

 To expand these techniques, so that wrappers for di erent data source
types can be easily speci ed, modi ed, and added to the system.

At the heart of the Garlic system is the query service facility. This facility
is divided into two units: (i) a query language processor, and (ii) a distributed
query execution engine. The query language processor performs tasks that
correspond to some of the the calculus-related phases in the query processor
of AMOSII (semantic checking, rewrite, etc.). The second unit performs
cost-based optimization and outputs an executable query execution plan.
The query optimizer in Garlic is based on dynamic programming. The
optimizer builds plans of gradually increasing sizes, by adding POPs (Plan
OPerators) to already built partial plans. The POPs can be relational algebra
operators, operators for storing and retrieving data in temporary tables,
and operators for accessing the wrappers. During the search, the optimizer
prunes the plans that are more expensive than other plans representing the
same subquery. In addition to the composition of the plans, Garlic takes
into account the location of the result of the plan execution. Two plans
computing the same subquery, but placing the result in two di erent sites
are not pruned from the system.
POPs are added to already constructed partial plans using STARS (STrategy Alternative Rules). Each rule describes how a new plan is constructed from one or more partial plans. Each rule has a condition attached
that guards its triggering. The rules create POPs that are executed locally,
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or the PushDown POP that executes a subquery in a wrapper. For the selectproject-join queries there are three main STAR types (named STAR roots)
for: access (scan), join, and finish (plan completions as e.g. projections).
The two rst STARs can produce plans that execute either in the mediator
or in the data sources, while the third one is always executed in Garlic. An
illustrative example of a STAR root is the join root that is translated into
three di erent POPs: ReproJoin - executed in a wrapper, NestedLoopJoin
- executed in Garlic over materialized operands, and BindJoin - a semi-joinlike POP where the outer table is sent one tuple at a time to the site of the
inner table, retrieving the matching tuples.
The functionality of Garlic roughly corresponds to the multidatabase
query engine in AMOSII. An important di erence is that Garlic does not
store local data. The generated OIDs are used only to access the data in the
data sources. This makes the techniques for optimization of queries over a
combination of locally stored and imported data in AMOSII inapplicable. It
seems that the Garlic OIDs are used only internally in the query processor,
and possibly as object handles for user requests over individual objects.
Furthermore, Garlic has no facilities equivalent to the IUTs in AMOSII.
Another di erence between the two approaches is that Garlic is based on
a centralized query compilation and execution architecture, while AMOSII
is based on a query processor that performs distributed query compilation
in the network of wrappers and other mediators. Therefore, we cannot directly compare the POP formalism of Garlic with the decomposition tree
(DcT) formalism of AMOSII, designed to distribute queries over multiple
AMOSII servers. By contrast, a Garlic system treats another Garlic system
as a (relational) data source. Therefore strategies as achieved by the DcT
distribution are not explored. Although, it can be supposed that STAR rules
can be formed to take advantage of the intermediate result materialization
capabilities of the Garlic mediators in order to employ similar strategies as
in AMOSII in a network of Garlic mediators, this approach has not been
pursued in the reported work.
One limitation of the current implementation of AMOSII is that it always
pushes the joins to a data source where all its operands are available. Garlic,
on the other hand, also considers plans that perform the join in the mediator.
Our on-going work includes expansion of AMOSII to consider such query
execution plans.
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7.1.3 Pegasus
The goal of the Pegasus project is to develop a heterogeneous information
and process ow management system (HP-MS). This project was started in
the early 1990s at the HP Labs in Palo Alto.
Pegasus is a fully edged database management system. The focus of the
project is on integration of relational databases, multimedia databases, and
legacy applications. The three main goals of the Pegasus project are:

 seamless integration of external schemas with the local database
 ecient query processing
 work ow management
Pegasus originates in the same data model as AMOSII: the Iris OO data
model [21], an OO extension of DAPLEX [71]. Earlier versions of Pegasus
used the HOSQL language that is an extension of the language OSQL [53]
used in the Iris system. OSQL has also served as a basis for the AMOSII
query language AMOSQL. More recently Pegasus has been shifted to an
SQL3 based language SQL3+. This language extends the SQL3 standard
with data integration facilities.
Although the terminology di ers greatly, the architecture of the Pegasus
system is similar to the mediator-wrapper architecture used in AMOSII, but
it is not distributed. The core of Pegasus corresponds to the mediator services. External data sources are named External Data Resource Management
Systems (EDRMSs). The interaction with the EDRMSs is performed using a
module Pegasus Agent (PA) that also has some processing capabilities. The
PA process is intended to run on the same machine as the EDRMS it serves.
The functionality of the PA is similar to a functionality of the wrappers in
the AMOSII architecture. Nevertheless, a PA is not a fully- edged Pegasus
server in the centralized architecture of Pegasus. This is one of the most
important di erences with the AMOSII architecture.
The data integration facilities of Pegasus are named using the distributed database terminology. Foreign tables are imported from declared
data sources. In the following example, summarized from [7], rst a DB2
relational data source named DB 1 is de ned and then a table is imported
and bound to the type Programmer in Pegasus.
REGISTER RELATIONAL DB2
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DATASOURCE db1 AT 'smith@host1' AS Pdb;
CREATE TYPE
( Prog_id
Ssn
Name
Salary

Programmer WITH OID VISIBLE
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
CHAR,
INTEGER);

CREATE TABLE ProgrammerTable (Dcn: Programmer) AS IMPORTED
FROM RELATIONAL DATASOURCE Pdb RELATION Programmer
WITH OID PRODUCING BY (Prog_id)
(Prog_id AS MATCHING Prog_id,
Ssn
AS MATCHING Ssn,
Salary AS MATCHING Salary,
Name
AS MATCHING Name);

The resulting table has a one-to-one correspondence with the table in the
relational database. The OIDs of the new type are formed using the Prog id
column from the relational database.
Imported tables can be integrated with locally de ned tables, as well as
tables imported from other data sources, by two mechanisms:
 integrated views
 adding columns of one table to another
The rst mechanism allows for merging horizontally fragmented tables,
while the second is used for merging vertically fragmented tables. As opposed
to the classical distributed database work, here the fragments are maintained
by autonomous database systems. The following example from [7] de nes
rst a supertype over the types Programmer and Engineer, and then an
integrated view over the tables corresponding to this types:
CREATE TYPE Employee
OVER Programmer WITH Prog_id AS Emp_id,
Engineer
WITH Eng_id AS Emp_id,
(Emp_id INTEGER,
Ssn
INTEGER,
Name
CHAR,
Salary INTEGER);
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CREATE VIEW EmployeeTable (Dcn Employee)
AS SELECT * FROM ProgrammerTable UNION ALL
SELECT * FROM EngineerTable;
DEFINE ROW EQIVALENCE FOR EmployeeTable ON
(Tp ProgrammerTable, Te EngineerTable)
BY Tp.Dcn->Ssn = Te.Dcn->Ssn;
DEFINE RECONCILER ON EmployeeTable.Dcn->Ssn
(ProgrammerTable, EngineerTable)
RETURNS INTEGER USING DISAMB_SUM

The ROW EQUIVALENCE clause de nes the equality condition for the rows
of the de ned view. Rows that satisfy this condition will be treated as one in
the resulting tables. Possible con icts in the values of the other columns are
resolved by RECONCILER de nitions. These can be system speci ed as,
for example DISAMB SUM returning the sum of the input values, or user
de ned derived functions. Although the view de nition uses the UNION
operator, the ROW EQUIVALENCE clause enforces outer-join semantics
and processing.
The processing of the queries over the integrated view proceeds in three
phases. The rst phase performs query rewrites to transform the query from
using the integrated view to the imported tables. Then, the query processor identi es portions of the query tree that can be evaluated in a single
EDRMS and converts them into Virtual Tables (VT) that encapsulate the
operations performed in the EDRMS. The resulting query tree has VTs or
locally stored tables as leaves and internal nodes representing operators of
extended relational algebra. The extensions deal, among other things, with
object-oriented concepts, constraints and reconciliation. Some of the query
rewrite rules applied in this phase are: [7]:

 Push as many as possible of the operations into the EDRMS.
 Push up the reconcile operations in order to place the join operations
close to the outer-joins.

 Combine joins with the outer-joins in order to make the inputs to the
outer-join smaller.
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 Transform the outer-joins to left- or right-outer-joins, or to ordinary
joins when some of the other query predicates use some attributes not
present is the both of the joined tables. Since the language is nullintolerant (a predicate evaluates to false when a part of it is null),
this eliminates the parts of the outer-join where this predicate is not
present.

The second query processing phase builds a left-deep query tree using a
cost-based method. The costs of the VTs are obtained using elaborate cost
model for the operations performed in the EDRMS and calibration of the
data sources [15].
The left-deep query tree generated in the rst two phases is rebalanced in
the third phase. The rebalancing operations are performed at certain points
of the tree and are based on the associativity and commutativity properties
of the join and cross-product operators.
Each of the three query processing phases in Pegasus can be related to
a phase in the query processing in AMOSII. The rst phase corresponds to
the calculus generation and rewrite, with a di erence that the rewrites in
AMOSII reduce the number of predicates, while in Pegasus they perform
reordering of the operators that in uences their order of execution in the
nal execution plan. Techniques, as in AMOSII, that take advantage of the
types of the query variables to reduce the query size are not described.
In processing of queries over the integrated views, Pegasus keeps the
outer-joins as a single operation, and later in the query it performs a correction of the result by reconciliation operators. This approach has the advantage of keeping the queries compact, but it does not take advantage of
the selections stated over reconciled functions. We believe that these kinds
of selections appear often in queries over the integration views.
In AMOSII, on the other hand, the outer-join and the reconciliation is
broken into up to three cases: one join and two anti-semi-joins, each processed
separately. This allows selections speci ed over the reconciled functions to be
pushed all the way down to the data sources in the two anti-semi-joins cases.
In the join case, the optimizer might be able to push the selections down to
the data sources when the reconciliation is de ned using function values from
only one of the data sources. Even when this is not the case, the join still
generates smaller intermediate results than the full outer-join, in particular
when the overlap is small. The size of the result and the data shipped to
perform the join has a maximum size proportional to the size of the smaller
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of the integrated extents. The outer join produces an intermediate result
that is of size equal to the sum of the sizes of the integrated extents.
Another disadvantage of performing the reconciliation late in the query
execution is that the reconciliation operator requires its whole input, in
this case an outer join of the integrated tables, to be materialized before the
processing starts. This prevents streamed execution and might pose problems
in cases when the intermediate results are too big to t into the integration
system memory.
In [16] the problem of parametrized queries to the data sources is explored in the context of a study of di erent join strategies in multidatabase
systems. A hash join a strategy is proposed that is similar to the index
materialization used in AMOSII. However, this research concentrates on individual join operators and ignores the query context that might contain
useful predicates to reduce the hash index size. The authors note that this
is a hard problem, and instead use the maximum and the minimum values
of the local table join column (the input bulk in AMOSII) to perform range
selection of the joined values, in order to reduce the materialized hash index. The strategy proposed in AMOSII successfully solves the problem of
utilization of the useful query predicates in the index materialization. The
method for reducing the index size used in Pegasus can easily be added to
AMOSII.
Due to its centralized architecture the rebalanced trees in Pegasus are
constructed and stored in a single system. Distributed architecture is one of
the future topics of the Pegasus project [7]

7.1.4 TSIMMIS
The TSIMMIS system - The Stanford-IBM Manager of Multiple Information
Sources [30] is a continuation of the Lightweight Object Repository (LORE)
project, and is aimed for integration of a large number of structured and
unstructured data sources. The basis for the integration is a common data
model named object exchange model (OEM). The idea behind the OEM is
to provide as simple as possible, but complete facilities for data integration.
Although OEM is not a fully- edged OO model, the basic entity in OEM is
the \object". Each object is composed of four elements: label, type, value,
and object , id. As opposed to other OO models, the OEM is self-descriptive.
The type and the label of an object contains the information usually stored in
a database schema. Actually, the notion of schema is absent in the OEM. The
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authors claim that the labels can be used not only for naming the objects,
but also for inferring semantics that can be used in the data integration
process. The value eld of an object can contain a collection of literals or
nested objects, thus creating a graph-like database structure.
To query a database described in OEM, a client can issue a query in
a query language named OEM-QL. This query language adopts the OQL
(and SQL) syntax style and is based on the select-from-where clause. The
semantics, however, is based on the OEM model. The path expressions in
OEM-QL allow queries over the labeled graph that contain wildcards and
other regular expressions that make the navigation easier. As a result, an
OEM-QL query returns an OEM graph.
The TSIMMIS project uses a centralized mediator/wrapper data integration architecture. Mediators can fetch and combine data from wrapped
data sources. However, unlike AMOSII, the TSIMMIS wrappers do not have
a complete query processor and data store. The emphasis in TSIMMIS has
been to enable easy wrapper and mediator generation, using a mediator speci cation language (MSL), rather than on query performance as in our work.
MSL is a rule based language where the input query is matched against a rule
speci cation. In the wrapper de nition, when a match is found, data source
speci c code speci ed within the rule is executed in order to retrieve the relevant data from the data sources. The data source capabilities mechanism
in AMOSII are more elaborate and perform cost-based and heuristic optimizations that are not applied in TSIMMIS. Also, the OO transformations
used in AMOSII are, due to the di erences in the CDM, are inapplicable
in TSIMMIS. The mediator generation system in TSIMMIS allows for joins,
but does not consider integration operators for resolving con icts in overlapping data as in AMOSII. Furthermore, to our knowledge, the TSIMMIS
project has not reported performance evaluation of the execution of queries
over views de ned over data combined from the mediator and di erent data
sources.

7.1.5 Multibase
The Multibase project [11, 12, 13, 14] is a pioneering work on integration of
data in multiple databases. As in AMOSII, the Multibase system is based on
a derivative of the DAPLEX data model [71] extended with generalization.
Data integration is performed by de ning generalized types as supertypes of
existing database types. For the generalized types, derived functions based
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on the functions of the subtypes can be de ned to reconcile the data in
the integrated databases. These features are closely related to the functions
clause in the IUT de nitions in AMOSII.
Query transformations are used to transform a query over the generalized
types into a set of queries over the local schemas. These query transformations break down the outer-joins and the reconciliation functions into queries
the over disjoint parts of the integrated relations, using joins and anti-semijoins. The approach allows for similar optimization techniques as the ones
used in AMOSII for optimizing queries over IUTs having no locally stored
functions. Nevertheless, the method used in Multibase is not based on system
prede ned types and the properties of type hierarchies, making the query
analysis and optimization more complicated. Furthermore, the project does
not explore combining optimization by generalization with constructs such
as the DTs in AMOSII.
Another important di erence between the two systems is that the
AMOSII data model is OO, while the Multibase system lacks OIDs. The
lack of OIDs disallows both materialization of the instances of the integrated types and seamless mixing of local data with data retrieved from
various data sources. Locally stored data in not considered in this project.
In [12] it is also identi ed that for selections over the reconciled functions, the two anti-semi-joins usually will be able to take advantage of these.
The authors describe three optimization techniques to push the selections
through the most common aggregations used in reconciliation of function
values of overlapping data. Nevertheless, they note that these techniques
apply to very limited number of cases. Therefore, we have chosen not to
pursue this approach in AMOSII.
Finally, to the extent of the reported work available to us, the bene ts
of the proposed optimization techniques have not been quanti ed by experimental results.

7.1.6 Data Joiner
The IBM DataJoiner [82, 78] is a state-of-the-art commercial product targeted for integration of relational databases of di erent vendors. As opposed
to the previous generation integration tools that provide only a gateway
for retrieving data stored in multiple vendor databases, the DataJoiner has
a full-scale distributed query processor capable of pushing down whole subqueries in to the connected databases. DataJoiner also is a fully- edged DB2
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database.
DataJoiner's query optimizer has a detailed knowledge of the strategies
used in the database engines supported as data sources. This meta-data,
stored in a Server Attribute Tables (SATs) includes information such as the
vendors' join implementations, index usage, type of query trees used in the
optimization, speci cs of the SQL dialect, etc.
As a complement to the SAT table information, the system uses sampling techniques or catalog queries to build locally stored statistics about
the characteristics of the tables imported from the data sources. Using this
information, the DataJoiner optimizer is capable of precise estimates of the
costs of the subqueries pushed to the source databases.
The DataJoiner query optimizer is an extension of the DB2/CS Starburst
optimizer. It enumerates all the possible plans using a dynamic programming
approach, as in AMOSII. The suboptimal plans are pruned. The generated
plans explore both performing the operations in the integrator, or if possible,
in the data sources.
The portions of the plans pushed to the data sources are translated to
SQL that closely resembles the execution strategy used by the local query
processor. By this, the DataJoiner takes over the optimization decisions from
the relational database used as data sources. The authors of the system claim
that in many cases they generate queries that perform better than if the
original query was executed directly in the system. An industry report [65]
comparing the DataJoiner with two other products in the same area, sets
the performance and the functionality of this product high above the other
two products.
As opposed to AMOSII, DataJoiner is a purely relational product, it does
not provide reconciliation facilities, and it has a centralized architecture.

7.1.7 MIND
The MIND (Middle-East Turkish University Interoperable DBMS) prototype [56, 60, 19] is based on the OMG distributed object management architecture. The system is implemented around DEC's ObjectBroker ORB.
Various relational databases from di erent vendors are connected to the system using an interface de ned in IDL. Two interfaces play a major role
in the MIND integration architecture: the Global Database Agent (GDA)
and the Local Database Agent (LDA). For each session with a client, the
GDA is instantiated in a server CORBA object that handles the requests for
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the client. The CORBA architecture provides location transparency for the
GDA objects (GDAO). A GDAO contains a Global Transaction Manager
Object and a Global Query Processor Object (GQPO). The latter performs
the query decomposition and sends an executable plan for execution to the
former. The LDA objects (LDAOs) manage the submissions of the operations to the relational data sources and transaction management. The tasks
of the GDAOs and LDAOs can be related to the tasks of the mediator and
wrapper in the mediator-wrapper architecture.
The schema integration process is based on a typical four schema transformation layers: local, export, global and external schema in order from
the individual data sources to the applications. The focus of these transformations is on resolution of the class structural con icts and class extent
con icts, while preserving the autonomy of the sources.
The con ict resolution is speci ed by a mapping de nition. The following example [56] illustrates an integration of departments tables from three
databases (dept@DB1, division@DB2 and department@DB3):
/* global schema: department(dept_no, dept_name, address) */
/* local schemas: DB1: dept(dno, dname)
DB2: division(dno, dname, location)
DB3: department(dno, deptname, address) */

mapping department {
origin
DB1: dept d1,
DB2: division d2,
DB3: department d3;
def_ext dept_ext as
select * from d1, d2, d3 where d1.dno *= d2.dno
and d2.dno*=d3.dno;
def_att dept_no
as
select d1.dno, d2.dno, d3.dno from d1, d2, d3;
def_att dept_name as
select d1.dname, d2.dname, d3.deptname from d1, d2, d3;
def_att address
as
select d2.location, d3.address from d2, d3; }
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The mapping clause speci es the data sources, the extent of the new class,
and the correspondence of the local tables' attributes to the attributes of
the global table. Note that the *= operator denotes an outer-join.
The goal of the query decomposition is to produce:

 A set of single data source queries that retrieve the needed data from
each of the involved data sources

 A set of post-processing operations executed in the GDAO that produce the query result from the intermediate results sent by the data
sources.

The set of single data source subqueries is produced by instantiating the
global schema query for each of the data sources. One limitation of this process as described in [56] is that for a join over two integrated tables, the
generated single site queries assume that the joins are performed only over
fragments (integrated tables) located at a same data source. For example, a
query where the dept type de ned above is joined with an emp table integrating data from the same three sources will produce subqueries that explore
only entries where the local employee tables join with the local department
tables. Cross-source strategies (e.g. where an employee at DB1 works at a
department stored at DB2) are not considered. Although this conforms with
the probable intended semantics of the example above, in general these kinds
of simpli cations are application-dependent and, in our opinion, should be
inferred on the basis of declared database constraints.
In the post-processing phase, the GDAO performs operations such as
outer-joins and joins to build the nal result from the intermediate results
returned by the data sources. The execution plan for this phase is generated
by using a dynamic and heuristics-based query optimization approach that
takes into account the actual load of the systems during the query execution
time.
Like the other systems that perform the reconciliation in the nal phases
of the query processing, the method used in MIND su ers from not being
able to use the selections based on reconciled functions early in the query
processing. Also, although the requests to the data sources can be executed
in parallel, the reconciliation process in the mediator has to wait until all
the inputs are materialized, before emitting the rst result tuple.
Another di erence between MIND and AMOSII is that MIND's integration facilities do not provide means for materializing OIDs for the data
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from the data sources and augmenting the views over this data with locally
de ned attributes.

7.1.8 IRO-DB
The IRO-DB project (Interoperable Relational and Object-Oriented
Databases - ESPRIT - III P8629) [20, 73, 25] developed tools for uni ed
access to a number of relational and OO databases. The system is based on
the ODMG standard data model and the query language OQL. The architecture of IRO-DB is divided into three layers:

 The Local layer represents the data sources wrapped by Local
Database Adapters (LDA) that provide ODMG/ODL mapping to the
schema and OQL access to the data in the sources. This layer also
generates OIDs for the instances in the OO CDM that correspond to
the instances in the data sources.

 The Communication Layer performs the transfer of objects and

OQL queries between the server and the client sites. The protocol used
is an OO extension of the remote database access (RDA) standard,
OORDA. The main purpose of the communication layer is to allow
the interoperable layer to communicate with the local layer, but it can
also be used by the applications to directly access the data sources via
an OO extension of SQL CLI.

 The Interoperable Layer provides the application with means of
integrated access to multiple remote databases. Its functionality can
be divided into two parts: an interoperable DBMS (IRO-DBMS) that
supports the use and maintenance of an interoperable (global) schema,
and tools for aiding the building of an interoperable schema (Integrators Workbench).

Compared with the wrapper-mediator architecture, the interoperable layer
provides services that correspond to the mediator services, while the local
layer corresponds to the wrapper. In the following, a description of the IRODBMS is presented. The IRO-DBMS also consists of several functional units:

 The API generator generates an ODMG compliant C++ API from the
integrated schema to be used by applications that access this schema.
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 The global transaction manager implements the nested transaction pro-

tocol of the ODMG standard.
 The global parser and processor takes a text representation of an OQL
query and returns the result of its execution over the interoperable
schema. The features of this unit in relation to the AMOSII system
will be explored in greater detail in the rest of this section.
 The global data repository stores and provides the rest of the system
with an export schema description, a description of the interoperable schema, schema localization information, and a description of the
mappings between the export and the interoperable schemas.
The data integration schema in IRO-DB is speci ed by three layers of
class mappings. Each class to be exported by a data source is named an
external class. In the interoperable system each external class of interest has
a corresponding imported class serving a similar purpose as the proxy types
in AMOSII. The actual integration is performed by de ning derived classes.
The interoperable system can also host locally stored data organized into
standard classes. The following example illustrates the use of the mapping
construct used for de ning derived classes. In the example, rst two imported
classes, S1 PART representing the table part at the source S1, and S2 PART
representing the table prt at the source S2, are de ned. The mapping clause
de nes the extent of the derived class PART and its attributes using query
expressions [73]:
mapping imported S1_PART{
origin S1::PART
orig;}
mapping imported S2_PART{
origin S2::PRT
orig;}
mapping PART {
origin S1_PART sorig;
origin S2_PART iorig;
def_extent parts as select PART(sorig: s_i, iorig: i_i)
from s_i in s1_parts, i_i in s2_ptrs
where s_i.part_id = i_i.prt_id;
def_att part_id as this.sorig.part_id;
def_att upd_date as this.sorig.upd_date;
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def_att description as this.iorig.ptr_tpflg;}

Since the derived classes can use a general query to draw their extents from
the origin classes, they can be used for functionality that corresponds to
the DTs in AMOSII. Extent de nitions with outer-join conditions could be
used to de ne constructs similar to the IUTs, but this are not elaborated in
the IRO-DB reports available, nor are special query processing techniques
to support this type of operators presented. Also, the derived classes are not
placed in the class/type hierarchy as are the DTs and IUTs in AMOSII.
As AMOSII, IRO-DB also uses proxy objects in the interoperable system
to represent objects in the data sources. The same mechanism is used for
the derived classes. This mechanism is similar to the coercion mechanism
used for the AMOSII DTs. However, the AMOSII IUTs are di erent. When
IUTs are used in AMOSII, no new OIDs are created (and no coercion is
used) since the extent of the IUT is a union of disjunctive sets of object
instances of the auxiliary subtypes. Another di erence in the proxy manipulation is that in AMOSII the proxy OIDs are generated in the mediator
corresponding to the interoperable layer in IRO-DB, while in IRO-DB these
are generated by the LDAs. This leads di erent internal representation of
the OIDs of the standard class objects and the OIDs of the imported class
objects. The objects of the later type have longer OIDs storing redundant
class and source information that in AMOSII is stored in the interoperable
schema as a property of the imported classes.
The handling of the requests for object attribute values also di ers considerably between the systems. In IRO-DB when a proxy object is used,
the systems accesses the data source and materializes in the interoperable
database (also known as home database) all the attributes of the object.
Possible references to other global objects are replaced by global OIDs, if
these objects are already in the home database. Otherwise, these objects are
retrieved rst and then assigned global OIDs. The process proceeds until
no unresolved object references exist in the materialized object graph. After
this materialization, the queries using this object within a single transaction
access the local copy. The home database thus acts as an object cache of all
integrated data in IRO-DB.
IRO-DB queries can be processed using two modes of operation: (i) adhoc queries can be processed by ignoring the current contents of the homedatabase and rematerializing there a superset of the object instances needed
for the query evaluation before processing the query over the cache; (ii) long-
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transaction queries that are more likely to access the same objects more than
once, and therefore the query processor tries to materialize only the objects
missing in the home-database with the cost of more complicated processing.
Compared to this mechanism, AMOSII uses selective retrieval of the
proxy object function values that are used in the queries. This approach does
not pay the penalty of retrieving some (possibly large) unused attributes and
long chains of object referenced from the rst object. In conjunctive AMOSII
queries, the calculus rewrites remove the common subexpressions that produce most of the repeated accesses to a single function. It is possible, in rare
cases, that the same function values are retrieved twice within same conjunctive query that has two variables ranging over a single proxy type. This
is rare and the penalty is big only when the function values are very large or
the function invocation is very costly. Prefetching of proxy function values
can be more useful in AMOSII in the context of disjunctive queries as the
one used when processing of queries over the IUTs. However, the analysis of
these queries is much more complex than the analysis of conjunctive queries.
Such features are one of the future research topics in the AMOSII project.
Some issues that are addressed in AMOSII, but to our knowledge, are not
considered in IRO-DB are: (i) optimization of queries over combined local
and imported data, (ii) queries with outer-joins and complex reconciliation
functions, (iii) queries over hierarchies of derived classes and (iv) experimental study of the performance of the presented query processing strategies.
The IRO-DB project is succeeded by the MIRO-Web project [25].

7.1.9 DIOM
The Distributed Interoperable Model (DIOM) project [50, 63] has developed
a distributed mediation framework based on the ODMG-93 data model. The
goal of this project is to provide a scalable platform for uniform access to
autonomous and heterogeneous systems based on evolving and composable
mediators. A network of domain-speci c mediators is deployed to support
application access to the data in the data sources. Each mediator is instantiated from a meta-mediator by de ning an integration schema. The metamediator architecture, Diorama, consists of two layers: a mediator layer and
a wrapper layer. The mediator layer contains:

 Interface manager: provides a GUI interface and an API that expose
the mediator functionality to the users.
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 Distributed query mediation services: provides source selection, query

decomposition, parallel access plan generation and result assembly.
 Runtime supervisor: executes subqueries in the wrappers.
 Information source catalog manager: manages the data source information and interface repository meta-data. Communicates with the local
implementation repository in the wrapper layer in the management of
the local wrappers data.
The wrapper layer has the following components:
 Query wrapper service manager: receives the requests from the runtime
supervisor, translates the query in DIOM to a query in a local language
using the data in the implementation repository, executes the subquery
and returns results.
 Implementation repository manager: maintains the correspondence between the source data and its DIOM representation.
The uni ed view of the data in the repositories is built using metaoperations applied to base interfaces representing data in the data sources
and compound interfaces built recursively by meta-operations. There are four
meta operations in DIOM:
 Aggregation allows composition of a new interface based on a number of existing interfaces. The new interface can reference the existing
interfaces when de ning attributes. For example, a new interface employment can be de ned that links employees from one database with
departments from another.
 Generalization is used to merger several semantically similar interfaces into one. The new interface abstracts some common properties/attributes of the merged interfaces. An instance union semantics
is used that does not provide for overlap resolution.
 Specialization creates a new interface by adding new attributes or operations to an existing interface.
 Import/Hide is used to import portions of schema from other DIOM
mediators. It preserves the closure of the imported subschema by implicitly importing the types of the attributes and operations of the
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explicitly imported types. The hide clause can be used to exclude certain attributes from importing. The imported interfaces can also state
their relationship in the exporting interface hierarchy using the ISA
keyword. This meta-operation corresponds to the proxy type mechanism in AMOSII.
Queries over integrated schemas are posed in a language named interface
query language (IQL). The syntax of IQL is similar to the one proposed by
the ODMG-93 OQL. One distinction is the target clause that is added to the
select-from-where block to describe the possible data sources where the query
is applied. The authors also propose a mechanism for automatic detection
of equi-joins among the object types used in the from clause, to relieve the
user of specifying obvious conditions in the where clause.
The IQL queries are processed in 5 phases:
 Query routing This phase selects the relevant information sources from
the set of all available sources, by mapping the domain model terminology to the source model terminology.
 Query Decomposition Partitions a query expressed over a compound
interface into queries over the basic interfaces used in the de nition
of the compound interface. Interfaces de ned using aggregation and
generalization meta-operations are substituted by n-ary join and union
expressions respectively. Selections and projections are pushed down to
the sources while joins that are performed at the same site are grouped
together.
 Parallel access plan generation The query scheduling strategy described in [63] rst builds a join operator query tree (schedule) using
a heuristics approach, and then assigns execution sites to the join operators using an exhaustive cost-based search. AMOSII, on the other
hand, performs a cost-based schedule composition and heuristic execution site assignment. Furthermore, the scheduling process in DIOM
is centrally performed, and no distinction is made between the data
sources and the mediators in the optimization framework, ignoring thus
the problem of having sources with di erent capabilities. DIOM uses a
parallel execution cost model. This is one of the current research issues
in the AMOSII project.
 Subquery Translation and Execution performs tasks similar to that of
the wrapper layer in AMOSII.
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 Query result packaging and assembly This phase uses the results of

the subqueries generated by the query decomposition to assemble the
result required by the user.

DIOM does not specify constructs for resolving con icts in an overlap
among the data in the data sources. Also, no strategies to optimize queries
over a combination of local and reconciled data are presented. Finally, no
quanti cation of the bene ts of the proposed strategies is presented in the
available DIOM project reports.

7.1.10 UNISQL

The UNISQL [43] system is one of the rst commercial products that provide
views for database integration. The data integration views are built of virtual
classes that correspond to the AMOSII DTs, but are organized in a separate
hierarchy. The virtual class instances inherit the OIDs from the ordinary
class objects. This does not provide for de nition of stored functions over
virtual classes de ned by multiple inheritance, as in AMOSII. In UNISQL
there is no mechanism corresponding to the IUTs in AMOSII, but rather
a set of queries can be used to specify a virtual class as a union of other
classes. This relationship is not included in the type hierarchy, imposing two
di erent kinds of dependencies among the virtual classes.

7.1.11 Remote-Exchange

The remote exchange project at University of Southern California [24] uses a
CDM similar to the one used AMOSII to establish a framework for instance
and behavior sharing. Three dimensions of freedom are explored for function
application in a federated database environment: the location of the function
(local or remote), the location of the arguments (local or remote), and the
type of the function (stored or computed). Each case is elaborated and an
abstract implementation description is given. Most of the cases correspond
to the ones found in AMOSII, although the terminology di ers considerably.
One case not covered in AMOSII is the execution of remote derived functions
over local objects. In this case the execution is performed at a remote site,
where each function call in the de nition of the derived function is trapped
and a callback is issued to the local system for the needed argument values.
This requires that the function calls used in the remote derived function
evaluated over a local object have exactly the same name and semantics in
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the remote database as they have in the local one, limiting the use of the
feature.
The disadvantages of the Remote-Exchange approach is that it forces late
binding on every function execution that might need to be done remotely.
Next, all remote operations are performed on an instance basis by performing
an RPC for each individual instance. Another performance degradation is
caused by the size of the surrogate identi ers for remote instances that are
300 bytes long and contain all the information needed to perform the remote
function evaluation over the instance. Data integration features such as the
DTs and IUTs in AMOSII are not described.

7.1.12 Myriad

Myriad [48, 49] is a federated database project developed at the University of
Minnesota. The federation is de ned as an integrated database with a global
schema consisting of a set of global relations. This relational schema can be
speci ed over data tables stored locally, as well as in other relational database
systems accessed by gateways. An SQL-like language is used to query the
integrated database schema. The goal of this project is to provide global
query processing and transaction management over a set of autonomous and
heterogeneous relational DBMS storing pre-existing data.
The global schema is generated from the export schemas by a speci cation based on outer-joins and the generalized attribute derivation GAD
operator. The GAD operator is a reconciliation speci cation mechanism by
which the local database attributes are mapped to a corresponding global
schema attribute. The following example, based on an example in [48], denes a global res relation based on a three relations res A, res B and res C
stored in the relational databases A, B and C accordingly:
RES <-- GAD(
OUTERJOIN({res_A, res_B, res_C},
(res_A.rname = res_B.rname)
(res_B.rname = res_C.rname)
(res_C.rname = res_A.rname)),
(rname
F_key(res_A.rname, res_B.rname, res_C.rname))
(rating F_avg(res_A.rating, res_B.rating))
(cost
F_max(res_A.cost, res_B.cost)))

In the example, it is assumed that the three data sources have equal schemas.
The outer-join is performed over the attribute rname. The reconciliation is
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performed by the system-de ned functions F fn. They perform the usual
aggregation operations, except the F key function that picks the rst of the
arguments with a non-null value.
Global queries are accepted by a Federated Query Manager (FQM), that
performs the translation into executable plans executed by Federated Transaction Management. On the data source side, the function of the wrapper
is performed by a Federated Transaction Agent accepting the requests and
invokes the Federated Query Agent that processes the requests and handles
the communication with the data source.
The FQM translates a query over the global schema into a set of queries
over individual export schemas and a set of result assembling operations
executed in the FQM. Although a fully- edged query optimization module
is not implemented [48], [49] present an extensive study of optimization of
queries including several outer-joins and GAD operators. This work manipulates the queries in a formalism named constrained query trees (CQT).
CQTs are relational operator query trees extended with n-ary union, join
and outer-join operators. The authors note that a rigid interpretation of the
de nition of the outer-join does not yield the expected result when more
than two outer-joins are performed in sequence, and introduce operators to
correct this problem. A graph of dependencies among the input relations is
assigned to each n-ary operator node to allow transformations that, under
certain conditions:
1. transform outer-joins into joins
2. split n-ary outer-join nodes into an equivalent tree of two outer join
nodes
3. distribute GADs over outer-joins
4. commute selections and projections over with GAD and outer-joins
5. distribute joins over outer-joins
Some of these transformations are similar to or extend transformations described in other approaches (e.g. 5 in [17], 1 and 4 in [14], and [54, 86], etc.).
The application of these transformations is subject to conditions de ned over
the attributes involved in the transformed nodes. It is not clear how this
framework will perform in practice. No cost model is de ned to evaluate the
bene ts of the transformations and/or heuristics to determine which transformation is bene cial for a given tree, or how to choose a transformation
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that will lead to the best tree. The framework has not been experimentally
evaluated.
For other research on optimization of sequences of outer-joins the reader
is referred to [28, 29] where outer joins are treated as disjunctions of joins
and anti-semi-joins (as in AMOSII); [2] uses hypergraphs for outer-join reordering; and [32] describes how to push selections through outer-joins.

7.2 Object-oriented views
The integration facilities of AMOSII are based on work in the area of OO
views [1, 37, 66, 68, 76, 46, 4, 68, 55]. This section presents a brief overview
of two prototypes that have been most in uential for the design of the OO
views for data integration in AMOSII.

7.2.1 Multiview
The Multiview [46, 47, 66] OO view system adds dynamically updateable
materialized OO views on the top of the GemStone OO DBMS. The views
are de ned by de ning virtual classes, placed in the same class hierarchy as as
the ordinary GemStone classes. The virtual classes are capacity-augmenting,
i.e. attributes and methods can be added to them, as to the ordinary GemStone classes. Virtual classes are de ned using six object-preserving algebraoperators:

 select: Returns a subset of the input class based on a predicate expression.

 hide: Removes properties from a set of objects.
 re ne: Casts a set of input objects downwards in the class hierarchy

(i.e. changes the class of the input objects to a subclass of their original
class).

 union: Makes a union of two input class extents. The equality condition is OID equality.

 intersection: Returns the intersection of the extents of two classes.
 di erence: Returns the di erence of the extents of two classes.
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The classes in GemStone and Multiview are organized in a multiple inheritance hierarchy. As AMOSII, GemStone also requires that each object
instance belongs to a single most speci c class. In presence of declaratively
speci ed virtual classes, it is impossible to guarantee that two virtual classes
will not both contain the same instance of some of their common superclasses, that at the same time is not an instance of any of their common subclassess. For example, if a class Person is subclassed by two virtual classes
Student and Teacher having no common subclasses, there might be a person
that satis es both the conditions of being a student and a teacher. Such an
instance would violate the requirements of belonging to a single most speci c class. In [47] it is suggested that, to solve this problem, in a multiple
inheritance OO views hierarchy the system must either generate automatically the intersection classes to classify this instances, or assign unique OIDs
to the instances of the virtual classes. The second solution, applied in both
Multibase and AMOSII, furthermore requires a single point of inheritance
property of the class hierarchy. This property guarantees that two classes
having inherited the same property, inherit it from a single class in the class
hierarchy.
The Multibase system uses an elaborate solution where each object is
represented by a single conceptual object and a number of implementation
objects for each of its superclasses. The graph of each conceptual object with
its corresponding implementation objects mirrors the class hierarchy.
This idea has been simpli ed and adapted in AMOSII where there is
no distinction between implementation and conceptual objects. In AMOSII,
these relationships are stored in coercion tables. The bene t of this approach
is that, in a data integration scenario, new view classes can be de ned over
already existing populated classes. The instances of the view classes can then
have their own OIDs without a ecting the classes they are derived from.
Within the Multibase system, a class restructuring strategy is proposed
to avoid con icts in the class hierarchy by preserving the single point of
inheritance property when new view classes are added. Because of the complexity of this process, in AMOSII we adopted some modeling constraints in
order to prevent situations in which these transformations are needed.
Multiview is an implemented system with experimental results reported.
However, it assumes active view materialization techniques and does not
elaborate the consequences of the use of the applied techniques for data
integration in a distributed heterogeneous environment.
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7.2.2 O2 Views

The O2 system is one of the rst commercial OO systems to provide OO view
functionality [57, 68]. Before the introduction of the OO view system, the O2
system relied on named sets to provide some of the OO view features. Named
sets however, do not provide some important features as: (i) description of
the structure of the objects in the set, (ii) inheritance of methods from
already de ned classes (iii) attachment of new methods, etc.
The O2 views are implemented on the top of the O2 system. The views
are de ned using virtual schemas derived from root schemas. A root schema
can either be another virtual schema or an O2 schema. This allows for composition of views to an arbitrary degree of nesting. Corresponding to the root
and virtual schemas there are a root and a virtual (data)base, representing
the instances involved in the view mapping.
The views lter the data of the root base into the virtual base. Two
modeling constructs are added to the O2 data de nition language to support
the de nitions of the lter mapping: virtual classes (VC) and imaginary
classes (IC). A virtual class is de ned as a subclass of a virtual or an ordinary
O2 class, named root class. A VC inherits the attributes of its root class, and
can also have virtual attributes with functionality equivalent to the derived
functions in AMOSII. Some attributes of the root class can be declared
hidden and therefore not accessible to the user of the VC. Other properties
of the VCs are that they:






have an extent selected by a declarative query form the root database.
are connected to the class hierarchy.
provide a named set representing the extent.
provide OIDs for the class instances based on the one-to-one correspondence with instances in the root database.

The ICs have the following properties:

 an extent is selected by a declarative query from the root database.
 they are not connected to the class hierarchy.
 assign OIDs to the instances based on a set of core attributes, corresponding to keys.
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The following example, in which a VC Adult is de ned as a specialization of
the class Person, illustrates the language constructs used for the VC de nition:
virtual class Adult from Person extension Adult
virtual attributes
age: integer has value self-> age;
hide attribute date_of_birth
includes
(select p from p in People where p->age >= 21)

where self references the corresponding object of class Person, and the
includes clause de nes how is the extent of the VC selected from the extent
of the root class.
The separation of the view de nition facilities between the VC and IC
constructs provide for a wide range of restructuring capabilities, while preserving the consistency of the class hierarchy. In comparison with AMOSII,
the IC approach in AMOSII is used in the proxy types that retrieve their
data from data sources other than AMOSII mediators. The VCs are equivalent to AMOSII DTs having a single supertype. In the query processing,
AMOSII relies as much as possible on OIDs rather than on key values as the
O2 view system. When subtyping among AMOSII mediators, OIDs are used
and manipulated because they are at least as small as the shortest possible
key of an object. We assume that there is a functional dependency between
the keys and the OID of an object, and therefore key manipulation is not
needed in intersection-based OO views, such as the DTs.
The O2 views mechanism does not provide multiple inheritance and integration facilities such as the DTs and IUTs in AMOSII. Therefore this
approach can be classi ed as a class restructuring mechanism, or a selectionbased view mechanism. For more advanced view de nitions, the user is still
limited to the named sets constructs.

Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusions
As a legacy of the mainframe computing trend in the previous decades,
large enterprises often have many isolated data repositories used only within
portions of the organization. While these systems contributed to the development of the companies in the past, their inability to interoperate and
provide the user with a uni ed informational picture of whole enterprise
is a \speed bump" in taking the corporate structures to the next level of
eciency. The recent development of the network technology bridged the
physical gap between these systems, but nevertheless did not eliminate the
burden of accessing the data in many diverse native formats.
Several technical obstacles arise in the design and implementation of
data integration systems that provide the user with a uni ed view of data
in multiple repositories (data sources). First, due to the distribution of the
repositories, such a system has to operate in a distributed environment.
Second, the data sources might use di erent data models and languages,
and might contain equivalent, con icting or complementary data, requiring
reconciliation before it is presented to the user. Finally, the repositories are
not under control of the data integration system, and their integration should
not a ect their functionality or require modi cations.
The wrapper-mediator approach introduced in [85], divides the functionality of a data integration system into two units. The wrappers provides
access to the data in the data sources using a common data model (CDM),
and a common query language. The mediator provides a coherent view of the
159
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data in the repositories by performing semantic reconciliation of the CDM
data representations provided by the wrappers.
This thesis presents a design, implementation and evaluation of a mediator system named AMOSII. The mediation facilities in AMOSII are based
on a passive approach where the requested data is retrieved from the data
sources when a query is issued in the mediator. The passive approach preserves the autonomy of the data sources and is suitable for mediation in
environments where data sources are autonomous, non-active, have large
data volumes, or have high update frequencies. AMOSII is divided into two
functional units:

 a mediation OO view mechanism providing constructs for reconciliation of data and schema heterogeneities among the sources.

 a multidatabase query processing engine for processing and executing
queries over data in several AMOSII servers and other types of data
sources.

The OO views mechanism is integrated in the inheritance mechanism
by introducing derived types (DTs) and integration union types (IUT). The
DTs and the UITs are placed in the same type hierarchy as the ordinary
types.
The DT instances are derived from the instances of their supertypes
according to a declarative condition speci ed in the DT de nitions. DT instances are assigned OIDs, allowing their use in locally stored attributes
de ned over the DTs in the same way as over the ordinary types. Queries
over DTs are expanded by system-inserted predicates that perform the DT
system support tasks. The system support of the DT is divided into three
mechanisms: (i) providing consistency of queries over DTs; (ii) generation
of OIDs for the DT instances; and (iii) validation of the DT instances with
assigned OIDs. The system generates templates and functions to perform
these tasks. During the calculus generation phase, the query is analyzed,
and where needed, the appropriate functions/templates are inserted. The nal calculus representation is generated by a series of transformations aimed
to produce a correct and ecient query calculus expression. In these transformations, query consistency is achieved by extent template expansions and
removals, and by optimized coercion of local DT OIDs; OID generation is
performed by including OID generation functions for selected query variables; DT instance validation is performed by inserting and expanding the
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validation functions. The separation of the validation from extent generation
(instance composition) leads to smaller validation functions. The separation
of the OID generation from the extent generation allows selective generation
of OIDs for the DT instances. Only the required portions of the DT extents
are materialized locally.
The functions specifying the view support tasks describe relationships of
the DTs in the type hierarchy and often have overlapping parts. The thesis
demonstrates how calculus-based query optimization can be used to remove
redundant computations introduced from the overlap among the systeminserted expressions, and between the system-inserted and user-speci ed
parts of the query. The calculus-based transformations and optimizations
do not require cost calculations and search space transitions, thus making
them simple to implement and inexpensive to perform.
A novel framework for integration of data sources with overlapping data
based on OO type hierarchies and late binding is presented. The IUTs are
introduced to model a coherent view of heterogeneous data in multiple repositories. IUTs allows for resolutions of con icts in the meta-data (e.g. naming,
scaling, etc.) and for dealing with overlaps in the extents of the integrated
types. Furthermore, instances of the IUTs can be assigned OIDs used in
locally stored and derived functions.
Each IUT is mapped by the system to a hierarchy of system generated
derived types, called auxiliary types (ATs). The ATs represent disjoint parts
(a join and two anti-semi-joins) of the outer-join needed for the data integration. The reconciliation of the attributes of the integrated types is modeled
by a system-generated set of overloaded derived functions, The implementation of each function is inferred from the CASE clause in the IUT de nition.
Several novel query processing and optimization technique are developed for eciently processing queries containing overloaded functions over
the system-generated OO views. Queries over such an OO view hierarchy
contain late-bound calls. The late-bound calls are translated to disjunctive
calculus expressions that are suitable for application of techniques such as:
bulk-oriented processing, type-aware query rewriting, selective OID generation, and dynamic generation of indexes for nested subqueries. The reported
measurements compare the impacts of di erent query processing strategies
showing that the combination of these techniques drastically lowers execution times, in some cases by several orders of magnitude.
The distributed mediation architecture of AMOSII is re ected in the
design of the multidatabase query engine that processes queries over the
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integrated OO views. It supports the cooperation of a number of AMOSII
servers on a query processor level. An AMOSII system does not treat another
AMOSII system as just another data source. More speci cally, the interAMOSII interaction di ers from the interaction between an AMOSII system
and a wrapper in two main points:
 an AMOSII system can accept compilation and execution requests for
subqueries over data in more than one data source. The wrapper interfaces accept subqueries that are always over data in a single data
source.
 AMOSII supports materialization of intermediate results to be used as
input to locally executed subqueries, generated by a query decomposition in another AMOSII server (ship-and-execute interface). A wrapper
has only execute interface.
These two features in uence the design of both the query decomposer and
the run-time support for query execution. Techniques based on these features
are used in AMOSII to achieve improved query performance.
The following conclusions can be drawn: First, although traditional object orientation allows for mediation by some remote method invocation
protocol, its performance can be unacceptable. There is an apparent need
for set-oriented query processing as used in the relational databases. Second,
the multidatabase environment requires even greater optimization e orts to
achieve acceptable performance for a wide range of queries. Third, describing type hierarchies and semantic heterogeneity using declarative functions
and a functional CDM provides many opportunities for the extensive query
optimization needed in an OO mediation framework.
The AMOSII system is implemented on a Windows NT/95 platform
using TCP/IP for the communication.

Appendix A

Abbreviations
AT
ATM
BS
CDM
CQL
DBMS
DcT
DST
DT
DTR
ET
FMS
IS
ISDN
IUT
KS
LAN
MDBMS
MIF
NB

auxiliary type
Asynchronous Transfer Mode
bulk size
common data model
common query language
database management system
decomposition tree
data source type
derived type
dynamic type resolver
extent template
federated multidatabase systems
input variables set
(the set of input variables to a SF)
Integrate Services Digital Network
integration union types
a set of variables used at a remote SF
(in SAE operator execution)
local area network
multidatabase management system
multiple implementation functions
number of bulks
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ODBC
ODMG
OID
OO
PCA
PPL
QEP
RPC
RS
SAE
SAEDS
SF
SJA
SJMA
SQL
SV
WCDMA

Abbreviations
Open DataBase Connectivity (standard)
Object Database Management Group (consortium)
object identifier
object-oriented
project-concatenation algorithm
post processing list
query execution plan
remote procedure call
result set
(the set of variables returned by an SAE operator)
ship and execute
ship and execute operator description structure
subquery function
semi-join algorithm
semi-join with materialized index algorithm
Structured Query Language
substitute variable
Wireless Collision Detection Media Access
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Design, Implementation and Evaluation of a Distributed
Mediator System for Data Integration:
the Story of AMOSII
Vanja Josifovski

An important factor of the strength of a modern enterprise is its capability to effectively store and process information. As a legacy of the mainframe computing
trend in recent decades, large enterprises often have many isolated data repositories used only within portions of the organization. The methodology used
in the development of such systems, also known as legacy systems, is tailored
according to the application, without concern for the rest of the organization.
From organizational reasons, such isolated systems still emerge within di erent
portions of the enterprises. While these systems improve the eciency of the
individual enterprise units, their inability to interoperate and provide the user
with a uni ed information picture of the whole enterprise is a \speed bump" in
taking the corporate structures to the next level of eciency.
Several technical obstacles arise in the design and implementation of a system
for integration of such data repositories (sources), most notably distribution,
autonomy, and data heterogeneity. This thesis presents a data integration system based on the wrapper-mediator approach. In particular, it describes the
facilities for passive data mediation in the AMOSII system. These facilities
consist of: (i) object-oriented (OO) database views for reconciliation of data
and schema heterogeneities among the sources, and (ii) a multidatabase query
processing engine for processing and executing of queries over data in several
data sources with di erent processing capabilities. Some of the major data
integration features of AMOSII are:
 A distributed mediator architecture where query plans are generated using
a distributed compilation in several communicating mediator and wrapper
servers.
 Data integration by reconciled OO views spanning over multiple mediators
and speci ed through declarative OO queries. These views are capacity
augmenting views, i.e. locally stored attributes can be associated with
them.
 Processing and optimization of queries to the reconciled views using OO
concepts such as overloading, late binding, and type-aware query rewrites.
 Query optimization strategies for ecient processing of queries over a combination of locally stored and reconciled data from external data sources.
The AMOSII system is implemented on a Windows NT/95 platform.
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